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Introduction

FAFEN Election Anniversary Publications
FAFEN offers two new publications on the one-year anniversary of the February 18, 2008, Pakistan General Elections.
The first publication – Election Day Process Analysis – presents data and analysis not previously available, based on
qualitative observation checklists from more than 18,000 FAFEN Election Day observers. FAFEN observers filled out a
set of detailed checklists about the opening of the polls, the voting process, the closing of the polls, the ballot counting
process, and the consolidation of election results. FAFEN’s Election Day observation data is presented in full, along with
additional summary findings and recommendations. The second publication – Elecetion Results Analysis – consolidates
all FAFEN Parallel Vote Tabulation (PVT) results for 242 National Assembly constituencies. These new publications are
intended to contribute to the ongoing process of the Election Commission of Pakistan’s Electoral Reforms Committee
towards comprehensive reform of the Pakistan electoral system. FAFEN’s recommendations are offered in a spirit of
cooperation and shared goals.

About FAFEN
The Free and Fair Election Network (FAFEN) was established in 2006 as a coalition of 30 leading civil society organizations
in Pakistan with the primary objective to mobilize voters and observe the general elections that took place in February
2008.
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Since its inception, FAFEN has had many successes. The impact of its work on the process and conduct of elections
has been acknowledged by political parties, the Election Commission of Pakistan, international observer groups, and
domestic and international media. For example:
“In terms of reporting on and affecting changes in electoral administration and being coordinated, (FAFEN) domestic
observation was more effective than international observation. … It was probably the most effective and efficient activity
supported by the donors … (and) should be studied further as best practice.” – Joint Donor Evaluation of Pakistan
Electoral Assistance 2006-2008 (August 2008)

“The FAFEN observation reports show high quality of quantitative analysis based on both access to data from a statistically
significant range of constituencies and a sound methodology.” – European Union Election Observation Mission (EU EOM)
Final Report (April 2008)
What started out in 2006 as a loose network of civil society organizations was registered in 2008 as a legal entity under the
name of Trust for Democratic Education and Accountability, which now manages FAFEN. For more information, please
go to www.fafen.org

FREE AND FAIR ELECTION NETWORK

“FAFEN produced valuable election related information throughout the election period as well as a strong set of
recommendations for election reform. Their parallel vote tabulation (PVT) effort was particularly impressive as they were
able to have election monitors in 8,000 polling places throughout the day.” -- Joint Donor Evaluation of Pakistan Electoral
Assistance 2006-2008 (August 2008)
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Summary of FAFEN Election Observation
Methodology and Findings
PART I: VOTERS’ LIST AUDIT & OBSERVATION OF DISPLAY PERIOD
A. Methodology
From June 13 to July 18, 2007, FAFEN conducted Pakistan’s first statistically valid audit of the Draft Electoral Roll (2007).
FAFEN conducted a List-to-People and People-to-List audit in electoral areas covered by 506 randomly selected Display
Centers throughout the country - a methodology that has been tried and tested in many other countries. These Display
Centers were selected in 500 randomly chosen Union Councils according to proportion of population of each province.
In addition, FAFEN observed the quality of processes implemented by the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) Display
Center Information Officers (DCIOs) in order to analyze their fairness, neutrality, and transparency, based on the ECP’s
Manual of Instruction. FAFEN’s qualitative observation was conducted at about 21,000 (out of 45,000) Display Centers.
Additionally, more than 3,000 DCIOs and 25,400 people visiting the Display Centers were interviewed to gauge their
perceptions about the processes inside the centers.
FAFEN also studied the activities of political parties and civil society organizations during the Display Period to analyze
their level of interest in the process at more than 5,500 locations of the four provinces. A total of 754 FAFEN static and
mobile observers, duly trained for their multi-faceted tasks, were employed to carry out this research.

B. Key Findings
FAFEN’s key findings with regard to the accuracy and completeness of the 2007 Draft Electoral Roll were as follows1:

1. A Quarter of Households were Not Registered
Almost 27 percent of households in the electoral areas covered were found to be not registered in the draft electoral roll.
The highest number of unregistered households was found in NWFP at 45.53 percent. This was followed by Balochistan,
with 41.22 percent; Islamabad at 37.5 percent; Punjab with 23.36 percent, and Sindh at 16.73 percent. The data
extrapolation leads to an alarmingly high number of unregistered households in the country – around 5.3 million, basing
on the national figure of a total of 19,849,770 households given by the ECP.

2. More Women than Men were Unregistered
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The number of women not registered on the draft electoral rolls was much higher than the number of unregistered men
throughout the country. However, there remained a high number of people who have not been registered on the electoral
rolls, irrespective of their sex. The highest number of unregistered women was found in NWFP, at almost 50%. This
percentage was followed by Sindh, Punjab, and Islamabad. These women might not have been registered due to social
obstacles to women’s political participation and the fact that many women lack CNICs.

3. Registered Households had Unregistered Members

Unregistered people, both males and females, were scattered all over the country and were part of households that
had some members registered on the electoral roll. The finding was established by both List-to-People and People-toList audits. Out of a total of 7,094 households checked during the List-to-People audit, only 3,875 (54.62 percent) of
households were found to have the exact number of males as were on the list, while 2,847 (40.13 percent) of households
had the exact number of females as were on the list.
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4. The 2007 Electoral Roll was Largely Free of Entry-Level Errors
The two audits took into account the issue of the accuracy of the 2007 draft electoral roll with regard to the entries of
names, addresses, and CNIC numbers of voters. The audit established that this new roll was largely free of the entry-level
errors. More than 97 percent of respondents whose details were cross-checked were found to be accurate. The List-toPeople and the People-to-List audit generated similar data regarding the accuracy of the electoral roll.

1. Taken from “Draft Electoral Roll 2007: Flawed but Fixable,” FAFEN, August 2007.

A. Methodology
FAFEN designed a long-term pre-election observation strategy involving one Observer District Coordinator (ODC) in
each district, complemented by additional Constituency Coordinators (CCs) in districts with more than one National
Assembly constituency. In total, FAFEN member CSOs hired 264 ODCs and CCs, covering all but eight constituencies in
eight FATA Agencies. Each FAFEN ODC functioned as a CC for the National Assembly (NA) constituency in their district
and had overall management responsibility for their district, including supervision of any additional CCs and all Election
Day observers.
FAFEN provided four rounds of training for ODCs and CCs. Training sessions took place in nine locations across Pakistan.
Observer District Coordinators were trained in September 2007 (in five clusters), November 2007 (in 11 clusters), in
December 2007 (in 13 clusters) and in January 2008 (in 12 clusters), for a total of 41 training sessions in nine cities.
ODCs and CCs submitted comprehensive, standardized checklists each week to the FAFEN Secretariat/Data Center
covering a wide range of election preparation and campaign issues. FAFEN’s aim was to design these checklists so that
they would capture quantifiable information – rather than only anecdotes – that could be tabulated weekly. Approximately
120 ODCs and 140 additional CCs sent weekly reports to FAFEN during a 15-week period to the FAFEN Secretariat based
in Islamabad, which used this information to raise pertinent issues with various stakeholders with a view to improving the
quality of electoral processes.
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PART II: PRE-ELECTION OBSERVATION

In early November, FAFEN began publishing 19 “FAFEN Election Updates” based on the reports by ODCs and CCs
around the country. In addition to these data-driven Updates, FAFEN published “Missing and Duplicate Voters on Final
Electoral Roll (FER),” February 13, 2008, providing conclusions of a FAFEN follow-up audit of the combined 2007 FER and
the 2002 Supplemental Electoral Roll. This secondary audit was based on data from FAFEN’s 2007 statistical “people-tolist” and “list-to-people” field audit of the Draft Electoral Roll as well as subsequent analysis for submission of an amicus
brief to the Supreme Court on the same topic and continuous monitoring and advocacy about the development of the
2008 Final Electoral Roll.

B. Key Findings
FAFEN reached the following key conclusions based on its long-term observation of the electoral process from October
2007 to February 2008:

1. Election Administration
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1.1 Copies of the Final Electoral Rolls (FER) and polling station lists (“polling schemes”) were not consistently distributed
to district and constituency election officials and were not made available to election stakeholders until very late in
the election calendar.
1.2 Many Assistant Election Commissioners (AECs), District Returning Officers (DROs), and ROs repeatedly received
unclear instructions from the ECP. They also received training from the ECP very late in the election process. Some
of these officials were unwilling to meet with or respond to election observers and other stakeholders. Many DROs,
in particular, were not aware of or were resistant to their election-related responsibilities, such as accrediting election
observers.

1.4 AECs, DROs, and ROs were transferred and replaced after the announcement of the election schedule in number of
constituencies.

FREE AND FAIR ELECTION NETWORK

1.3 ECP officials at the district and constituency levels were not consistently aware of election complaint procedures or
mechanisms for tracking and enforcement of the Code of Conduct for Political Parties and Contesting Candidates
or election spending limits for candidates. These officials often took no action to enforce the Code of Conduct.
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2. Role of Local Government Officials
2.1 Despite the provisions of the Local
Government Ordinance 2000 as
well as the spirit of the ECP Code
of Conduct for Political Parties and
Contesting Candidates for General
Elections 2008 (Article 1(17)) and
Section 83 of the Representation of
the People Act 1976), Nazims at all
three tiers supported candidates or
parties in many constituencies in
advance of the elections.
2.2 Nazims and other district and local
government officials supported
parties and candidates by urging
voters to vote for them, attending
their rallies, and allowing use of
official resources such as use of
official cars and premises. FAFEN
observers reported that political
party candidates mobilized support through Union Nazims in more than 30% of the constituencies where candidate
strategies were observed, except for PML-Q candidates, who did so in 72% of constituencies where their candidates
were observed.
2.3 Police in many constituencies acted in favor of candidates affiliated to the former ruling party by providing protocol
and extra-ordinary security to candidates and by attending rallies or putting up campaign materials of some
candidates.

3. Political Parties and Candidates
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3.1 Despite the ban on announcing new development schemes after the announcement of the election schedule, in more
than 50% of constituencies, candidates were committing to undertake specific projects if they won the seat, and
local government officials were speeding the completion of development projects or initiating new projects. Some
political parties and independent candidates were inducing voters through payments or promises of payments or
other reward.
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3.2 Other violations of the Code of
Conduct
included
advertising
on public and private buildings,
intimidating local printing presses,
using abusive language against
rivals, inciting sectarian (or cultural/
regional) sentiments, destruction
of property, discouraging women
from voting, and violating size limits
for billboards and other signs and
materials.
3.3 All major political parties’ candidates
were found to be mobilizing voters
through the influence of biradari
leaders or through appeals to
biradari affiliations in more than
68% of the constituencies where
campaign strategies were observed.
Some parties were mobilizing voters
through appeals to ethnic affiliations or religious themes and affiliations.

4. Intimidation and Violence
4.1 Candidates were observed in many constituencies intimidating voters – primarily voters who are dependent for their
livelihoods on landowners, employers, or others – in order to gain support.
4.2 Police were observed harassing candidates and/or workers of certain political parties by threatening to register
cases against them. Police also asked supporters and candidates of certain political parties to stop campaigning.
District police often refused to authorize rallies and public meetings of candidates of some parties on one pretext or
another.
4.3 During the first ten days of February, FAFEN’s media monitoring project noted 46 separate incidents involving
either violence or accusations about violence and fraud. The most deadly incidents reported in the media from
February 1-10 occurred in Punjab, where 32 people were killed in election-related violence, followed by NWFP with
25 deaths.
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3.4 The political parties that boycotted the polls were actively campaigning for the boycott and some were intimidating
voters into boycotting. The boycotting parties also interfered in voter education programs.

PART III: ELECTION DAY OBSERVATION
A. Methodology
FAFEN observed the February 18, 2008 Pakistan General Elections in a total of 258 (out of 272) National Assembly
constituencies and conducted a Parallel Vote Tabulation (PVT) in 256 constituencies. A total of 18,829 FAFEN Polling
Station Observers (PSOs) and Mobile Observers (MOs) nationwide monitored the elections throughout Election Day.
Pairs of PSOs observed events all day in approximately 7,100 polling stations. MOs made shorter visits to as many as
14,500 polling stations across the country. FAFEN’s coverage represents a statistically-valid random selection of about
12% of polling stations in each constituency and nationwide.
PSO and MO recruitment began in November 2007, and training by FAFEN District and Constituency Coordinators
was scheduled for the week before Election Day. Handbooks for PSOs and MOs included all information needed to
accomplish their duties on Election Day, such as timetables for telephone reporting and instructions for coordinating with
MOs for delivery of observation forms on election night. A special manual was produced with information and instructions
for observation of women’s polling booths. All observers were also provided with either a FAFEN chador or cap.
PSOs, MOs and CCs collected detailed data and qualitative information about adherence to procedures by polling
station officials and other issues at the sampled polling stations using a set of four (4) color-coded FAFEN election
observation forms (checklists):

In addition to this traditional election observation methodology, FAFEN undertook the most complex PVT ever attempted.
FAFEN received data from nearly 3,000 polling stations on election night — greater than any single national PVT conducted
elsewhere in the world, where PVTs have been used to assess primarily national-level races rather than 256 separate
elections. In fact, FAFEN’s PVT was equivalent to conducting a PVT in 256 countries with national races.
FAFEN PSOs observed the vote count at their assigned polling stations and recorded and obtained a copy of
each “Statement of the Count.” MOs helped collect and deliver these polling station results to FAFEN Constituency
Coordinators, who compiled them onto special forms and faxed them throughout election night and the following day
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FAFEN Observation Form 1: For use in male polling booths during the voting process. MOs used a separate
abbreviated version of FAFEN Form 1 to record observations in each short visit to about 10 polling stations.
FAFEN Observation Form 2: For use in female polling booths during the voting process.
FAFEN Observation Form 3: for use during closing polling stations and counting ballots.
FAFEN Observation Form 4: For copying the “Statement of the Count” with details of the ballots counted for each
candidate in a polling station. This FAFEN Form resembled the official form used by Presiding Officers for the same
purpose.
FAFEN Observation Form 5: For use at the office of Returning Officer during the consolidation of poling station
results.
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to FAFEN’s headquarters in Islamabad. As data reached the FAFEN Secretariat and Data Center, two shifts of 20 Data
Center Operators entered the vote counts into a national database using a verified double-data entry system.
In total, FAFEN published the following eight (8) statements and reports during 2008 based on its Election Day observations
and PVT on February 18, 2008:

Preliminary Statements
1.		 FAFEN Election Day Observation Update–1: February 18, 2008, 12:00pm., based on data from more than
5,580 polling stations gathered by FAFEN Secretariat Call Center operators from 202 Constituency Coordinators
on Election Day morning.
2.		 FAFEN Election Day Observation Update–2: February 18, 2008, 8:00pm., based on data from more than
7,800 polling stations gathered by Call Center operators at the FAFEN Secretariat.
3.		 Long-Term Electoral System Reform Essential: February 19, 2008, providing the firs preliminary statement on the
elections from any domestic or international observation group.

Election Results Analysis
4.		 FAFEN Election Results Analysis–I: FAFEN Releases Results for 33 Constituencies, Urges Immediate Public
Release of ECP Polling Station Results,” March 8, 2008.
5. FAFEN Election Results Analysis–II: Time is Ripe for Reform in Electoral Administration and Law,” April 9,
2008, summarizing analysis of data from 174 constituencies.
6.		 FAFEN Election Results Analysis–III: FAFEN Documents Irregularities in Karachi Despite Threats Against
Election Observers, May 7, 2008, providing additional analysis of the 20 constituencies in Karachi, Sindh
Province.
7.		 FAFEN Election Analysis–IV: Polling Station Data Shows How Elections Are ‘Captured’ and ‘Rigged’ in
Pakistan,” August 8, 2008, along with a press release titled “Election Commission: End Election Rigging in
Pakistan by Releasing Polling Station Results.”

Electoral Reform Recommendations
8.		 Election Observation Summary & Recommendations for Electoral Reform: Submitted to the Electoral Reforms
Committee, June 21, 2008.”
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B. Key Findings
FAFEN’s Election Day key findings, published in several public reports during the first half of 2008, include the
following:

Election Day Process Analysis

1. Difference in Election Results – PVT Estimate vs. ECP Result
In 191 out of 246 National Assembly constituencies, the
PVT estimate and ECP result are statistically equivalent.
In 45 constituencies there is a statistically significant
difference in the PVT estimate and ECP result for the
margin of victory of the winner or for the runner-up, but with
the same winning candidate. In ten (10) constituencies
there is both a statistically significant difference between
the PVT estimate and the ECP result and a difference
in the outcome (i.e., a different winning candidate). The
statistical differences in these constituencies do not
indicate with certainty that a different candidate won the
election. However, the differences are significant enough
to be outside the PVT’s margin of error.

the election. However, the differences are significant enough to be outside the PVT’s margin of error.

2. Close Contests with Significant Problems at Polling Stations
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In 191 out of 246 National Assembly constituencies, the PVT estimate and ECP result are statistically equivalent. In 45
constituencies there is a statistically significant difference in the PVT estimate and ECP result for the margin of victory of
the winner or for the runner-up, but with the same winning candidate. In ten (10) constituencies there is both a statistically
significant difference between the PVT estimate and the ECP result and a difference in the outcome (i.e., a different winning
candidate). The statistical differences in these constituencies do not indicate with certainty that a different candidate won

In at least 426 polling stations spread out in 162 constituencies out of 246 (65.9%), FAFEN’s election observation qualitative
information and PVT data indicate that the contest was close and that polling station problems were widespread and/
or serious enough that they could have had an effect on the outcome of the election. These problems included polling
officials, polling agents, or others stamping ballot papers; voters being openly pressured inside polling stations to choose
a particular party or candidate; polling stations ‘captured’ by armed men, polling agents, or others; physical violence
against voters, polling officials, polling agents, or election observers; showing and use of firearms inside polling stations;
and closure of women’s polling booths.

3. Voter Turnout Greater than 100%
In 61 of 246 constituencies (24.8%), one or more polling stations in the sample had voter turnout rates equal to or
exceeding 100% of the number of registered voters published by the ECP the week preceding the election. In other
words, more ballots were counted in the
ballot boxes in these polling stations than
the number of voters registered to vote in
the stations.
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4. Low Voter Turnout in Female
Polling Stations
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The voter turnout in all sampled female
polling stations was below average
compared to the voter turnout for both
male and combined polling stations
sampled in the constituencies. Excluding
all polling stations where turnout was
100% or more, the average national
turnout was 49.9% in male polling
stations, 49.6% in combined polling
stations, and 41.1% in female polling
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stations. The same holds true for provincial figures, with the exception of Balochistan where turnout in Female polling
stations was unusually high (61.1%) – higher than the averages of both Male and Combined polling stations in the
province. Turnout in women’s stations was lowest in FATA (10.4%) and NWFP (25.8%).
The following additional key findings are offered on the one-year anniversary of the election, based on the detailed
qualitative observations of more than 18,000 FAFEN Election Day observers:

5. Voting without Proper Identification
Contrary to the law, voters in more than one in five polling booths were allowed to cast ballots without showing required
identification. In more than one-fifth of polling booths, Polling Officers did not call out the name and number of each voter
as the voter was confirmed on the electoral roll. In about one in twelve polling booths, Polling Officers did not mark off each
voter’s name on the electoral roll. In about one in every 15 polling booths, polling officials did not check the voters’ thumb for
indelible ink. The failure to implement these procedures opens the process to duplicate and fraudulent voting.

6. Compromised Voting Secrecy
In more than one-fourth of polling booths, people followed voters behind voting secrecy screens. The election law and
policy are clear that there are only two very limited circumstances in which anyone can go behind a screen with another
voter. In about one in every five polling booths, voters needing extra assistance got help from candidate or party agents,
in clear contravention of law, procedure, and best practice for democratic elections. Allowing polling agents to speak to
voters for any reason introduces an atmosphere of inappropriate influence or coercion in the polling booth.

7. Weakly Implemented Procedures for Challenged and Tendered Ballots
In about one-third and one-fourth of polling booths, respectively, challenged and tendered ballot papers were not kept
separate from the National Assembly ballot box. Failing to follow these procedures means that these ballot papers were
counted along with other votes. In a constituency with a significant number of challenged or tendered ballots, this failure
of procedures could have an impact on a constituency’s electoral result. The large number of duplicate and unverified
entries in the supplemental Electoral Roll (taken from the 2002 voters’ list) increased the chances of multiple voting and
voter impersonation, and therefore also the chances for challenged ballots.

8. Ballot Box Stuffing
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In about one-third of all polling stations, ballot papers were illegally stamped by polling officials, polling agents, or others.
This serious and pervasive problem was reported almost twice as often from female polling stations compared to male
or combined stations. “Ballot box stuffing” is a common accusation, leading to a loss of confidence in election results.
Among the contributing factors to an environment open to extra ballots being illegally stamped and “stuffed” in ballot
boxes are: (1) unclear procedures for the distribution of ballot books among polling booths; (2) failure or weaknesses in
filling out (and double-checking) ballot book accounting forms; and (3) failure to fasten ballot box seals tightly (and poor
instructions and photographs in the ECP training manuals on how to do so).

Election Day Process Analysis

9. Security Problems and Law Enforcement Weakness
There were security problems in about one in every 25 polling stations. In about one out of every ten polling booths,
according to observers, the polling station was “captured” and a significant number of voters were not permitted to vote.
The election law does not specify the roles and responsibilities of police and other security officials during elections. In
addition, the election law and regulations do not sufficiently empower Presiding Officers to implement their responsibilities
as First Class Magistrates to enforce law and order in polling stations.

10. Unauthorized Individuals in Polling Stations
There were unauthorized individuals in about one in every seven polling stations. This serious breach of polling station
security and integrity can lead to disruption of the polling process, intimidation and/or influence of voters and/or polling
officials, ballot tampering, and other electoral malfeasance.

In about one in every six polling stations Presiding Officers permitted non-ECP polling personnel, including candidates
and polling agents, to handle ballot papers during the ballot counting process. In about one out of every 40 polling
stations, the Presiding Officer did not put ballots for each candidate in a separate pile, as required. In about one out of
every 20 polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not count the ballots for each candidate twice, as required.

12. Inconsistent Implementation of Invalid Ballot Rules
In more than one out of every six polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not reject invalid ballots according to the rules
defined in the election law. Polling agents in almost half of polling stations argued that some ballots rejected as invalid
should be accepted as valid. It is positive that polling agents participated actively in the ballot counting process. However,
the election law and procedure are silent on whether this participation is permitted and how Presiding Officers should
handle it.

13. No Statement of the Count to Observers
In about one out of every five polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not provide accredited election observers with a
copy of the Statement of the Count. Giving neutral observers a copy of the polling station “result” is not required by law
or mentioned in ECP procedural handbooks, but doing so would significantly add to the transparency of the electoral
process and particularly the consolidation of electoral results.
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11. Weaknesses in Ballot Counting Procedures

14. Failure to Post Statement of the Count
In more than one out of every six polling stations, the Statement of the Count was not posted outside the polling station
for public information. The problem was somewhat more common in Balochistan. This fundamental procedure should be
standardized everywhere to ensure transparency to the voting public about the election results.

15. Delay in Sending Statement of the Count to Returning Officer
In almost one out of every ten polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not send a copy of the Statement of the Count
immediately to the Returning Officer, as required by law. Failure to implement this procedure delays the vote consolidation
and the announcement of the election result. These delays lead to a common suspicion that election results are altered
during the ballot counting and/or consolidation processes, undermining public confidence in the electoral system and
election results.
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16. Inconsistent Methods of Delivering Statements of the Count
The ECP has not specified any mechanism for transporting polling station results from the Presiding Officers to the
Returning Officers for consolidation of election results. Therefore, it is not clear who is permitted to transport election
results. Statements of the Count are sensitive election materials that should be handled with care. The ECP should know
who is responsible for these polling station results at all times.

17. Poorly Implemented Result Consolidation Procedures
FREE AND FAIR ELECTION NETWORK

In about one-third of constituencies for which data is available, Returning Officers did not follow the basic procedure
of issuing a written notice to all candidates about the consolidation of election results. In the same percentage of
constituencies, Returning Officers did not permit accredited election observers to witness the result consolidation
process, and candidates or their agents did not witness the consolidation. In more than one in seven constituencies,
candidates or their agents raised objections to the postal ballot counting process. In about one in nine constituencies,
the postal ballot count changed the election result.
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Section I

Polling Procedures
A. Preparing for Voting
B. Voting Process
C. Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence,
Bias, Security Breaches
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Preparing for Voting

1. Polling Station Sign
Law, Procedure and Policy
“[The Presiding Officer (PrO) will] Attach the ‘Polling Station’ sign to the outside of the building. Tip: Make
sure you have written the name and number of your polling station and constituency on it! Ensure ALL
signs are prominently displayed.”
ECP Handbook for Presiding Officers (PrOs), Pg. 30 (emphasis in original)

Frequency Table
Frequency

Percent

Missing

593

8.4

Yes

5419

76.5

No

1076

15.2

Total

7088

100

Province-wise
90%
80%
70%
60%

Missing

50%

Yes

40%

No

30%
20%
10%
0%
Punjab

NWFP

Sindh

Baluchistan

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, 76.5% had a sign clearly indicating the location of the
polling station. There was no such sign in 15.2% of observed
polling stations.1

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, 76.2% had a sign
posted and 16.7% did not. About 78% of 1,029 polling stations
observed in NWFP had a sign, while 15.7% did not. In Sindh,
77.3% of 1,615 polling stations had a sign, while 11.6% did
not. In Baluchistan, 72.4% and 12.2% of 286 observed polling
stations, respectively, did and did not have the requisite sign.
Similarly, 62.3% of 53 observed polling stations in Islamabad
Capital Territory had a sign, while 13.2% did not.
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Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, 53.3 % had a sign indicating the location of the
station, while 13.2% did not1. As many as 80.3% of 2,357
observed male polling stations had a sign, while 17.9 did not.
Out of 3,584 combined polling stations, 81.3% had a sign, but
14.1% did not.
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Recommendation
About one in six polling stations were unmarked by any sign, making it harder for voters to find
where to vote. The ECP should emphasize in polling officials’ training the importance of posting the
appropriate exterior signs at polling stations.

1. Information missing for 8.4% of obserdev polling stations.

2. Campaigning Near Polling Stations
a. Campaign Materials within 100 Yards of Polling Stations

Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 85

“[The police will] Ensure that there are no campaign signs or literature within 100 yards of the polling
station ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 13

“[The PrO will] Clean the polling station of any campaign material and distractions. Tip: Make sure you
remove any campaign material within 100 yards of the polling station.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 30

“[The PrO will] periodically check … outside the polling station to … see that there are no campaign
materials within 100 yards of the polling station.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 48

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 26% there were materials or paraphernalia for a
party or a candidate within 100 yards of the polling station,
whereas in 65.1% of the polling stations there were no such
disallowed campaign materials.2

2.

Information missing for 8.9% of observed polling stations.
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Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 26.5%
campaign materials were there, whereas in 66% of stations
there were none. In 32.9% of 1,029 polling stations observed
in NWFP, there were materials for a party or candidate, while
in 60.3% there were none. In Sindh, 21.8% of 1,615 polling
stations had such paraphernalia, while 66.1% % did not.
In Baluchistan, in 21% of the polling stations there were
campaign materials, while in 62.2% of 286 observed polling
stations there were no such materials. Similarly, in 9.4% of 53
observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory there
were campaign materials, while in 64.2% there were none.

Frequency Table

Preparing for Voting

Law, Procedure and Policy
“A person is guilty of an offence punishable with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees if he …
(4) exhibits, except with the permission of the Returning Officer and at a place reserved for the candidate
or his election agent beyond the radius of one hundred yards of the polling station, any notice, sign,
banner or flag designed to encourage the electors to vote or discourage the electors from voting, for any
contesting candidate.”
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40%
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30%
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Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, disallowed campaign signs or literature were
present in 20.4% of stations, while no materials were seen
in 45.3% of stations.3 As many as 30.3% of 2,357 observed
male polling stations had such materials, while 67.2% did not.
Out of 3,584 combined polling stations 25% had campaign
paraphernalia, while 70% did not. In 25% of the combined
polling stations, there were such materials, while in 70% there
were none.

0%
Missing

Yes

No

Recommendation
Out
of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations nationwide, disallowed campaign Illegal
campaign materials were present near one in four polling stations. This problem was somewhat more
common in NWFP and near male polling stations. [1] The ECP should emphasize in training for Presiding
Officers that they are required to ensure that all campaign materials are removed from the area around
the polling station. [2] In addition, the ECP should train police in the enforcement of election law and
procedures, such as ensuring there are no campaign materials within 100 yards of polling stations.

Election Day Process Analysis
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3. Information missing for 34.3% of observed female polling stations.

b. Campaigning within 400 Yards of Polling Station

“Prohibition of canvassing in or near polling station.--A person is guilty of an offence punishable with
fine which may extend to one thousand rupees if he, within a radius of four hundred yards of the polling
station, on the polling day- (1) canvasses for votes; (2) solicits the vote of any elector; [or] (3) persuades
any elector not to vote at the election or for a particular candidate ….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 85

“[The police will] Ensure that there are no … campaign camps, or attempts to solicit or persuade voters,
within 400 yards.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 13

“[The PrO will] Periodically check on the police outside the polling station to ensure that there are no
disturbances or illegal activities ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 48

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 27.8% there were party/candidate camps or other
attempts to influence voters within 400 yards of the polling
station, whereas in 62.8% of the polling stations there was no
such activity.4

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 29.3% there
were party/candidate camps or attempts to influence voters,
whereas in 62.7% there were none. In 33.7% of 1,029 observed
polling stations in NWFP, such camps or voter influence were
seen, while in 59.4% they were not. In Sindh, in 21.4% of 1,615
observed polling stations, camps or influencing were seen,
while in 65.9% they were not. In Baluchistan, in 22.7% of the
of 286 observed polling stations there were such camps or
attempts to influence, while in 59.8% of polling stations there
were none. Similarly, in 15% of 53 observed polling stations
in Islamabad Capital Territory, such camps or activities were
seen, while in 58.5% they were not.
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4. Information missing for 9.4% of observed polling stations.
5. Information missing for 35.2% of observed female polling stations.
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Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 21.4% party/candidate camps or attempts to
influence voters within 400 yards of the stations were noticed,
while in 45.3% none were seen5. In as many as 32.5% of 2,357
observed male polling stations there were such camps or
voter influencing, while in 64.4% there were none. Out of 3,584
combined polling stations in 26.6% there were such camps or
activities, while in 68% there were none.

Frequency Table

Preparing for Voting

Law, Procedure and Policy

Preparing for Voting
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Recommendation
Illegal efforts to influence voters take place near one in four polling stations. [1] The ECP should
emphasize the importance of having a 400-yard no-campaign zone around polling stations in polling
officials’ training. [2] In addition, the ECP should train police in the enforcement of election law and
procedures, such as ensuring there are no party/candidate camps or other attempts to influence voters
within 400 yards of polling stations.

3. Polling Officials Present Before Voting Begins

“There will be 3 polling staff working at each booth.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 8. See also Pg. 39 showing three officials and Pgs. 40, 43, and 45 stating tasks of each of three officials.

“[The PrO will] Arrive with polling staff minimum 2 hours before the official opening of the polling station.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 31

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
in 95.5% all three required polling officials were present before
the opening of the poll, whereas in 1.6% they were not.6

Frequency Table
Frequency
Missing
Yes
No
Total

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 96% all three
required polling officials were present, but in 1.5% they were
not. In 94.6% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP, all
polling officials were present, while in 1.8% they were not. In
Sindh, in 95% of 3,074 polling booths, the required officials
were present, while in 1.6% they were not. In Baluchistan, in
94.7% and 1.7% of 468 observed polling booths, respectively,
three polling officials were and were not present before the
poll. Similarly, in 97.6% of 84 observed polling booths in
Islamabad Capital Territory, the required officials were present,
but in 1.2% they were not.
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 93.7% all three required polling officials were
present, but in 1.8% they were not. In as many as 97.1% of
7,473 observed male polling stations, the required officials
were present, but in 1.4% they were not.
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In about one in every 60 polling booths, the required number of election officials were not present.

6. Information missing for 2.9% of observed polling booths.
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Recommendation

4. Voters’ List in Polling Booths

Preparing for Voting

a. Final Electoral Roll (FER) 2007 in Each Polling Booth
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The Returning Officer shall provide the Presiding Officer of each polling station with copies of electoral
rolls containing the names of the electors entitled to vote at the polling station.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 10

“[The PrO will] Distribute the appropriate section of the Electoral Roll to each of [his/her] polling officers.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 31

“The Roll must be divided according to the number of booths.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 32, giving instructions about how to divide the Electoral Roll

“Display the list containing Serial Number of Voters outside the polling station as well as the polling booth
[with voters] assigned on each booth. Tip: Make sure you attach the list in a place where it can be clearly
seen by voters.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 30

“Post small signs at each polling booth showing the voters: …. The Electoral Roll and Serial numbers of
the voters who will vote in this booth.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 32

Frequency Table
Frequency

Percent
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
94.3% the computerized Final Electoral Roll (FER) 2007 was
available. The voters’ list was missing in 1.6% of observed
polling booths.7

Province-wise
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Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 95.6% the
FER was there, but it was missing in 1.4% of booths. In
92.1% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP, the FER
2007 was present, while in 1.8% it was not. In Sindh, in 92.6%
of 3,074 polling booths, the voters’ list was there, while in
1.8% it was not. In Baluchistan, in 92.5% and 2.4% of 468
observed polling booths, respectively, FER 2007 was and
was not there. In 98.8% of 84 observed polling booths in
Islamabad Capital Territory, the FER 2007 was available.
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7. Information missing for 4.1% of observed polling booths

Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 92.1% the FER 2007 was available, but in
1.7% it was not. In as many as 96.2% of 7,473 observed male
polling stations the voters list was present, but in 1.4% it was
not.

Preparing for Voting

Recommendation
In about one in every 60 polling booths, the 2007 Final Electoral Roll was missing. This problem was
most serious in Baluchistan, where the voters’ list was missing from one in every 40 polling booths. [1]
ECP distribution mechanisms should be improved to ensure that every polling station and booth has the
appropriate voters’ list before Election Day. In addition, most voters must obtain a “chit” from a political
party “camp” outside the polling stations in order to find out where to vote. (Also see section A.2.b.
above on “Campaigning within 400 Yards of Polling Station”.) The ECP Handbook for Presiding Officers
(2007) includes instructions about posting the voters’ list outside polling booths (pages 30 and 32), but
this procedure is rarely if ever implemented. [2] The election law should specify that the voters’ list must
be posted outside each polling station and each polling booth so that voters know where to cast their
ballots. [3] The ECP should train polling officials to [a] post voters’ list outside each polling station and
[b] post outside each polling booth the portion of the voters’ list indicating who should vote in that booth.
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b. Supplemental List of Voters 2002 Attached to FER 2007
Law, Procedure and Policy
No ECP public document articulates this policy decision, instructions to election officials, or the
methodology followed to create the 2008 Final Electoral Roll.
See FAFEN Press Releases, “Draft Electoral Roll 2007: Flawed but Fixable, August 23, 2007, http://www.fafen.org/pressdet.php?id=45, “FAFEN Urges
ECP to Display Voter’s List at Union Councils,” October 26, 2007, http://www.fafen.org/pressdet.php?id=55, and “Missing and Duplicate Voters on Final
Electoral Roll,” February 13, 2008, http://www.fafen.org/admin/products/p47b3114b6e197.pdf
Also see “FAFEN Election Update 19: Notes for Observers and Media on Election Day,” February 17, 2008, Pg. 1-2, http://www.fafen.org/admin/products/
p47b8a00006c78.pdf
Re women’s voter registration and CNICs, see FAFEN report “Flawed but Fixable,” Pg. 14-16 www.fafen.org/admin/products/p4729d6fb5a19e.pdf as well
as these FAFEN press releases:
http://www.fafen.org/pressdet.php?id=43,
http://www.fafen.org/pressdet.php?id=44,
http://www.fafen.org/pressdet.php?id=55
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
71.9% of booths the supplemental list of voters from the 2002
electoral list was stapled to the back of the 2007 FER. In 17.1%
of polling booths, the 2002 supplemental list was not attached
to the 2007 FER.8

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 73.2% the
supplemental list was stapled to the FER 2007, but in 17.8% it
was not. In 70.3% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP,
the supplemental list was attached to FER 2007, while in
17.4% it was not. In Sindh, in 68.6% of 3,074 polling booths,
the two lists were stapled together, while in 16.5% they were
not. In Baluchistan, in 74.1% and 11.1% of 468 observed
polling booths, respectively, the two lists were and were not
stapled together. In 86.9% of 84 observed polling booths in
Islamabad Capital the two lists were stapled together, but in
3.6% they were not.
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 65.5% the two lists were stapled together while
in 19.2% they were not. In as many as 77.3% of 7,473 observed
male polling stations the two lists were attached together, but
in 15.4% they were not.
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Recommendation
The 2002 Supplement to the Electoral Roll was not attached to the 2007 Final Electoral Roll, as required,
in at least one in five polling booths. Preparations regarding the voters list were least consistent in female
polling booths. Before the 2009 local government elections, the ECP should create a new voters list that
is both complete (including all eligible voters) and accurate (without duplicate or false voters) through the
following methodology:
[a] return to the 2007 Final Electoral Roll (excluding the 2002 supplemental voters list);
[b] reconcile the 2007 FER with the NADRA database in order to include all eligible citizens with
Computerized National Identity Cards (CNICs) on the next voters list; and
[c] register additional voters through systematic house-to-house enumeration (in collaboration with
mobile NADRA units providing all eligible citizens with CNICs).
8.

Information missing for 11% of observed polling booths.

5. Ballot Boxes, Ballot Papers, Secrecy Screens
a. Transparent Plastic Ballot Boxes

“New transparent ballot boxes will be used for balloting.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 8

“[The PrO will] Put transparent boxes at each polling booth.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 31

“Inventory of Election Materials” (showing in the that there are two transparent ballot boxes)
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 26

Also see ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 33, 39, and 45 indicating that there are two kinds of ballots and
that they must be placed in two separate ballot boxes.
“New Transparent Ballot Box!” and Instructions for “Opening and Closing of the Boxes”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 35-36

“Not more than one ballot box shall be used at a time for the purpose of the poll at any polling station, or
at any polling booth, where there are more than one polling booths at a polling station….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 30(3)

“Place the ballot box so as to be conveniently accessible to the electors, and at the same time within his
view and within the view of such candidates or their election agents or polling agents as may be present.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 30(4)(d)

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths
nationwide, in 96.4% two transparent plastic boxes were
present, while in 0.9% they were not.9
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9. Information missing for 2.7% of observed polling booths.

Percent
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Total

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 97.3% two
transparent plastic boxes were available, but in 0.7% they
were not. In 94.3% of 2,008 polling booths observed in
NWFP, two transparent boxes were present, while in 1.7%
they were not. In Sindh, in 95.8% of 3,074 polling booths,
the appropriate ballot boxes were available, while in 0.8%
they were not. In Baluchistan, in 96.6% and 0.4% of 468
observed polling booths, respectively, two transparent
boxes were and were not available. As many as 96% of
all oberved polling booths in Islamabad Capital had two
transparent ballot boxes, while 1% did not.
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Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 94.6% two transparent ballot boxes were being
used, while in 0.8% they were not. In as many as 97.9% of
7,473 observed male polling booths there were two transparent
boxes, but in 1% there were not.
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Recommendation
The introduction of transparent ballot boxes was a positive innovation for the 2008 General Elections.
One or more ballot boxes were, nevertheless, missing from about one in every 110 polling booths. [1]
The ECP should modify its training manuals for each election to include clear statements about how
many ballot boxes of each color should be in each polling booth and where they should be placed within
the booth so that observers and polling agents can see them clearly. [2] In addition, the Representation
of the People Act 1976 Section 30 regarding ballot boxes must be amended.

b. Ballot Papers

“Inventory of Election Materials” (showing that there are National Assembly Ballot Papers and Provincial
Assembly Ballot Papers)
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 26

“[The PrO will] Determine the number of green ballot papers (Provincial Assembly)…. Determine the
number of white ballot papers (National Assembly)….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 33, (emphasis in original)
Also see ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 39 & 45 indicating that there are two kinds of ballots to be placed in two separate ballot boxes.

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
in 59.6% the appropriate ballot papers were available,
whereas in 0.3 % they were not.10

Frequency Table
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Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, 59.1% had
ballot papers, while 0.2% did not. In 67.5% of 2,008
polling booths observed in NWFP, the ballot papers were
available, while in 0.3% they were not. In Sindh in 55.2% of
3,074 polling booths the ballot papers were present, while
in 0.4% they were not. In Baluchistan in 61.1% and 0.2% of
468 observed polling booths, respectively, did and did not
have ballot papers. Similarly, 61.9% of 84 observed polling
booths in Islamabad Capital Territory had ballot papers.11

Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, 13.4% had ballot papers12. As many as 98.5%
of 7,473 observed male polling booths had ballot papers,
while 0.5% did not.
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Recommendation
Only a few polling booths experienced problems with the delivery of ballot papers, according to available
data from observers.

10. Information missing for 40.2% of observed polling booths.
11. Information missing for 38.1% of observed polling booths.
12. Information missing for 86.6% of observed female polling booths.
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c. Voter Screens
Law, Procedure and Policy
“An election under this Act shall be decided by secret ballot….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 28

“A Presiding Officer shall make such arrangements at the polling station that every elector may be able to
secretly mark his ballot paper before folding and inserting it in the ballot box.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 30 (6)

“New screen off compartments will be used for balloting.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 8

“[The PrO will] Make sure that the secrecy screen is situated in a way that prohibits anyone from seeing
the way voters vote.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 24

“[The PrO will] Check to make sure that the … voting screens are in place.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 31

“New Cardboard Voters Screens” (assembly instructions)
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 37

Frequency Table
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Punjab

13. Information missing for 3.4% of observed polling booths.

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
94.3% had one or more voter screens set up correctly to
protect the secrecy of the ballot, whereas 2.4 % did not.13

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, 95.2% had had
voter screen(s) set up correctly and 2.3% did not. In 93.4%
of 2008 polling booths observed in NWFP had voter screens
set up correctly, while 2.3% did not. In Sindh, 92.5% of 3074
polling booths had the voter screens setup correctly, while
2.3% did not. In Baluchistan 92.7% and 3.2% of 468 observed
polling booths, respectively, did and did not have the voter
screens set up correctly. Similarly, 98.8% of 84 observed
polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory had voter screens
set up correctly.
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Recommendation
The introduction of cardboard voter secrecy screens was a positive innovation for the 2008 General
Elections. Nevertheless, secrecy screens were missing from about one in every 40 polling booths. The
ECP should modify its training manuals for the next elections to include clear statements about [a] how
many secrecy screens should be in each polling booth and [b] how they should be positioned within
each polling booth to ensure voter secrecy.
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Gender-wise
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, 91.3% had the voter screens set up correctly and
3% did not. As many as 96.7% of 7,473 observed male polling
booths had voter screens set up correctly and 1.8% did not.
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6. Showing that the Ballot Boxes are Empty
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Before the time fixed for the commencement of the poll, the Presiding Officer shall - (a) ensure that every
ballot box to be used is empty; (b) show the empty ballot box to the contesting candidates and their
election agents or polling agents whoever may be present, and record their statements in this behalf in
the prescribed form and obtain their signatures on them….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 30(4)

“[The PrO will] One by one show each empty ballot box to all candidates, agents and observers who are
at the polling station. (Tip: This step is important as it adds to the transparency of the election process.)”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 34

Frequency Table
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide, in
91.4% the PrO showed empty ballot boxes to observers and
agents, whereas in 1.1 % s/he did not.14
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Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 93.1% the
PrO showed observers and polling agents empty ballot
boxes and in 0.7% s/he did not. In 93.5% of 1,029 polling
stations observed in NWFP empty ballot boxes were shown
to observers and polling agents, while in 1.1% they were not.
In Sindh, in 87.8% of 1,615 polling stations, the PrO showed
the observers and polling agents that the ballot boxes were
empty, while in 1.9% s/he did not. In Baluchistan, in 82.9% and
2.1% of 286 observed polling stations, respectively, the PrO
did and did not show empty ballot boxes to observers and
agents. Similarly in 75.5% of 53 observed polling stations in
Islamabad Capital Territory, the PrO showed the empty ballot
boxes to observers and polling agents15.

Gender-wise
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Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 66.7% the PrO showed the empty ballot boxes
to observers and polling agents and in 1% s/he did not.16 In
as many as 97.7% of 2,357 male polling stations observed
the PrO showed empty ballot boxes to observers and polling
agents and in 0.8% he did not. In 95.1% of the 3,584 combined
polling stations observed, the PrO showed empty ballot boxes
to observers and polling agents, whereas in 1.2% s/he did
not.

No

Recommendation
In about one in every 90 polling booths, polling officials did not show the empty ballot boxes before the
opening of the polls.

14. Information missing for 7.5% of observed polling stations
15. Information missing for 24.5% of observed polling stations.
16. Information missing for 32.2% of observed female polling stations.

7. Sealing Ballot Boxes
a. Showing Official ECP Seal Numbers

“The Presiding Officer shall - … After the ballot box has been shown to be empty, close and seal it with
his own seal and with the seal of such of the candidates, or their election agents or polling agents as may
be present and may desire to put their own seals on it….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 30(4)(c) 17

“The New Transparent Ballot Box!” (showing seal number)
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 35

“[The PrO will] Show the numbers and the ECP monogram on the seals to the agents and others present
in the polling booth and ask them to note / record the seal numbers.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 36

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide,
in 91.4% polling officials showed official ECP seal numbers to
polling agents and observers after sealing the ballot boxes,
whereas in 1.6 % they did not.18

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 92.1% polling
officials showed official ECP seal numbers to polling agents
and observers after sealing the ballot boxes and in 1.2% they
did not. In 91.3% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP
polling officials followed this procedure, while in 1.8% they
did not. In Sindh, in 86.3% of 1,615 polling stations observed,
polling officials showed official ECP seal numbers, while in
2.4% they did not. In Baluchistan, in 82.5% and 1.7% of 286
observed polling stations, respectively, the polling officials did
and did not follow the correct procedures regarding the seals
on ballot boxes. Similarly, in 73.6% of 53 observed polling
stations in Islamabad Capital Territory polling officials followed
procedures, while in 1.9% they did not.19
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17. And also “If one ballot box is full or cannot further be used for receiving ballot papers, the Presiding Officer shall seal that ballot box with
his own seal and with the seals of the candidates or their polling agents who may wish to seal it and keep it in a secure place in the polling
station and use another ballot box in the manner laid down in sub-section (4).” (Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 30(5))
18. Information missing for 8.3% of observed polling stations.
19. Information missing for 24.5% of observed polling stations.
20. Information missing for 33.3% of observed female polling stations.
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Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 65.2% polling officials showed official ECP
seal numbers to polling agents and observers after sealing
the ballot boxes and in 1.5% they did not.20 In as many as
96.6% of 2,357 observed male polling stations, polling officials
followed this procedure, and in 1.2% they did not. In 93.9%
of 3,584 combined polling stations, polling officials showed
official ECP seal numbers, whereas in 1.9% they did not.

Frequency Table

Preparing for Voting

Law, Procedure and Policy

Preparing for Voting
Election Day Process Analysis
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Recommendation
The introduction of numbered, tamper-proof plastic seals on ballot boxes was a positive innovation for
the 2008 General Elections. However, in about one in every 60 polling stations, polling officials did not
show the seals to observers and agents after sealing the ballot boxes. Moreover, [1] The ECP should
significantly modify its training manuals for the next elections to include a clearer description of the new
ballot box seals, how they should be tightly closed, and how the numbers on the seals must be shown
to election observers and polling agents at the beginning of the Election Day process. [2] In addition, the
Representation of the People Act 1976 Section 30 regarding ballot box seals must be amended.

b. Four Seals on Each Box

“After you have shown the first ballot box and seal (sic). Repeat this process with each ballot box. Tip:
After this time NEVER unlock and open any ballot box until it is time for the count.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 34, (emphasis in original)

“[The PrO will] Fix the 4 seals on each side of the ballot boxes.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 36, showing seals fixed very loosely in large open loops on ballot box

Frequency Table
Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide, in
91.2% each ballot box had four seals tightly sealed on each
side, whereas in 0.9 % they did not.21

Frequency
556

7.8

Yes

6466

91.2

No
Total

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 92.5% each
ballot box had four side seals and in 0.9% they did not. In
93.7% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP each ballot
box had four side seals, while in 0.7% they did not. In Sindh,
in 88.1% of 1,615 polling stations the ballot boxes were sealed
on all four sides, while in 1.3% they did not. In Baluchistan, in
84.3% and 1% of 286 observed polling stations, respectively,
boxes had four seals and did not. Similarly, in 73.6% of 53
observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory each
ballot box had four seals, one on each side of the box.22

Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 66.8% each ballot box had four seals on each
side of the box and in 0.7% they did not.23 In as many as 97.9%
of 2,357 observed male polling stations, each ballot box had
four side seals, while in 0.6% they did not. In 94.6% of 3,584
combined polling stations, ballot boxes had four side seals,
whereas in 1.2% they did not.
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Recommendation

21. Information missing for 7.8% of observed polling stations.
22. Information missing for 26.4% of observed polling stations.
23. Information missing for 32.5% of observed female polling stations.
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In about one in every 110 polling stations, some ballot boxes did not have four seals. Moreover, FAFEN
election observer checklist forms did not anticipate a significant problem with the new tamper-proof ballot
box seals, namely that many Presiding Officers attached the four seals loosely, leaving each seal with
a large open loop, exactly as incorrectly shown in ECP training manuals. When the seals were attached
in this way, it was possible to lift the top of the boxes to take ballots out or put extra ballots inside. This
problem was not recorded systematically by FAFEN observers, but was reported anecdotally by many
observers. The ECP must improve the training manuals and training process for the next elections
to ensure that all election officials understand how to seal the ballot boxes tightly to avoid ballot box
“stuffing” and other problems. Training sessions should include a demonstration of this essential step in
preparation of the ballot boxes.

Preparing for Voting

c. ECP Monogram on Ballot Box Seals
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The New Transparent Ballot Box!”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 35, showing seal with ECP monogram

“[The PrO will] Show the … ECP monogram on the seals to the agents and others present in the polling
booth (sic)….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 36

Frequency Table
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Out of a total of 7,088 polling stations observed nationwide, in
91.7% all ballot box seals had an ECP monogram, whereas
in 0.5% they did not.24

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 93.3% all ballot
box seals had an ECP monogram and in 0.3% they did not. In
93.5% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP, all ballot box
seals had a monogram, while in 0.9% they did not. In Sindh,
in 88.6% of 1,615 polling stations, all seals had monograms,
while in 0.5% they did not. In Baluchistan, in 84.6% and 0.7%
of 286 observed polling stations, respectively, seals did and
did not have monograms. Similarly, in 75.5% of 53 observed
polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory all box seals had
ECP monograms.25

Gender-wise
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Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 66.6% all ballot box seals had an ECP
monogram and in 0.5% they did not.26 In as many as 98.3%
of 2,357 observed male polling stations, all seals had ECP
monograms, while in 0.3% they did not. In 95.5% of the 3,584
combined polling stations, all box seals had a monogram,
whereas in 0.6% they did not.
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Recommendation
Only a few polling booths experienced problems with the monogram on ballot box seals, according to
available data from observers.

24. Information missing for 7.8% of observed polling stations.
25. Information missing for 24.5% of observed polling stations.
26. Information missing for 32.9% of observed female polling stations.

d. Signing Form XI A: Certification of Ballot Boxes

“When you [the PrO] have shown the empty ballot boxes and locked all of them, take out Form XI-A for
certification of ballot boxes. Ask each polling agent who has witnessed the showing, locking and sealing
of boxes to complete and sign one of those forms.”

ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 34, Form XI – A, Pg. 38

Out of a total of 7,088 polling stations observed nationwide,
in 85.6% the PrO invited each polling agent and candidate
to sign Form XI – A “Certification of Ballot Boxes,” whereas in
4.5% of polling stations this Form was not signed.27

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 87.6% the PrO
asked polling agents to sign the required Form, whereas in
4.4% he did not. In 87.1% of 1,029 polling stations observed
in NWFP, polling agents certified the ballot boxes, while in
4.9% they did not. In Sindh, in 81.1% of 1,615 polling stations,
the ballot boxes were certified, but in 4.9% they were not.
In Baluchistan, in 77.6% and 3.5% of 286 observed polling
stations, respectively, the PrO did and did not have the polling
agents and candidates sign Form XI – A. In 75.5% of 53
observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory, the
certification form was signed.28

Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 59.5%, the ballot boxes were certified and in
4.7% they were not.29 In as many as 91.8% of 2,357 observed
male polling stations, polling agents and candidates signed
the required form, while in 4.4% they did not. In 89.8% of 3,584
combined polling stations, the PrO asked each polling agent
and candidate to sign the required form, but in 4.5% s/he
did not.
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Recommendation

27. Information missing for 10% of observed polling stations.
28. Information missing for 24.5% of observed polling stations.
29. Information missing for 35.8% of observed female polling stations.
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In more than one in every 25 polling stations, polling agents did not certify that the ballot boxes were
empty and correctly sealed by signing Form XI-A, as required. Without polling agent signatures, the
results of a polling station are vulnerable to post-election petitions claiming that ballot boxes were
“stuffed,” for example. The ECP should improve the training process for the next elections to ensure
that all election officials understand the importance of getting the signatures of all polling agents on all
appropriate forms, including Form XI-A. Training sessions should include a demonstration of how to fill
out each required form completely and accurately.

1. Voter Identification

Voting Process

a. Allowed to Vote with NIC or CNIC
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Where an elector presents himself at the polling station to vote, Presiding Officer shall issue a ballot
paper to the elector after satisfying himself about the identity of the elector 1[and shall, for that purpose,
require the elector to produce his identity card provided for in the National Registration Act, 1973 (LVI of
1973)] 2[or issued under the National Database and Registration Authority Ordinance, 2000
(VIII of 2000)].”
1. Substituted vide Act No. IX of 1991, dated 18-6 1991.
2. Added vide Ordinance No. XXXVI of 2002, dated 31-7-2002.
The Representation of the People Act 1976, Section 33, adding provisions for voters to vote by showing their CNIC

“Professional Ethics for Polling Personnel: Integrity – Never stop a qualified voter from voting without a
just cause.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 16

“[The Polling Officer (PO) will] Check the voter’s National Identity Card (NIC). ”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, P. 40

Frequency Table
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30. Information missing for 10.2% of observed polling booths.
31. Information missing for 2.4 % of observed polling booths.

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
in 87.9% of booths Polling Officers (POs) permitted voters to
cast ballots if the voters had NIC or CNIC, whereas in 1.9% of
booths one or more voters were not permitted to vote despite
having their NIC or CNIC.30

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 89.7% voters
could vote if they had NIC or CNIC, but in 1.5% they could
not. In 83% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP, voters
could vote if they had NIC or CNIC, while in 2.3% they could
not. In Sindh, in 85.9% of 3,074 polling booths voters could
vote if they had NIC or CNIC, while in 2.8% they could not.
In Baluchistan, in 87.6% and 2.1% of 468 observed polling
booths, respectively, voters could and could not vote if they
had NIC or CNIC. Similarly, in 97.6% of 84 observed polling
booths in Islamabad Capital Territory voters could vote if they
had NIC or CNIC.31

Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 81.5% POs allowed voters to vote if they had
NIC or CNIC, but in 2.5% they did not always do so. In as
many as 93.2% of 7,473 observed male polling booths,
voters could vote if they had NIC or CNIC, but in 1.5% they
could not.

Voting Process

Recommendation
In about one in every 50 polling booths, some voters were not permitted to vote despite having their
NIC or CNIC with them. FAFEN election observer checklist forms anticipated inconsistencies related to
the identification voters were required to show in polling booths because of problems with the electoral
roll (documented in other FAFEN reports and press releases at www.fafen.org) and the ECP’s addition
of names without CNICs in a “supplemental” list of unverified voters taken from the 2002 Electoral Roll.
FAFEN’s recommendations regarding the electoral roll and voter verification have been published in
earlier reports and press releases. (See also A. 4.b. above and B.1. b. below.) In addition, some voters in
about 2.4% of polling stations may have been turned away despite having their NIC or CNIC because of
partisan polling officials. (See section A.11.c. below, “Voters Disenfranchised Because of Polling Officials’
Bias.”)
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Voting Process

b. Allowed to Vote with Identification Other Than NIC or CNIC
Law, Procedure and Policy
1[(A ballot paper shall not be issued to a person who: a) fails or refuses to produce his identity card
provided for in the National Registration Act, 1973 (LVI of 1973) 2[or issued under the National Database
and Registration Authority Ordinance, 2000 (VIII of 2000)]; ….”
1. Substituted vide ACT No. IX of 1991, dated 18-6-1991.
2. Added vide Ordinance No. XXXVI of 2002, dated 31-7-2002.
The Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(3)

“[The PO is responsible for] Ensuring that each and every voter has a valid National Identity Card.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 12

“Professional Ethics for Polling Personnel: Integrity – Never allow someone who is not qualified or on the
Electoral Roll to vote.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 16

“[The Polling Officer (PO) will] Check the voter’s National Identity Card (NIC). Tip: If the voter has no NIC
s/he is not permitted to vote and you (Polling Officer) must send him away. Check that the NIC is real and
acceptable.” and “Checking the National Identity Cards”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 40-41, with detailed instructions

Frequency Table
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32. Information missing for 13.9% of observed polling booths.

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
in 21.1% voters were permitted to cast ballots by showing
identification other than NIC/CNIC (such as a birth certificate,
matriculation certificate, nikkah nama, etc), whereas in 65.1%
of polling booths voters were not permitted to vote by showing
these disallowed forms of identification.32

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 19.6% voters
could cast votes by showing identification other than NIC/
CNIC, but in 68.2% they could not. In 19.4% of 2,008 polling
booths observed in NWFP, voters could cast ballots using
alternative identification, while in 62.5% they could not. In
Sindh, in 27% of 3,074 polling booths voters could cast votes
by showing identification other than NIC/CNIC, while in 57.1%
they could not. In Baluchistan, in 17.5% and 69.9% of 468
observed polling booths, respectively, voters could and could
not cast votes by showing identification other than NIC/CNIC.
Similarly, in 6% of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad
Capital Territory, voters were permitted to cast ballots without
an NIC/CNIC, whereas in 90.5% they were not.
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Recommendation
Contrary to the law, voters in more than one in five polling booths were allowed to cast ballots without
showing required identification. The inconsistent application of voter identification law was most notable
in Sindh province, where voters in more than one in four polling booths showed inadequate identification.
With regard to voter identification requirements, the ECP must clarify its policy, re-emphasize correct
procedures in election officials’ training, and enforce the implementation of the law and procedures to
ensure equity and fairness for all voters nationwide.

Voting Process

Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths nationwide,
in 27% the voters could cast votes by showing identification
other than CNIC/NIC, while in 53.2% they could not. In as many
as 16.1% of 7,473 observed male polling booths, voters were
permitted to vote with showing NIC/CNIC, but in 75.1% they
were not.
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Voting Process

c. Allowed to Vote without Identification
Law, Procedure and Policy
1[(A ballot paper shall not be issued to a person who: a) fails or refuses to produce his identity card
provided for in the National Registration Act, 1973 (LVI of 1973) 2[or issued under the National Database
and Registration Authority Ordinance, 2000 (VIII of 2000)]; ….”
1. Substituted vide ACT No. IX of 1991, dated 18-6-1991.
2. Added vide Ordinance No. XXXVI of 2002, dated 31-7-2002.
The Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(3)

“[The PO is responsible for] Ensuring that each and every voter has a valid National Identity Card.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 12, (emphasis in original)

“Professional Ethics for Polling Personnel: Integrity – Never allow someone who is not qualified or on the
Electoral Roll to vote.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 16

“[The Polling Officer (PO) will] Check the voter’s National Identity Card (NIC). Tip: If the voter has no NIC
s/he is not permitted to vote and you (Polling Officer) must send him away. Check that the NIC is real and
acceptable.” and “Checking the National Identity Cards”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 40-41) (with detailed instructions

Frequency Table
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
in 82.6% voters were not permitted to cast ballots without
showing any identification, whereas in 4.1% one or more voters
were permitted to vote without showing ID of any kind.33
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Punjab

33. Information missing for 13.3% of observed polling booths.
34. Information missing for 3.6% of observed polling booths.

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 84.8% voters
could not vote without showing identification, but in 3.3%
some voters were permitted to do so. In 79.6% of 2,008 polling
booths observed in NWFP, voters could not vote without ID,
while in 3.8% some voters were allowed to cast ballots anyway.
In Sindh, in 77.8% of 3,074 polling booths, voters could not
vote without showing identification while in 6.8% of polling
booths voters were permitted to cast ballots without showing
any form of ID. In Baluchistan, in 85.5% of 468 observed
polling booths, voters had to show identification, while in 3.8%
of polling booths some voters were not required to show any
form of identification. Similarly, in 96.4% of 84 observed polling
booths in Islamabad Capital Territory, voters could not vote
without showing identification.34
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Recommendation
See B.1.b. above, “Allowed to Vote with Identification Other Than NIC or CNIC.”

No

Voting Process

Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 75% the voters were required to show some
form of identification, but in 5.5% some voters were allowed
to vote without ID of any kind. In as many as 89% of observed
male polling booths, voters could not vote without showing
identification, but in 3% they could.
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Voting Process

2. Calling Out Voters’ Names
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Before a ballot paper is issued to an elector … the number and name of the elector as entered in the
electoral roll shall be called out….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(2)(b)

“[The Polling Officer (PO) is responsible for] Calling out name and serial number of the voter in the
electoral roll.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 12

“[The PO] … strikes off name from Electoral Roll after calling out name and serial number of the Voter.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 39

“[The PO will] Find the voter’s name on the Electoral Roll. The name should be called out loud.
(Tip: Make sure that all the agents can hear the name called out distinctly.)”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 40
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35. Information missing for 12.1% of observed polling booths.

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
65.8% the PO called out the name of each voter loudly so that
polling agents and observers could hear, whereas in 22.1% s/
he did not do so.35

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 61.3% the PO
called out the name of each voter loudly, but in 27.9% s/he
did not. In 68.6% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP,
POs called out the name of each voter loudly, while in 14.4%
they did not. In Sindh, in 74.3% of 3,074 polling booths the
PO called out voters’ names, while in 12.8% s/he did not.
In Baluchistan, in 71.8% and 16.9% of 468 observed polling
booths, respectively, the PO did and did not call out the name
of each voter loudly. Similarly, in 88.1% of 84 observed polling
booths in Islamabad Capital Territory, voters’ names were
called out, but in 8.3% they were not.

Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 56.8% the PO called out the name of each voter
loudly, but in 25.8% she did not. In as many as 73.4% of 7,473
observed male polling booths, voters’ names were called out,
but in 18.9% they were not.

Voting Process

Recommendation
In more than one-fifth of polling booths, Polling Officers did not call out the name and number of each
voter as the voter was confirmed on the electoral roll. The failure to implement this very important
procedure prevented polling agents from confirming the identity of voters and/or marking voters on
their own copies of the electoral roll to prevent multiple or fraudulent voting. [1] The ECP must re-affirm
in training sessions the importance of the well-known and long-standing procedure of calling out each
voter’s name in every polling booth. Polling agents should be trained to correct and/or report election
officials who do not follow this procedure. [2] The ECP should introduce mechanisms to enforce the
implementation of this procedure (and others) through suspension, professional sanction, fine or other
appropriate measures.
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3. Striking off Voters’ Names from the Electoral Roll

Voting Process

a. Campaign Materials within 100 Yards of Polling Stations
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Before a ballot paper is issued to an elector …the entry relating to the elector on the electoral roll shall
be struck off to indicate that a ballot paper has been issued to him….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(2)(c)

“[The PO is responsible for] Ensuring that voters are struck off the Electoral Roll before issuing of ballot
paper.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 12, (emphasis in original)

“Using a ball point and plastic scale, [the PO will] make a straight line through the name of the voter on
[the] Electoral Roll.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 40; see also Pg. 39
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36. Information missing for 11.8% of observed polling booths.

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
in 80.1%, the Polling Officer (PO) found and struck off each
voter’s name on the Electoral Roll, whereas in 8.1% the PO did
not follow this procedure correctly.36

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 82% the PO
struck off each voter’s name on the Electoral Roll, but in 8% s/
he did not do so. In 72.6% of 2,008 polling booths observed in
NWFP, the PO found and struck off each voter’s name, while in
9.7% s/he did not. In Sindh, in 78.8% of 3,074 polling booths
the PO followed the correct procedure, while in 8.1% s/he
did not strike names from the Electoral Roll as voters’ names
were found on the list. In Baluchistan, in 83.8% and 6% of 468
observed polling booths, respectively, the POs did and did
not follow this procedure. Similarly, in 96.4% of 84 observed
polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory, voters’ names
were correctly struck from the Electoral Roll, but in 1.2% they
were not.
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 74.4% the PO found and struck off each voter’s
name on the Electoral Roll, but in 9% she did not. In as many
as 84.8% of 7,473 observed male polling booths, POs struck
off voters’ names correctly, but in 7.4% they did not.

Voting Process

Recommendation
As with calling out the name and number of each voter (above), the procedure requiring election officials
to mark off each voter’s name on the electoral roll was followed inconsistently. In about one in twelve
polling booths, Polling Officers did not follow the procedure correctly. The failure to implement this
procedure opens the process to duplicate and fraudulent voting and makes it impossible to cross-check
voter turnout using the printed electoral rolls. The ECP must re-affirm the importance of the long-standing
procedure of marking each voter’s name off the voters’ list in election officials’ training through practical
demonstration.
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4. Indelible Ink to Prevent Voting More Than Once

Voting Process

a. Checking for Indelible Ink
Law, Procedure and Policy
“A ballot paper shall not be issued to a person who … refuses to receive the personal mark with indelible
ink or who already bears such a mark or traces of such a mark.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(3)(d)

“[The PO is responsible for] Inspecting each voter for signs of indelible ink.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 12, ((emphasis in original)

“[The PO will] Inspect the right thumb of the voter for indelible ink.Tip: If there is indelible ink present then the
voter has already voted. Send him/her away and inform the Presiding Officer (PrO) of what has happened.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 40
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
80.7% the Polling Officer checked the cuticle of each voter’s
right thumb and did not allow any voter to vote if his/her thumb
had an indelible ink mark, indicating that the voter had already
voted. In 6.5% of polling booths nationwide, the PO did not
follow this procedure correctly, potentially enabling voters to
cast ballots more than once.37
Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 83% the PO
allowed voters to vote only if his/her thumb had no indelible
ink mark, but in 6.1% the PO either did not check for an ink
mark or allowed one or more voters with indelible ink marks to
vote again. In 76% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP,
the PO followed the required procedure, while in 6.3% s/he did
not. In Sindh, in 77.1% of 3074 polling booths polling officer did
so while in 8.2% he did not. In Baluchistan, in 82.5% and 4.9%
of 468 observed polling booths, respectively, POs did and did
not check each voter’s right thumb for indelible ink and allowed
them to vote only if their thumb had not already been marked.
Similarly, in 95.2% of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad
Capital Territory, the PO followed this procedure, but in 1.2% s/he
did not.
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Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 72.9% the PO checked each voter’s right thumb
and prevented voters with ink marks from voting twice, but
in 8.3% of polling booths the PO did not do so. In as many
as 87.3% of observed male polling booths, POs checked for
indelible ink and followed the correct procedure, but in 5.1%
he did not.

No

Election Day Process Analysis

Recommendation
In about one in every 15 polling booths, polling officials did not check the voters’ thumb for indelible
ink. As with calling out the name and number of each voter and striking off the name of each voter
(above), election officials opened the voting process to duplicate and fraudulent voting by failing to follow
procedures regarding the application of indelible ink on voters’ thumbs consistently. All three of these
procedures were carried out somewhat more inconsistently in female polling booths than in male polling
booths. The ECP must re-affirm the importance of the long-standing procedure for checking voters’
thumbs for indelible ink in election officials’ training, using practical demonstration.
37. Information missing for 12.8% of observed polling booths.

b. Applying Indelible Ink

“[The Polling Officer is responsible for] Applying indelible ink to the cuticle of the right hand thumb of
each voter.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 12, (emphasis in original)

“Inventory of Election Materials: … Indelible Ink …”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 26

“Polling Officer … puts indelible ink on thumb ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 39, showing steps in voting process

“[The PO will] Apply indelible ink to the cuticle of the right thumb. Allow a few seconds for the ink to dry.
… Tip: It is important that the ink be applied correctly so that it is impossible to wipe out later. If the voter’s
skin in oily, provide a napkin/tissue so that the hand can be wiped before application of the ink.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 40

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
87% the Polling Officer applied indelible ink on the right thumb
of each voter, while in 2.6% of the observed polling booth
the Polling Officer did not follow this procedure, potentially
enabling voters to cast ballots more than once.
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Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 88.6% the PO
applied indelible ink on the right thumb of each voter, while
in 2.6% of the observed polling booth the Polling Officer
did not follow this procedure. In 82.3% of 2,008 polling
booths observed in NWFP, the PO followed the required
procedure, while in 2.4% s/he did not. In Sindh, in 85.2% of
3074 polling booths polling officer did so while in 3.3% s/he
did not. In Baluchistan, in 89.1% and 1.3% of 468 observed
polling booths, respectively, POs did and did not apply
indelible ink on the right thumb of each voter. Similarly, in
95.2% of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital
Territory, the PO followed this procedure, but in 2.4% s/he
did not.
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Recommendation
In about one in every 40 polling booths election officials did not consistently apply indelible ink on the
cuticle of each voter’s thumb. This weakness in election procedure was more than twice as common in
women’s polling booths as in men’s booths. An indelible ink mark, indicating that a person has already
cast a ballot, helps prevent one voter from voting more than once. To prevent multiple voting, Presiding
Officers’ training for polling officials should emphasize the importance of applying indelible ink to each
voter’s thumb, especially in women’s polling booths.
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Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 80% the PO applied indelible ink on the right
thumb of each voter, but in 3.9% of polling booths the PO
did not do so. In as many as 92.8% of observed male polling
booths, POs followed the correct procedure, but in 1.5% he
did not.

5. Preparing National Assembly (NA) Ballot

Voting Process

a. Filling Out Counterfoil of NA Ballot Paper
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Before a ballot paper is issued to an elector … the Presiding Officer shall record on the counterfoil of
the ballot paper the number of the elector on the electoral roll the number of National Identity Card of the
elector, stamp it with the official mark, sign it ….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(2)(e)

“First APO issues National Assembly ballot paper …. He (sic) will make entries on the counterfoil of the
ballot paper.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 39

“[The APO1 will] Prepare the National Assembly ballot paper for voting. Tip: Make sure [you] have noted
all required information on the ballot paper accurately…. Stamp the counterfoil with the official code
marking stamp….”
ECP Handbook for PrO s, Pg. 43)

“Filling out the Counterfoil: [APO1 will]
1. Write the voter’s NIC number…. , 2. Write the voter’s electoral roll number…., 3. Write the Electoral Roll
block code…., 4. Write the name of the Electoral Area from the Electoral Roll….”
ECP Handbook for PrO s, Pg. 44

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
87.4% APO1 filled out the counterfoil of green NA ballot paper
for each voter whereas in 1.3% s/he did not do so.38

Frequency Table
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Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 89.6% APO1
filled out the counterfoil of NA ballot paper for each voter, but
in 1% he did not. In 81.8% of 2,008 polling booths observed
in NWFP, APO1 did so, while in 1.8% he did not. In Sindh, in
85.1% of 3,074 polling booths, APO1 did so, while in 1.7% he
did not. In Baluchistan, in 87.6% and 0.2% of 468 observed
polling booths, respectively, APO1 did and did not fill out the
counterfoil of NA ballot paper for each voter. Similarly, in 96.4%
of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory he
did so, but in 1.2% he did not.
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 81.3% APO1 filled out the counterfoil of NA ballot
paper for each voter, but in 2% she did not. In as many as
92.5% of 7,473 observed male polling booths APO1 did so, but
in 0.7% he did not.
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Recommendation
In about one in every 100 polling booths, polling officials did not fill out the counterfoil of all NA ballots.
Representation of the Peoples’ Act 1976, Section 33(2)(e) seems to require that the Presiding Officer sign each
ballot counterfoil (in addition to signing the back of each ballot). The election law should be clarified to [a] eliminate
the reference to the Presiding Officer’s signature on the counterfoil of every ballot, or [b] indicate that it is not the
Presiding Officer who signs each counterfoil, but other polling officials in the polling booths.
38. Information missing for 11.3% of observed polling booths.

b. Thumb-printing Counterfoil of NA Ballot Paper

“Before a ballot paper is issued to an elector … the Presiding Officer shall … obtain on [the counterfoil]
the thumb impression of the elector.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(2)(e)

“A ballot paper shall not be issued to a person who … refuses to put his thumb impression on the
counterfoil ….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(3)(c)

“[The APO1 will] Obtain the thumbprint of the voter on the space provided on the counterfoil. This is
normally the right thumb for men and left thumb for women. Tip: If the voter has no thumb, obtain the
print of the next finger! Ballot paper shall not be issued if voter refuses to put thumb impression.”
ECP Handbook for PrO s, Pg. 43

“Filling out the Counterfoil: [APO1 will] Obtain the voter’s thumbprint: Left thumb for men and right thumb
for women.”
ECP Handbook for PrO s, Pg. 44

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
89.1% APO1 asked each voter to thumbprint the counterfoil of
NA ballot paper, whereas in 1% he did not.39

Voting Process

Law, Procedure and Policy

Frequency Table
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Province-wise
Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 90.9% APO1
asked each voter to thumbprint the counterfoil of NA ballot
paper, but in 0.7% he did not. In 83.4% of 2,008 polling booths
observed in NWFP, APO1 did so, while in 1.8% he did not. In
Sindh, in 88% of 3,074 polling booths he did so, while in 1%
he did not. In Baluchistan, in 90% and 1.3% of 468 observed
polling booths, respectively, APO1 did and did not obtain each
voter’s thumbprint on counterfoil of NA ballot paper. Similarly,
in 95.2% of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital
Territory APO1 did so, but in 1.2% he did not.
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39. Information missing for 9.9% of observed polling booths.
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Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 83.3% APO1 asked each voter to thumbprint
the counterfoil of NA ballot paper, but in 1.2% she did not. In
as many as 94% of 7,473 observed male polling booths APO1
did so, but in 0.8% he did not.

Voting Process
Election Day Process Analysis
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Recommendation
In about one in every 130 polling booths, polling officials did not require that all voters thumb-print their
ballot counterfoils. FAFEN observation of ballot books during by-elections in 2008-2009 reveals possible
fraud by polling officials or others thumb-printing multiple ballots in advance. See also C.1., “Extra Ballots
Being Stamped / ‘Ballot Box Stuffing.’”

c. Stamping NA Ballot Paper with ECP Code Mark

“Before a ballot paper is issued to an elector … the ballot paper shall be stamped on its back with the
official mark ….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(2)(e)

“First APO issues National Assembly ballot paper and puts official seal and his/her signature on the back
of ballot paper.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 39

“[APO1 will] On the back of the ballot paper stamp the ballot paper with the official code mark. …. Tip:
This step is VERY important. If you do not stamp … the back of the ballot paper, then the ballot will not be
counted! Make sure that you stamp … in the CENTER.”
ECP Handbook for PrO, Pg. 43, (emphasis in original)

Frequency Table
Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
89.3% APO1 stamped the back of each NA ballot paper with
official ECP code mark, whereas in 0.9% he did not.40

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 90.9% APO1
stamped the back of each NA ballot paper with the official ECP
code mark, but in 0.7% he did not. In 83.6% of 2,008 polling
booths observed in NWFP, APO1 did so, while in 1.5% he did
not. In Sindh, in 88.4% of 3,074 polling booths APO1 did so,
while in 1% he did not. In Baluchistan, in 91.5% and 0.2% of
468 observed polling booths, respectively, APO1 did and did
not do so. Similarly, in 96.4% of 84 observed polling booths in
Islamabad Capital Territory he did so, but in 1.2% he did not.
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Gender-wise
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 83.8% APO1 stamped the back of each NA
ballot paper with official ECP code mark, but in 1.1% she did
not. In as many as 94% of 7,473 observed male polling booths
APO1 did so, but in 0.7% he did not.
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Recommendation
In about one in every 110 polling booths, election officials failed to stamp the back of ballot papers with
the official code mark.

40. Information missing for 9.8% of observed polling booths.
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40%

Voting Process

d. Signing NA Ballot Papers
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Before a ballot paper is issued to an elector …the ballot paper shall be …signed by the Presiding Officer .”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(2)(d)

“First APO issues National Assembly ballot paper and puts official seal and his/her signature on the back
of ballot paper.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 39

“[APO1 will] …. Sign [his/her] name across the official code mark. Tip: This step is VERY important. If you
do not … sign the back of the ballot paper, then the ballot will not be counted! Make sure that you … sign
in the CENTER of the ballot paper.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 43, (emphasis in original)
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
89.1% APO1 signed the back of each NA ballot paper across
the official code mark, whereas in 0.9% he did not.41

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 90.9% APO1
signed the back of each NA ballot paper across the official
code mark, but in 0.7% he did not. In 83.2% of 2,008 polling
booths observed in NWFP, the APO1 did so, while in 1.5%
he did not. In Sindh, in 87.6% of 3,074 polling booths he did
so, while in 1.3% he did not. In Baluchistan, in 91% and 0.4%
of 468 observed polling booths, respectively, the APO1 did
and did not sign the back of each NA ballot paper across the
official code mark. Similarly, in 95.2% of 84 observed polling
booths in Islamabad Capital Territory he did, but in 1.2% he
did not.
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Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 83.7% the APO1 signed the back of each NA
ballot paper across the official code mark, but in 1% she did
not. In as many as 93.6% of observed male polling booths
APO did so, but in 0.8% he did not.
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Recommendation
Only a few polling booths experienced problems with polling officials failing to sign the back of NA ballot
papers, according to available data from observers. Representation of the Peoples’ Act 1976, Section
33(2)(e) seems to require that the Presiding Officer sign the back of each ballot. The election law should
be clarified to indicate that it is not the Presiding Officer who signs the back of each ballot, but other
polling officials in the polling booths.
41. Information missing for 10% of observed polling booths.

6. Instructing Voters on Using Marking Stamp

“Attach the posters ‘Method to Mark Ballot Paper’ and ‘Names and Symbols of Candidates.” Tip: Make
sure you attach the posters in a place where they can be clearly seen by voters.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 30

“[APO2 will] Lightly ink the marking aid stamp and give it to the voter. Instruct the voter on how to mark
the ballot paper. Tip: You may direct the voter towards the ‘Method to Mark the Ballot Paper’ poster.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 45

“Voting Methodology.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 46, showing how to mark and fold the ballot

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths
nationwide, in 83% APO2 inked the marking aid and
instructed voters on how to use it, whereas in 5.7% he
did not.42
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Province-wise
Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 86.6%
APO2 inked the marking aid and instructed voters on
how to use it, but in 4.5% he did not. In 74.8% of 2,008
polling booths observed in NWFP, APO2 did so, while in
7.7% he did not. In Sindh, in 78.7% of 3,074 observed
polling booths he did so, while in 7.9% he did not. In
Baluchistan, in 85.5% and 5.1% of 468 observed polling
booths, respectively, APO2 did and did not ink the
marking aid and instruct voters on how to use it. Similarly,
in 72.6% of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad
Capital Territory, APO2 did so, but in 2.4% he did not.
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Gender-wise
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 78.9% APO2 followed this procedure,
but in 4.9% she did not. In as many as 86.4% of 7,473
observed male polling booths APO2 did so, but in 6.5%
he did not.
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42. Information missing for 11.3% of observed polling booths.
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Recommendation
In about one out of every 18 polling booths, polling officials did not tell voters how to use the marking
stamp on the ballot paper. Observers did not note whether the ECP explanatory poster was present in
polling booths. Voter confusion about how to use the marking stamp on the ballot can cause ballots to
be spoilt (see B.10.a. “Spoilt Ballot Papers”) or rejected when ballots are counted. Common voter errors
include marking a ballot twice, marking over the lines on a ballot so that the chosen candidate is not
clear, and folding a ballot the wrong way so that there is a second ink impression on or near a second
candidate symbol. [1] ECP training for polling officials should emphasize the importance of telling voters
how to use the marking stamp. [2] In addition, ECP posters about how to mark a ballot should be visible
to voters in every polling booth.
On the other hand, polling officials sometimes tell voters not only how to use the marking aid but also
where (for what candidate) to mark the ballot. (See C.3.b., “Polling Officials Pointing to a Candidate/Party
on Ballot Paper.” [3] ECP training manual language should be changed from “Instruct the voter on how
to mark the ballot paper” to “Instruct the voter on how to use the marking aid.” [4] ECP training for polling
officials should communicate that they must not instruct voters which candidate to vote for, either in
words, or by pointing, or when showing voters how to use the marking aid on the ballot.

7. Secrecy of the Vote
a. Voters Going Behind Secrecy Screens to Mark Ballot Papers

“An election under this Act shall be decided by secret ballot….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 28

“A Presiding Officer shall make such arrangements at the polling station that every elector may be able to
secretly mark his ballot paper before folding and inserting it in the ballot box.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 30 (6)

“New screen off compartments will be used for balloting.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 8

“[APO2 will] Send the voter to the secrecy area to mark his/her ballot papers.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 45. Also see Pg. 39, Step 5.

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
81.4% voters went behind secrecy screens to mark their ballot
papers, whereas in 7.5% they did not.43
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Province-wise
Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 84.2% voters
went behind secrecy screens to mark their ballot papers, but in
6.3% they did not. In 73.1% of 2,008 polling booths observed
in NWFP, voters did so, while in 10.8% they did not. In Sindh,
in 79% of 3,074 observed polling booths they did so, while in
8.6% they did not. In Baluchistan, in 80.6% and 8.3% of 468
observed polling booths, respectively, voters did and did not
go behind the secrecy screens to mark their ballots. Similarly,
in 95.2% of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital
Territory voters did so, but in 2.4% they did not.
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, 74.7% of voters went behind secrecy screens to
mark their ballots, but in 8.6 % they did not. In as many as
86.9% of 7,473 observed male polling booths voters did so but
in 6.5% they did not.
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Recommendation
In about one out of every 13 polling booths, voters did not mark their ballots behind the new secrecy
screen provided by the ECP, thereby compromising the secrecy of the vote. ECP training for election
officials about the importance of voting secrecy and the new secrecy screens should include a practical
demonstration of setting up a screen, positioning it in the polling booth properly, and instructing each
voter to use it.
43. Information missing for 11.2% of observed polling booths.
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Voting Process

b. People Going Behind Secrecy Screens to Help Voters
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Interference with the secrecy of voting.--A person is guilty of an offence … if he … interferes or attempts
to interfere with an elector when he records his vote….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 88(a)

“Failure to maintain secrecy.--A Returning Officer, Assistant Returning Officer, Presiding Officer, Assistant
Presiding Officer, or polling officer, or any candidate, election agent or polling agent attending a polling
station … is guilty of an offence … if he … fails to maintain or aid in maintaining the secrecy of voting….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 89(a)

“Where an elector is blind or is otherwise so incapacitated that he cannot vote
without the assistance of a companion, the Presiding Officer shall allow him such assistance and
thereupon such elector may do with such assistance anything which an elector is required or permitted to
do under this Act.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(7)

“There are two circumstances under which a voter may ask for assistance: Voter is blind. Voter is disabled
so that s/he cannot cast a ballot. The law allows a blind or disabled voter to receive assistance from a
companion in casting his/her ballot. The assistant can be whoever the voter chooses, so long as the
assister is not a candidate or candidate’s agent. In such cases the Presiding Officer must: Instruct the
companion to mark the ballot papers as he is directed by the voter. …; Keep a handwritten list of voters
who needed assistance along with the names of their companions.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 54, (emphasis in original)
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
26.9% other individuals accompanied voters behind secrecy
screens to help them, whereas in 59.4% they did not.44
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44. Information missing for 13.8% of observed polling booths.

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 26.7% people
went behind secrecy screens to help voters, but in 61.5% they
did not. In 29.1% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP,
individuals helped voters behind screens, while in 51.3% they
did not. In Sindh, in 27.2% of 3,074 polling booths voters
were helped behind screens, while in 57.9% they were not.
In Baluchistan, in 17.9% and 66.7% of 468 observed polling
booths, respectively, people did and did not accompany voters
behind secrecy screens to help them. Similarly, in 22.6% of 84
observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory voters
were accompanied behind secrecy screens, but in 64.3% they
were not.
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Recommendation
In more than one-fourth of polling booths, people followed voters behind voting secrecy screens. The
election law and policy are clear that there are only two very limited circumstances in which anyone can
go behind a screen with another voter. In addition, procedures for keeping records of helpers behind
secrecy screens are not followed. ECP training for election officials should emphasize that only two kinds
of voters may have a companion behind secrecy screens, that the companion cannot be a candidate
or party agent, and that polling officials must record the name of each companion. See also B.8.a-d.,
“Voters Needing Assistance.”

Voting Process

Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 27.5% voters were helped behind secrecy
screens, but in 53.4 % they were not. In as many as 26.3%
of 7,473 observed male polling booths other people helped
voters behind screens, but in 64.4% they did not.
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8. Voters Needing Assistance

Voting Process

a. Voters Receiving Assistance
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Where an elector is blind or is otherwise so incapacitated that he cannot vote
without the assistance of a companion, the Presiding Officer shall allow him such assistance and
thereupon such elector may do with such assistance anything which an elector is required or permitted to
do under this Act.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(7)

“There are two circumstances under which a voter may ask for assistance: Voter is blind. Voter is disabled
so that s/he cannot cast a ballot. The law allows a blind or disabled voter to receive assistance from a
companion in casting his/her ballot. The assistant can be whoever the voter chooses, so long as the
assister is not a candidate or candidate’s agent. In such cases the Presiding Officer must: Instruct the
companion to mark the ballot papers as he is directed by the voter. …; Keep a handwritten list of voters
who needed assistance along with the names of their companions.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 54, (emphasis in original)
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
65.9% of polling booths voters needing extra assistance took
help from others, whereas in 9.5% they did not.45

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, voters took
assistance from others in 68.3% of polling booths, but in 9%
they did not.46 In 65.1% of 2,008 polling booths observed in
NWFP, voters took assistance, while in 10.3% they did not. In
Sindh, in 60.8% of 3,074 polling booths voters took assistance,
while in 9.9% they did not. In Baluchistan, in 58.1% and 12.8%
of 468 observed polling booths, respectively, voters did and
did not take assistance from others. Similarly, in 79.8% of 84
observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory voters
took help from others, but in 4.8% they did not.
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 52% voters took assistance from others, but in
12% they did not. In as many as 77.7% of 7,473 observed male
polling booths voters took help from others, but in 7.3% they
did not.
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Recommendation
In about two-thirds of polling booths, voters needing extra assistance got help from others (either behind
the secrecy screen or otherwise). Observers noted that male voters needed and received assistance in
about three-fourths of their polling booths, but women needed help only in about half of their booths.
The difference may be explained by more missing data from women’s polling booths. ECP training for
election officials should emphasize that only two kinds of voters may have a companion behind secrecy
screens, that the companion cannot be a candidate or party agent, and that polling officials must record
the name of each companion.
45. Information missing for 24.6% of observed polling booths.
46. Information missing for 36% of observed female polling booths

b. Voters Receiving Assistance from Polling Officials

“The law allows a blind or disabled voter to receive assistance from a companion in casting his/her ballot.
The assistant can be whoever the voter chooses, so long as the assister is not a candidate or candidate’s
agent.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 54, (emphasis in original)

“Provide assistance to confused voters. Make sure that you cater for the specific needs of voters who are
elderly, ill, handicapped or disabled.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 49

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
voters who needed extra assistance took help from polling
officials in 40.5% of observed polling booths, whereas in
34.8% they did not.47
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Province-wise
Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, voters took
assistance from polling officials in 36.7%, but in 40.1% they did
not. In 45.6% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP, voters
took help from polling officials, while in 27.3% they did not. In
Sindh, in 45.7% of 3,074 polling booths they did so, while in
27.3% they did not. In Baluchistan, in 43.8% and 28.4% of 468
observed polling booths, respectively, voters did and did not
take assistance from polling officials. Similarly, in 73.8% of 84
observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory voters
took help from polling officials, but in 11.9% they did not.
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Gender-wise
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 35.8% voters took assistance from polling
officials, but in 36.7% they did not. In as many as 44.4% of
observed male polling booths voters took help from polling
officials, but in 33.3% they did not.
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Tota

In about four out of every ten polling booths, voters needing extra assistance got help from polling staff
(either behind the secrecy screen or otherwise). Election law and policy encourage election officials to
assist voters. The rules do not bar polling officials from providing assistance behind secrecy screens.
However, the law indicates that help behind secrecy screen should be given by “a companion,” rather
than an official. Observers noted that male voters got help from polling officials in about two-fifths of their
polling booths, but women got help from officials only in about one third of their booths. ECP training for
polling personnel should emphasize that in giving assistance of any kind to voters, polling staff should be
careful to avoid showing any bias or influencing voters’ electoral choices.

47. Information missing for 24.7% of observed polling booths.
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Recommendation

Voting Process

c. Voters Receiving Assistance from Supporters of Candidates
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Interference with the secrecy of voting.--A person is guilty of an offence … if he … interferes or attempts
to interfere with an elector when he records his vote….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 88(a)

“Failure to maintain secrecy.--A Returning Officer, Assistant Returning Officer, Presiding Officer, Assistant
Presiding Officer, or polling officer, or any candidate, election agent or polling agent attending a polling
station … is guilty of an offence … if he … fails to maintain or aid in maintaining the secrecy of voting….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 89(a)

“The Polling Agent SHOULD NOT: directly question, or otherwise speak to, any voters while in the polling
station, and not interfere with the voting process; ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 13, (emphasis in original)

“The law allows a blind or disabled voter to receive assistance from a companion in casting his/her ballot.
The assistant can be whoever the voter chooses, so long as the assister is not a candidate or candidate’s
agent.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 54, emphasis added
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48. Information missing for 27.3% of observed polling booths.

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
voters who needed extra assistance took help from polling
agents or supporters of a certain party or candidate in 21.6%
of the polling stations, whereas in 51.2% they did not.48

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, voters took
assistance from such inappropriate individuals in 21.8% of the
polling booths, but in 52.7% they did not. In 19% of 2,008 polling
booths observed in NWFP, voters took this assistance, while
in 49.5% they did not. In Sindh, in 23.3% of 3,074 observed
polling booths voters took assistance from such individuals,
while in 47.7% they did not. In Baluchistan, in 16.7% and 52.1%
of 468 observed polling booths, respectively, voters did and
did not take assistance from polling agents or supporters of
a certain party or candidate. Similarly, in 25% of 84 observed
polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory voters did so, but
in 60.7% they did not.
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 21.3% voters took assistance from such
individuals, but in 51% they did not. In as many as 21.8%
of observed 7,473 male polling booths voters did so, but in
51.3% they did not.

Voting Process

Recommendation
In about one in every five polling booths, voters needing extra assistance got help from candidate or
party agents, in clear contravention of law, procedure, and best practice for democratic elections. This
problem was observed slightly more frequently in Sindh and Islamabad than elsewhere in the country.
Allowing polling agents to speak to voters for any reason introduces an atmosphere of inappropriate
influence or coercion in the polling booth. ECP training for polling personnel must emphasize that
representatives of candidates or parties may not communicate with voters in any way, including giving
assistance to voters. Political parties’ training for polling agents must emphasize the same message.
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Voting Process

d. Voters Receiving Assistance from Family Members
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The law allows a blind or disabled voter to receive assistance from a companion in casting his/her ballot.
The assistant can be whoever the voter chooses, so long as the assister is not a candidate or candidate’s
agent.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 54, (emphasis in original)
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
voters who needed extra assistance took help from family
members in 65.6% of the polling stations, whereas in 17.2%
they did not.49

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, voters took
assistance from family members in 72.3% of the polling
booths, but in 13.8% they did not. In 54.8% of 2,008 polling
booths observed in NWFP, voters took assistance from family
members, while in 23.3% they did not. In Sindh, in 58.8%
of 3,074 polling booths voters took assistance from family
members, while in 19.6% they did not. In Baluchistan, in 42.9%
and 32.7% of 468 observed polling booths, respectively,
voters did and did not take assistance from family members.
Similarly, in 60.7% of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad
Capital Territory voters took assistance from family members,
but in 31% they did not.
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 61.2% voters took assistance from family
members, but in 18.4% they did not. In as many as 69.4%
of 7,473 observed male polling booths voters did so, while in
16.3% they did not.
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Recommendation
In about two-thirds of polling booths, voters needing extra assistance got help from family members
(either behind the secrecy screen or otherwise). Observers noted that male voters needed and received
assistance from family members in slightly more polling booths than women did. The difference may be
explained by missing data from some polling booths. ECP training for election officials should emphasize
that only two kinds of voters may have a companion behind secrecy screens and that polling officials
must record the name of each companion.

49. Information missing for 17.1% of observed polling booths.

9. Ensuring that Voters Fold The Ballot Paper Properly

“On receiving the ballot paper, the elector shall … after he has so marked the ballot paper, fold and insert
it in the ballot box.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 33(5)(c)

“[APO 2 will] make sure that the voter has folded his/her ballot papers. Then instruct him/her to insert the
paper in the appropriate ballot box.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 45

“Voting Methodology.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 46, showing how to fold the ballot

“Valid and Invalid Ballot Papers: [Count ballots as valid if] due to over inking and wrong folding, the ink
from the rubber stamp has made a second impression on another candidate’s space. Include this vote
[in the count] only if it is clear in whose space the original distinct mark was put.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 63

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
76.6% APO2 ensured that voters folded ballot papers correctly
and put them in correct ballot boxes, whereas in 11% he
did not.50
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Province-wise
Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 78.3% APO2
made sure ballots were folded properly, while in 11.5% he
did not. In 71.4% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP,
APO2 did so, while in 10.6% he did not. In Sindh, in 75.6% of
3,074 polling booths APO2 did so, while in 10% he did not. In
Baluchistan, in 75.9% and 10% of 468 observed polling booths,
respectively, APO2 did and did not ensure that voters folded
ballot papers correctly and put them in correct ballot boxes.
Similarly, in 78.6% of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad
Capital Territory APO2 did so, but in 16.7% he did not.
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Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 71.2% APO2 ensured that voters folded ballot
papers correctly and put them in correct ballot boxes, but in
11.2% she did not. In as many as 81.2% of observed male
polling booths APO2 did so, but in 10.8% he did not.
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Recommendation
In more than one in every ten polling booths, polling personnel did not ensure that voters folded ballots
correctly and put in the correct ballot boxes. Voter confusion about how to fold the ballot can cause
ballots to be spoilt (see B.10.a., “Spoilt Ballot Papers”) or rejected when ballots are counted (D.10.,
“Rejecting Ballot Papers in Accordance with the Rules”) Common voter errors include folding a ballot the
wrong way so that there is a second ink impression on or near a second candidate symbol. ECP training
for polling officials should emphasize the importance of ensuring voters have folded and deposited their
ballots correctly. In addition, ECP posters about how to fold a ballot should be visible to voters in every
polling booth.

10. Ballots Needing Special Handling
a. Spoilt Ballot Papers

“Spoilt ballot paper.—(1) An elector who has inadvertently so spoilt his ballot paper that it cannot be used
as a valid ballot paper may, upon proving the fact of inadvertence to the satisfaction of the Presiding
Officer and returning the ballot paper to him, obtain another ballot paper and cast his vote by such other
ballot paper. (2) The Presiding Officer shall forthwith cancel the ballot paper returned to him under subsection (1), make a note to that effect on the counterfoil over his own signatures and sign the cancelled
ballot paper, and place it in a separate packet bearing the label “Spoilt Ballot Papers”.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 36(1-2)

“A spoilt ballot paper is one that has been accidentally marked or torn or otherwise altered so that it
cannot be used as a valid ballot paper. In case of a spoilt ballot paper, the Presiding Officer or the
Assistant Presiding Officer must:
• Write the word “spoilt” at the back of the ballot paper
• Write the word “spoilt” over the signature on the counterfoil
• Place the spoilt ballot paper in the proper package …
• Iissue a new ballot paper to the voter, completing the counterfoil and stamping and signing the back of
the ballot paper as you normally would.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 47

Voting Process
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Frequency Table
Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
34% of polling booths, in case of a spoilt ballot paper, a new
ballot paper was issued following the prescribed procedure,
whereas in 36.8% it was not.51

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, the prescribed
procedure was followed in 35.1% of polling booths, but in
39.6% it was not. In 32.8% of 2,008 polling booths observed
in NWFP, the prescribed procedure was followed, while in
29.6% it was not. In Sindh, in 32.8% of 3,074 polling booths the
prescribed procedure was followed, while in 34% it was not.
In Baluchistan, in 27.8% and 38.9% of 468 observed polling
booths, respectively, the prescribed procedure was and was
not followed. Similarly, in 42.9% of 84 observed polling booths
in Islamabad Capital Territory procedure was followed, but in
23.8% it was not.
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51. Information missing for 29.2% of observed polling booths.
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Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 31.2% the prescribed procedure was followed,
but in 37.3% it was not. In as many as 36.4% of 7,473 observed
male polling booths the prescribed procedure was followed,
but in 36.3% it was not.
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Recommendation
In about one-third of polling booths, procedures for issuing new ballot papers to replace spoilt ballots
were not followed correctly. However, it is possible that this data may be inflated because some
observers noted that the “procedure was not followed” in polling booths where there were no spoilt
ballots. ECP training for polling officials should include a demonstration of examples of spoilt ballots and
exact procedures to be followed.

b. Challenged Ballot Papers

“Challenge of electors.--(1) If, at the time a person applies for ballot paper for the purpose of voting, a
candidate or his polling agent declares to the Presiding Officer that he has reasonable cause to believe
that person has already voted at the election, at the same or another polling station, or is not the person
against whose name entered in the electoral roll he is seeking to vote … the Presiding Officer may, after
warning the person of the consequences and obtaining on the counterfoil his thumb impression, and if he
is literate also his signature, issue a ballot paper (hereinafter referred to as “challenged ballot paper”) to
that person…. (3) A ballot paper issued under sub-section (1) shall, after it has been marked and folded
by the elector, be placed in the same condition in a separate packet bearing the label “Challenged Ballot
Papers”, instead of being placed in the ballot box.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 35(1, 3)

“[The PrO will] Be prepared to direct or assist the Polling Officers and Assistant Presiding Officers when
any problems or special cases arise, in particular handling both tendered and challenged votes.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 48

“Any polling agent/election agent or candidate has the right to challenge the vote of any person who s/he
believes: Is impersonating another voter. Has already voted. In case of a challenged vote the Presiding
Officer should …. Put the marked ballot papers in two Challenged Ballot Paper packets, one for National
Assembly, one for Provincial Assembly. (DO NOT let the voter put the papers in the ballot box.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 52, (emphasis in original)

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
38.7% of polling booths, challenged ballots were kept separate
from the NA ballot box, whereas in 31.3% they were not.52

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 40.4%
challenged votes were kept separate from the NA ballot box,
but in 33.1% they were not. In 38.1% of 2,008 polling booths
observed in NWFP, challenged votes were kept separate, while
in 25.8% they were not. In Sindh, in 34.2% of 3,074 observed
polling booths, challenged votes were kept separate, while in
30.9% they were not. In Baluchistan, in 37% and 29.7% of 468
observed polling booths, respectively, challenged votes were
and were not kept separate from the NA ballot box. Similarly,
in 59.5% of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital
Territory challenged votes were kept separate, but in 13.1%
they were not.
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45%

Out of a total of 6, 300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 38.6% challenged votes were kept separate
from the NA ballot box, but in 29.2% they were not. In as many
as 38.7% of 7,473 observed male polling booths challenged
ballots were kept separate, but in 33.1% they were not.
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Recommendation
In about one-third of polling booths, challenged ballot papers were not kept separate from the National
Assembly ballot box. Failing to follow this procedure means that challenged ballot papers were counted
along with other votes. In a constituency with a significant number of challenged ballots, this failure of
procedures could have an impact on a constituency’s electoral result. The large number of duplicate
and unverified entries in the supplemental Electoral Roll (taken from the 2002 voters’ list) increased
the chances of multiple voting and voter impersonation, and therefore also the chances for challenged
ballots. ECP training for polling officials should include a demonstration of how a ballot could be
challenged and exact procedures to be followed.

c. Tendered Ballot Papers

“Tendered ballot papers.-- (1) If a person representing himself to be an elector applies for a ballot paper
when another person has already represented himself to be that elector and has voted under the name
of the person so applying, he shall be entitled, subject to the provisions of the section, to receive a ballot
paper (hereinafter referred to as “tendered ballot paper”) in the same manner as any other elector. (2)
A ballot paper issued under sub-section (1) shall, after it has been marked and folded by the elector,
be placed in the same condition in separate packet bearing the label “Tendered Ballot Paper “ instead
of being placed in the ballot box and shall not be included in the count by the Presiding Officer or the
Returning Officer.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 35(1-2)

“[The PrO will] Be prepared to direct or assist the Polling Officers and Assistant Presiding Officers when
any problems or special cases arise, in particular handling both tendered and challenged votes.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 48

“If a person comes to vote and has no ink on his finger but his name and number have already been
marked in the Electoral Roll as having voted, s/he will have to give in a tendered vote. In case of a
tendered vote, the Presiding Officer should … Process the voter in a normal manner. After the voter has
finished marking his/her ballot papers put them in the tendered ballot papers packet.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 50, (emphasis in original)

Voting Process
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Frequency Table
Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
tendered ballots were kept separate from the NA ballot box in
39.8%, whereas in 28.8% they were not.53

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 40.4% tendered
ballots were kept separate from the NA ballot box, but in 30.9%
they were not. In 41.4% of 2,008 polling booths observed in
NWFP, tendered ballots were kept separate, while in 22.6%
they were not. In Sindh, in 36.1% of 3,074 polling booths
tendered ballots were kept separate, while in 27.7% they were
not. In Baluchistan, in 38.7% and 28% of 468 observed polling
booths, respectively, tendered ballots were and were not kept
separate. Similarly, in 54.8% of 84 observed polling booths
in Islamabad Capital Territory tendered ballots were kept
separate, but in 14.3% they were not.
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Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 37% tendered ballots were kept separate from
the NA ballot box, but in 28.3% they were not. In as many as
42.3% of 7,473 observed male polling booths tendered ballots
were kept separate, but in 29.2% they were not.
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Recommendation
In more than one-fourth of polling booths, tendered ballot papers were not kept separate from the
National Assembly ballot box. Failing to follow this procedure means that tendered ballot papers were
counted along with other votes. In a constituency with a significant number of tendered ballots, this
failure of procedures could have an impact on a constituency’s electoral result. The large number of
duplicate and unverified entries in the supplemental Electoral Roll (taken from the 2002 voters’ list)
increased the chances of multiple voting and voter impersonation, and therefore also the chances for
tendered ballots. ECP training for polling officials should include a demonstration of the circumstances in
which a ballot must be tendered and exact procedures to be followed.

11. Voters Disenfranchised

“Corrupt practice.--A person is guilty of corrupt practice if he …causes or attempts to cause any person
present and waiting to vote at the polling station to depart without voting.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 78(6)

“Undue influence.-A person is guilty of undue influence, if he- … (a) impedes or prevents the free
exercise of the franchise by an elector; or (b) compels, induces or prevails upon any elector to vote or
refrain from voting.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 81(4)

“Officials not to influence voters.--A … Presiding Officer, Assistant Presiding Officer, Polling Officer … is
guilty of an offence … if he … dissuades any person from giving his vote ….
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 90

“Professional Ethics for Polling Personnel: …. Never stop a qualified voter from voting without a just
cause….. Never let your political opinions affect your electoral duties….Always treat everyone equally
regardless of their … political affiliation….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 16

Voting Process
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“Treat all voters equally, irrespective of caste, class, gender, ethnicity and religion. Don’t discriminate in
favor of some voters at the expense of others.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 49

“Capturing of polling station and polling booth, etc: -Whoever- (b) … allows his supporters to exercise
their right to vote and prevent others from free exercise of their right to vote; (c) … prevents [any voter]
from going to the polling station …; or (d) being in the service of Government … [engages in] any of the
aforesaid activities or aids or connives at any such activity … shall be guilty of an offence ….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 82A

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide,
in 6.2% of polling stations a significant number of voters were
prevented from casting their votes because of bias of polling
officials or polling agents or because the polling station was
captured. In 79.2% of polling stations, these problems were
not reported.54

Frequency Table
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54. Information missing for 14.6% of observed polling stations.
55. Information missing for 5.7% of observed polling stations.
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Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 6.7% of polling
stations voters were prevented from casting their votes, while in
80.4% they were not. In 4.8% of 1,029 polling stations observed
in NWFP voters were obstructed, while in 81.9% they were not.
In Sindh, in 7% of 1,615 observed polling stations voters were
disenfranchised, while in 73.2% they were not. In Baluchistan, in
1.7% and 83.9% of 286 observed polling stations, respectively,
voters were and were not disenfranchised. Similarly, in 94.3%
of 53 observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory
voters were not prevented from casting their votes.55
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Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations56
nationwide, in 5.1% voters were prevented from casting their
votes, while in 57.8% they were not. In as many as 5.6% of
observed male polling stations voters were prevented from
voting, but in 84.1% they were not. In 7% of 3,584 combined
polling stations voters were disenfranchised, whereas in 82.8%
they were not.
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Recommendation
In about one in every 16 polling stations, a significant number of voters were prevented from casting
ballots. See recommendations in sections below.
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56. Information missing for 37.1% of observed female polling stations.

a. Voters Disenfranchised Because Polling Agent Challenged Their Right to Vote

“Any polling agent or candidate has the right to challenge the vote of any person who[m] s/he believes:
Is impersonating another voter [or] Has already voted. In case of a challenged vote, the Presiding Officer
should: …. Process the voter in a normal manner…. Put the marked ballot papers in two Challenged
Ballot Paper packets, one for National Assembly, one for Provincial Assembly…..Complete the required
information on both copies of Form XII: Challenged Voters List. (Do not permit the voter to leave the
polling station until you complete the required information on BOTH copies of the form!)”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 52, all (emphasis in original)

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
in 15.1% voters were turned away without casting ballots
because polling agents challenged their right to vote, whereas
in 65.1% this problem was not observed.57

Frequency Table
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8966
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Total
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Province-wise
Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 15.1% voters
were turned away because of polling agent challenges, but
this problem was not noted in 66.3% of polling booths. In
12.7% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP voters were
turned away because polling agents challenged their right to
vote, while in 62.9% this problem was not reported. In Sindh, in
16.4% of 3,074 polling booths voters were turned away, while
in 63.1% they were not. In Baluchistan, in 17.3% and 65.6%
of 468 observed polling booths, respectively, voters were and
were not turned away. Similarly, in 10.7% of 84 observed polling
booths in Islamabad Capital Territory voters were turned away
without voting, but in 73.8% they were not.
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 14.4% voters were not allowed to cast ballots
because of polling agent challenges, but in 62% this problem
was not observed. In as many as 15.7% of 7,473 observed
male polling booths, voters were turned away, but in 67.7%
they were not.
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In about one out of every seven polling booths, voters were turned away rather than being given
“challenged ballot papers” when polling agents challenged their right to vote. These voters were not
permitted to cast their votes, as provided for in the election law. ECP training for election personnel
should reinforce the importance of following the challenged ballot paper procedures so that no
potentially qualified voter is turned away because of a polling agent’s challenge, which may or may not
be justified.

57. Information missing for 19.8% of observed polling booths.
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Recommendation

Yes
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c. Voters Disenfranchised Because of Polling Officials’ Bias
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Officials not to influence voters.--A Returning Officer, Assistant Returning Officer, Presiding Officer,
Assistant Presiding Officer, Polling Officer or any other officer or clerk performing a duty in connection
with an election, or any member of a police force, is guilty of an offence … if he, in the conduct or
management of an election or maintenance of order at a polling station, … (b) dissuades any person
from giving his vote; … or (d) does any other act calculated to influence the result of the election.
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 90

“Breaches of official duty in connection with election.--A Returning Officer, Assistant Returning Officer,
Presiding Officer, Assistant Presiding Officer or any other person employed by any such officer in
connection with his official duties imposed by or under this Act, is guilty of an offence … if he, wilfully and
without reasonable cause, commits breach of any such official duty, by act or omission.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 91

“Professional Ethics for Polling Personnel: As Gatekeepers of Democracy in Pakistan, Polling Personnel
are mandated to ensure that all their actions are conducted according to the following [principles]: ….
Never stop a qualified voter from voting without a just cause….. Never let your political opinions affect
your electoral duties….Always treat everyone equally regardless of their gender, ethnic origin, religion, or
political affiliation. This includes voters ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 16, (emphasis in original)

“Treat all voters equally, irrespective of caste, class, gender, ethnicity and religion. Don’t discriminate in
favor of some voters at the expense of others.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 49
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
in 7.8% voters were turned away because of polling officials’
bias, whereas in 72.1% this problem was not reported.58
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58. Information missing for 20.1% of observed polling booths.

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 7% voters
were turned away because of polling officials’ bias but this
problem was not observed in 74.2% of polling booths. In 6.1
% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP voters were
turned away because of polling officials’ bias, while in 70.1%
they were not. In Sindh, in 11.1% of 3,074 polling booths
voters were turned away for this reason, while in 67.5% they
were not. In Baluchistan, in 9.6% and 73.7% of 468 observed
polling booths, respectively, voters were and were not turned
away because of polling officials’ bias. Similarly, in 4.8% of 84
observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory voters
were turned away, but in 77.4% they were not.
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Recommendation
In about one out of every 13 polling booths, according to observer perceptions, voters were not permitted
to vote because of partisan or other bias of election personnel. The ECP must enforce the election law,
including with regard to offenses committed by polling officials, such as political or other bias in the
conduct of their election duties. ECP training for election personnel should emphasize neutrality and
impartiality as critical to the integrity of the elections, using specific case examples to foster discussion.

Voting Process

Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 7.4% voters were turned away because of polling
officials’ bias, but in 66.9% this problem was not reported. In
as many as 8.2% of observed male polling booths voters were
turned away because of polling officials’ bias, but in 76.5%
they were not.
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d. Voters Disenfranchised Because Polling Station Captured
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Capturing of polling station and polling booth, etc:-Whoever- (a) seizes of polling station or a place
fixed for the poll or makes polling authorities surrender the ballot papers or ballot box or both and doing
of any other act which affects the orderly conduct of elections; (b) takes possession of a polling station
or a place for the poll and allows his supporters to exercise their right to vote and prevent others from
free exercise of their right to vote; (c) coeres, intimidates or threatens directly or indirectly any elector
and prevents him from going to the polling station or a place fixed for the cast of his vote; or (d) being
in the service of Government or corporations or institutions controlled by the Government of all or any of
the aforesaid activities or aids or connives at, any such activity in the furtherance of the prospects of the
election of a candidate,
shall be guilty of any offence ….
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 82A

“The Presiding Officers having the powers of the Magistrate First Class can try summarily the following
offences: …. Capturing the Polling Station and/or Polling Booth.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 57, See Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 86A
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide,
in 10.1% voters were turned away because the polling station
was captured, whereas in 53.4% of polling booths, this problem
was not observed.59

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 8.1% voters
were turned away because a polling station was captured
but in 58.3% they were not. In 15% of 2,008 polling booths
observed in NWFP voters were turned away because a polling
station was captured, while in 42.6% they were not. In Sindh,
in 12.6% of 3,074 polling booths voters were turned away for
this reason, while in 47.1% they were not. In Baluchistan, in
7.1% and 54.7% of 468 observed polling booths, respectively,
voters were and were not turned away. Similarly, in 1.2% of 84
observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory voters
were turned away, but in 54.8% they were not.
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59. Information missing for 36.6% of observed polling booths.

Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 6.2% voters were turned away because a polling
station was captured, but in 67.6% they were not. In as many
as 13.3% of observed male polling booths voters were turned
away, but in 41.4% they were not.

Voting Process

Recommendation
In about one out of every ten polling booths, according to observers, the polling station was “captured”
and a significant number of voters were not permitted to vote. This problem was somewhat more
common in NWFP and was twice as common at male polling booths as female polling booths. Election
security is primarily the responsibility of the Presiding Officer, with support from the police or other
security official assigned to the polling station. Despite the powers provided to them in the election law,
Presiding Officers do not always feel empowered to take action when there is a security problem. The
ECP and the state must make more effective plans for Election Day security, including coordination
among polling officials and security personnel, in order to avoid the common “capture” of polling stations
by armed or other locally-powerful individuals. ECP training for election personnel should emphasize their
exercise of the Magisterial enforcement powers as critical to the integrity of the elections, using specific
case examples to foster discussion.
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12. Break in Polling
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Hours of the poll.- The Commission shall fix the hours, which shall not be less than eight, during which
the poll shall be held and the Returning Officer shall give public notice of the hours so fixed and hold the
poll accordingly.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 26

“Stopping of the poll.- (1)The Presiding Officer of a polling station shall stop the poll and inform the
Returning Officer that he has done so if - (a) the poll at the polling station is, at any time, so interrupted
or obstructed for reasons beyond the control of the Presiding Officer that it cannot be resumed during
the polling hours fixed under section 26;and (b) any ballot box used at the polling station is unlawfully
taken out of the custody of the Presiding Officer, or is accidentally or intentionally destroyed, or is lost or
is damaged or tampered with to such an extent that the result of the poll at the polling station cannot be
ascertained.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 27
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide, in
26.3% there was an unauthorized break in polling, whereas in
56.2% there was no break in polling.60

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 25.2% there
was an unauthorized break in polling, and in 58.5% there
was no break. In 32.1% of 1,029 polling stations observed in
NWFP there was a break in polling, while in 51.1% there was
no break. In Sindh, in 26.3% of 1,615 polling stations there
was a break in polling, while in 52% there was no break. In
Baluchistan, in 23.8% of 286 polling stations there was a break
in polling, but in 59.8% there was none. Similarly, in 7.5% of 53
observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory there
was a break in polling, whereas in 88.7 % there was no break.
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60. Information missing for 17.5% of observed polling stations.
61. Information missing for 38.1% of observed female polling stations.

Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations61
nationwide, in 15% there was a break in polling, while in 46.9%
there was no break. In as many as 25.8% of 2,357 observed
male polling station there was a break in polling, while in
60.6% there was no break. In 30.1% of 3,584 combined polling
stations there was a break in polling, whereas in 56.3% there
was no break.

Voting Process

Recommendation
One-fourth of all polling stations experienced an unauthorized break in the polling. This problem was
somewhat more common in NWFP and at combined (male/female) polling stations. Polling stations
must remain open and active for eight hours throughout Election Day, from the opening of the polls
until the closing of the polls. Breaks in polling create an environment open to fraud, since ballot boxes,
unused ballot papers, and other sensitive election materials may not be properly secured or supervised
during the break. The ECP should emphasize in training for polling personnel that they are required to
ensure that all polling stations and all booths remain open without a break throughout Election Day.
Arrangements can be made to enable polling officials to take short breaks in organized shifts, if needed.
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13. Closing the Polling Station

Voting Process

a. Closing the Polling Station at Prescribed Time
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The Commission shall fix the hours, which shall not be less than eight, during which the polls shall
be held, and the Returning Officer shall give public notice of the hours so fixed and hold the poll
accordingly.”
The Representation of the People Act 1977, Section 26

“[PrOs will] At the precise time fixed for the closing [of polling stations], announce that the polling station
is now closed.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60
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Out of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide, in 83% of
the total the PrO closed the polling station at 5:00pm (17:00),
whereas in 10.9% s/he did not close the station on time.62

In 85.2% of the total 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab,
the PrO closed the polling station at 5:00pm, whereas in 9.6%
s/he did not. Out of 1,029 observed polling stations in NWFP,
in 84.2% the PrO closed the station on time, but in 10.2% s/
he did not. Out of 1,615 observed polling stations in Sindh,
in 76.2% the PrO closed the station at the prescribed time,
while in 15.6% s/he did not. In 84.6% of 288 observed polling
stations in Baluchistan the PrO closed the station at 5:00pm,
while in 4.9% s/he did not. In Islamabad Capital Territory in
86.8% of the observed 53 polling stations, the PrO closed the
station on time, whereas in 11.3 % s/he did not.
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In 77.3% of 1,147 observed female polling stations the PrO
closed the station at 5:00pm, while in 14.1% she did not. In
83.9% of 2,357 male polling stations the PrO closed the station
at the prescribed time, while in 9.1% he did not. In 84.2% of
3,582 of observed combined polling stations, the PrOs closed
the polling station on time, while in 11.1% s/he did not.
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Recommendation
At about one in ten polling stations, Presiding Officers did not close the voters’ queue at 5:00pm, as
required. This problem was somewhat more common in Sindh and at female polling stations. Allowing
voters at some polling stations to join the voting queue after 5:00pm, while voters at other polling stations
are turned away after 5:00pm, creates inequality in access to the polls. This inequality has the potential
to affect election results in constituencies with close contests. ECP training for polling personnel should
emphasize the importance of closing all voting queues at 5:00pm (17:00), unless otherwise ordered
because of special circumstances, in order to maintain equitable access to the polls by all voters.
62. Information missing for 6.1% of observed polling stations.

b. Closing Polling Station an Hour Later than Prescribed Time

“The Commission shall fix the hours, which shall not be less than eight, during which the polls shall
be held, and the Returning Officer shall give public notice of the hours so fixed and hold the poll
accordingly.”
The Representation of the People Act 1977, Section 26

“[PrOs will] At the precise time fixed for the closing [of polling stations], announce that the polling station
is now closed.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60

Out of a total of 7088 observed polling stations nationwide,
6.2% closed more than an hour late, whereas 65.5% closed at
the prescribed time.63

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, 5.2% polling
station closed more than one hour late, and 68.3% closed on
time. About 6.7% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP
closed more than one hour late, while 68.4% closed at the
prescribed time. In Sindh, 9% of 1,615 polling stations closed
more than one hour late, while 56.3% did not. In Baluchistan,
2.8% of 286 polling stations closed late, but 65% closed on
time. Similarly, in 73.6% of 53 observed polling stations in
Islamabad Capital Territory closed at the prescribed time.64
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Gender-wise
Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, 2.4% polling stations closed more than one hour
late, while 31.1% closed at the prescribed time.65 As many as
5.8% of 2,357 observed male polling station closed late, while
74.2% did not. About 7.6% of 3,584 combined polling stations
closed more than one hour late, whereas 70.8% closed
on time.
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At about one in 15 polling stations, Presiding Officers closed the voters’ queue more than one hour after
the prescribed time of 5:00pm. ECP training for polling personnel should emphasize the importance of
closing all voting queues at 5:00pm (17:00), unless otherwise ordered because of special circumstances,
in order to maintain equitable access to the polls by all voters.
63. Information missing for 28.3% of observed polling stations
64. Information missing for 26.4% of observed polling stations.
65. Information missing for 66.5% of observed female polling stations.
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Recommendation

Voting Process

c. Voters Arriving Late Allowed to Vote
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Voting after close of poll.--No person shall be given any ballot paper or be permitted to vote after the
hour fixed for the close of the poll, except the persons who at that hour are present within the building,
room, tent or enclosure in which the polling station is situated and have not voted but are waiting to vote.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 37

“Tip: Anyone who arrives to vote AFTER the closing must NOT be allowed to vote.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60 (emphasis in original)

“If you have a queue of voters, and it is closing time, you must allow those in the queue to vote. Tip:
To make sure only those in the queue will be permitted to vote, either bring inside the polling station
everyone in the queue and close the doors OR station a police officer at the end of the queue and direct
him/her not to allow anyone else to join the queue.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60
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66. Information missing for 8.6% of observed polling stations

In 12.4% of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide, the
PrO allowed voters to cast their votes who joined the polling
station queue after the deadline of 5:00pm (17:00), whereas in
79% polling stations, s/he did not allow voters arriving late to
cast a ballot.66

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 11.4% the
PrO inappropriately allowed late arriving voters to cast ballots,
whereas in 81.6% of polling stations s/he did not. In 12.4% of
1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP, the PrO allowed late
voters to cast ballots, while in 77.2% of polling stations, s/he
did not. In Sindh, the PrO in 15.5% of 1,615 polling stations
allowed late arriving voters to vote, while in 73.7% s/he did
not. In Baluchistan 8.4% of 286 observed polling stations in
Baluchistan the PrO allowed late arriving voters to cast ballots,
while in 77.6% s/he did not. In Islamabad Capital Territory, in
9.4% of 53 observed polling stations, the PrO allowed late
voters to cast ballots, whereas in 86.8% s/he did not.
Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 14.5% the PrO inappropriately allowed late
arriving voters to cast ballots, while in 75.4% she did not. In
12.3% of 2,357 observed male polling stations the PrO allowed
late voters to vote, while in 78.6% he did not. In 11.7% of 3,584
combined polling stations the PrO allowed late arriving voters
to cast their votes, while in 80.5% s/he did not.

Voting Process

Recommendation
As with B.13.a. “Closing the Polling Station at the Prescribed Time,” at about one in eight polling stations,
Presiding Officers allowed voters to join the voting queue after 5:00pm, the prescribed closing time for
all polling stations. This problem was somewhat more common in Sindh and at female polling stations.
Allowing voters at some polling stations to join the voting queue after 5:00pm, while voters at other
polling stations are turned away after 5:00pm, creates inequality in access to the polls. This inequality
has the potential to affect election results in constituencies with close contests. ECP training for polling
personnel should emphasize the importance of closing all voting queues at 5:00pm (17:00), unless
otherwise ordered because of special circumstances, in order to maintain equitable access to the polls
by all voters.
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Voting Process

d. Allowing Voters in Queue to Vote
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Voting after close of poll.--No person shall be given any ballot paper or be permitted to vote after the
hour fixed for the close of the poll, except the persons who at that hour are present within the building,
room, tent or enclosure in which the polling station is situated and have not voted but are waiting to vote.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 37

“If you have a queue of voters, and it is closing time, you must allow those in the queue to vote.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60

Frequency Table
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Out of a total of 7,088 polling stations observed nationwide,
in 80.8% PrOs allowed those voters to cast their votes who
were already in the polling station queue at 5:00pm (17:00),
whereas in 11.6% of polling stations, they did not allow such
voters to cast their ballots.67

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 84.2% the
PrO allowed voters to cast ballots if they were already in the
voting queue at closing time, whereas in 9.5%, s/he did not. In
74.1% of 1,029 polling stations in NWFP, the PrO allowed those
voters to cast their votes, while in 17.1%, s/he did not. Out
of 1,615 polling stations observed in Sindh, PrOs in 76.8% of
polling stations allowed such people to cast their votes, while
in 13.9%, s/he did not. In Baluchistan, in 78.7% of 286 polling
stations the PrO allowed such voters to cast their votes, while
in 9.8% s/he did not. Similarly, in 88.7% of 53 observed polling
stations in Islamabad Capital Territory the PrO allowed such
individuals to vote, while in 7.5% s/he did not.
Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 77.2% the PrO allowed voters in the queue at
5:00pm to cast their votes, while in 13.9% she did not. In as
many as 80% of 2,357 observed male polling stations the PrO
allowed voters to cast their ballots if they arrived by 5:00pm,
while in 11.2% he did not. In 82.5% of 3,582 combined polling
stations, the PrO allowed such voters to cast their votes, while
in 11.2% s/he did not.
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Recommendation
At more than one in ten polling stations, Presiding Officers did not allow all voters who joined the voting
queue before 5:00pm to cast their ballots, but instead closed the poll exactly at 5:00pm, contrary to
election law and procedure. This problem was somewhat more common in Sindh. Turning away voters at
some polling stations even though they joined the voting queue before 5:00pm, while allowing voters at
other polling stations to cast ballots as long as they joined the queue before 5:00pm, creates inequality in
access to the polls. This inequality has the potential to affect election results in constituencies with close
contests. ECP training for polling personnel should emphasize the importance of allowing voters who join
the voting queue before 5:00pm (17:00) to cast their ballots in order to maintain equitable access to the
polls by all voters.
67. Information missing for 7.6% of observed polling stations

14. Polling Officials Remaining Inside
Polling Booth Until End of Voting
“[The PrO is responsible for]: …. Conducting the count and preparing a statement for communication
to the Returning Officer…. Assistant Presiding Officer (APO): …. Assisting the Presiding Officer in
conducting his/her duties …. Polling Officer ….Assisting the Assistant Presiding Officer in conducting his/
her duties ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 12 (emphasis in original)

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
78.3% all three required polling officials remained inside polling
booth until end of voting, whereas in 2.5% they did not.68

Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 81.2% all three
required polling officials remained in polling booths until the
end of voting, but in 2.5% they did not. In 72.1% of 2,008
polling booths observed in NWFP, the required polling officials
remained inside polling booths until the end of voting, while in
2.7% they did not. In Sindh, in 74.7% of 3,074 polling booths
required polling officials did so, while in 2.5% they did not. In
Baluchistan, in 75% and 3% of 468 observed polling booths,
respectively, polling official did and did not remain inside
the polling booth, until the end of voting. Similarly, in 92.9%
of 84 observed polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory
required polling officials remained inside the polling booths
until the end of voting, but in 2.4% they did not.
Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 76.8% all three required polling officials remained
inside polling booths until the end of voting, but in 2.7% they
did not. In as many as 79.5% of 7,473 observed male polling
booths they did so, but in 2.4% they did not.
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Recommendation

68. Information missing for 19.2% of observed polling booths.
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In about one in every 40 polling booths, one or more polling officials did not remain in the booth until the
end of the voting process. There is no provision in the law or Election Commission procedures for any
polling officials to leave their duty station until all ballots have been cast and counted. The departure of
any polling official from the polling station creates an environment open to fraud, since multiple polling
officials are needed to conduct the polling process and the ballot count and to keep all ballots and other
sensitive election materials secure. [1] ECP training for polling officials should emphasize the importance
of all polling personnel remaining at the polls until after the polling procedures are complete. [2] Any
poll personnel who do not remain until the end of the polling should not be paid or should be officially
reprimanded following uniform procedures.

Voting Process

15. Closing Ballot Box Slots
Law, Procedure and Policy
“At each polling booth: After the last voter has voted the Assistant Presiding Officers should close the
slots on their ballot boxes so that no additional ballot papers can be inserted.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60

“After the poll is closed, pull the latches together for closing the slot and fit another seal through both of
the latches. (Picture 5 & 6). Show the numbers and the ECP monogram on the 5th seal to the agents and
others present in the polling booth and ask them to note / record the seal number.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 36

Frequency Table
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Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
69% APOs closed the slots on their ballot boxes after the last
voter had voted so that no additional ballot papers could be
inserted, whereas in 7.6% they did not do so.69
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Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 71.6% APOs
followed this procedure, but in 8.6% they did not. In 63% of
2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP, APOs followed this
procedure, while in 5.3% they did not. In Sindh, in 65.6% of
3,074 polling booths APOs followed this procedure, while in
7% they did not. In Baluchistan, in 68.4% and 4.3% of 468
observed polling booths, respectively, APOs did and did
not follow this procedure. Similarly, in 86.9% of 84 observed
polling booths in Islamabad Capital Territory APOs followed
this procedure, but in 6% they did not.
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Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 69.2% APOs closed the slots on their ballot
boxes after the last voter had voted so that no additional
ballot papers could be inserted, but in 7.9% they did not. In as
many as 68.9% of 7,473 observed male polling booths APOs
followed this procedure, but in 7.3% they did not.
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Recommendation
In about one in every 13 polling booths, polling officials failed to close the ballot box slots after the last
vote was cast to prevent additional ballot papers from being inserted. Failure to follow this procedure
opens the polling process to last-minute “ballot box stuffing” after the departure of the last voter from the
polling booth. The ECP Handbook for Presiding Officers should provide clearer instructions about how to
close the slots on the ballot boxes after the last voter has cast her/his ballot. The instructions on page 60
should refer back to the photographs and instructions on page 36.

69. Information missing for 23.4% of observed polling booths.

1. Extra Ballots Being Stamped/Ballot Box Stuffing
Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Law, Procedure and Policy
“Illegal practice.--A person is guilty of illegal practice if he … votes … more than once in the same polling
station.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 83(1)(d)

“ Tampering with papers.-- … a person is guilty of an offence … if he … (b) intentionally … puts into any
ballot box any ballot paper other than the ballot paper he is authorised by law to put in; or (c)(ii) … takes,
opens or otherwise interferes with any ballot box or packet of ballot papers in use for the purpose of
election….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 87(1)(b-c)

“The Polling Agent SHOULD NOT: handle any materials, including ballot papers ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 13 (emphasis in original)

“[The PrO will] Keep all forms, packets, and materials in a safe place so that nobody can tamper with them.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 48

“The Presiding Officer and the Polling Staff cannot in any way … tamper with any ballot papers. To do
[so] is a crime and [the polling officials] can be punished to the full extent of the law!”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 55

“Law and Order Jurisdiction of the Presiding Officer: … Attempting to vote more than once … Stuffing the
Ballot Box … Forging a Ballot Paper ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 56

“The Presiding Officers having the powers of the Magistrate First Class can try summarily the following
offenses: Tampering with ballot papers (Section 87 of the Representation of the Peoples Act, 1976)”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 57

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide, in
31.9% of stations ballot papers were being stamped by polling
officials, polling agents or others on behalf of voters, whereas
in 68.1 % this problem was not reported.
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Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 32.4% ballot
papers were being stamped by polling officials, polling agents
or others on behalf of voters, whereas observers did not report
this problem in 67.6% of polling stations. In 34% of 1,029
polling stations observed in NWFP ballot papers were illegally
stamped, while in 66% they were not. In Sindh, in 31.4% of
1,615 polling stations ballot papers were stamped illegally,
while in 68.5% they were not. In Baluchistan, in 24.1% and
75.9% of 286 observed polling stations, respectively, ballot
papers were and were not being stamped by polling officials,
polling agents or others on behalf of voters. Similarly, in 5.7%
of 53 observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory
ballot papers were illegally stamped, while in 94.3% they
were not.

Frequency Table

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches
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Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 58.9 % ballot papers were being stamped by
polling officials, polling agents or others on behalf of voters,
and in 41.1% they were not. In as many as 25.6% of 2,357
observed male polling stations ballot papers were tampered
with, while in 74.4% they were not. In 27.4% of 3,584 combined
polling stations ballot papers were being stamped by polling
officials, polling agents or others on behalf of voters, whereas
in 72.6% they were not.

No

Recommendation
In about one-third of all polling stations, ballot papers were illegally stamped by polling officials, polling
agents, or others. This serious and pervasive problem was reported almost twice as often from female
polling stations compared to male or combined stations. “Ballot box stuffing” is a common accusation
after every election in Pakistan, leading to a loss of confidence in election results. Among the contributing
factors to an environment open to extra ballots being illegally stamped and “stuffed” in ballot boxes
are: [1] unclear procedures for the distribution of ballot books among polling booths; [2] failure or
weaknesses in filling out (and double-checking) ballot book accounting forms; and [3] failure to fasten
ballot box seals tightly (and poor instructions and photographs in the ECP training manuals on how to do
so). Recommendations are as follows:
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[1] The election law should more clearly define “ballot box stuffing,” with enforcement mechanisms
against any polling official, polling agent, or other individual who marks more than one ballot or puts
more than one ballot in a box for any reason.
[2] ECP procedures should require that all of the following information be recorded carefully and doublechecked in each polling booth and station: the number of ballot books distributed to each polling booth
at the beginning of Election Day (with no additional books distributed for any reason); the number of
used counterfoils and unused ballot papers remaining in all ballot books at the end of the voting process;
the number of voters whose names have been crossed off the voters’ list in each booth (and recorded
with tick-marks throughout the voting process).
[3] ECP procedures should be changed to require counting of the number of ballots in each ballot box
from each polling booth. (Counting the ballots from each box and then combining all ballots in order to
count votes for each candidate can all be done at the polling station level.) An additional advantage of
this recommendation is that it would enable the ECP to compile reliable sex disaggregated voter turnout
data by adding the number of ballots counted from each men’s and each women’s polling booth.
[4] ECP training materials for polling officials should emphasize procedures related to preventing “ballot
box stuffing,” including those described above as well as enforcement mechanisms and penalties for
polling officials violating these rules or failing to prevent others from violating them.
[5] Neutral election observers and candidate/party polling agents should be trained to record the serial
numbers of all ballot books issued to the polling station and to each booth in the station. They should
monitor the accounting of all ballots and ballot books at the end of the voting process. Observers and
agents also should compare the number of used counterfoils against the number of voters who have
cast ballots in each booth (the number of voters’ names crossed off the voters’ list as well as the number
of voters observers have counted in the booth) and against the number of ballots counted out of each
ballot box.

2. Government Officials’ Undue Influence in Polling Stations
a. Government Officials Influencing Voters in Polling Stations

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Law, Procedure and Policy
“The [Election] Commission or the [Election] Commissioner may, at any time, for reasons to be recorded
in writing, suspend any officer performing any duty in connection with an election, or any other public
functionary, or any member of the police force or any other law-enforcing agency who obstructs or
prevents or attempts to obstruct or prevent the conduct of fair and impartial poll or interferes or attempts
to interfere with an elector when he records his vote, or influences in any manner the polling staff or an
elector or does any other act calculated to influence the result of election, and make such arrangements
as it or he may consider necessary for the performance of the functions of the officer so suspended.”
The Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 7(6)

“Undue influence.-A person is guilty of undue influence, if he- … (a) impedes or prevents the free exercise
of the franchise by an elector; or (b) compels, induces or prevails upon any elector to vote or refrain from
voting; or (e) uses any official influence or governmental patronage….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 81(4)

“There should be no factor influencing the [voters’] choice of vote on polling day.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 6

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide, in
or nearby 3.8% of polling stations, government officials tried
to influence voters, whereas in 82.3% no such inappropriate
efforts to influence voters was observed.70

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in or nearby
4.2% of polling stations, government officials tried to influence
voters, but in 83.6% they were not witnessed doing so. In
or nearby 3.8% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP,
government officials tried to influence voters, while in 83.8%
observers did not witness such attempts to influence. In
Sindh, in or nearby 3.4% of 1,615 observed polling stations,
government officials tried to influence voters, while in 76.9%
they did not. In Baluchistan, in or nearby 1% and 86.7% of
286 polling stations, respectively, government officials did and
did not try to influence voters. Similarly, in or nearby 1.9% of
53 observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory,
government officials tried to influence voters, while in 94.3%
they were not witnessed doing so.
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Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in or nearby 2.7% of polling stations, government
officials tried to influence voters, while in 61.7% observers did
not report these inappropriate efforts to influence voters.71 In
or nearby as many as 3.6% of 2,357 observed male polling
stations, government officials tried to influence voters, but
in 86.1% they did not. In or nearby 4.3% of 3,584 combined
polling stations government officials tried to influence voters,
whereas in 86.4% they did not.

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Recommendation
Government officials’ undue influence on elections before polling day has been documented during
2007/2008 in “FAFEN Election Updates” available at www.fafen.org. The ECP should consistently enforce
election laws related to government officials’ undue influence both pre-election and on Election Day with
serious penalties.
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b. Government Officials Influencing Polling Staff in Polling Stations

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Law, Procedure and Policy
“The [Election] Commission or the [Election] Commissioner may, at any time, for reasons to be recorded
in writing, suspend any officer performing any duty in connection with an election, or any other public
functionary, or any member of the police force or any other law-enforcing agency who obstructs or
prevents or attempts to obstruct or prevent the conduct of fair and impartial poll or interferes or attempts
to interfere with an elector when he records his vote, or influences in any manner the polling staff or an
elector or does any other act calculated to influence the result of election, and make such arrangements
as it or he may consider necessary for the performance of the functions of the officer so suspended.”
The Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 7(6)

“Law and Order Jurisdiction of the Presiding Officer: … Interfering with polling staff while they perform
their duties ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.568

“Maintaining Law and Order: By the order of the Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, the Presiding
Officer is authorized to act as a Magistrate 1st Class on Election Day!”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 55-57 (following pages detailing offenses under Presiding Officers’ authority)

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide,
in 2.5% government officials tried to influence polling staff,
whereas in 83.1% they were not observed trying to have this
inappropriate influence.72

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 2.3%
government officials tried to influence polling staff, while in
85.1% observers did not witness their doing so. In 2.4% of
1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP government officials
tried to influence polling staff, while in 84.4% they did not. In
Sindh, in 3.3% of 1,615 polling stations government officials
tried to influence polling staff, while in 76.2% they did not.
In Baluchistan, in 0.7% and 86.4% of 286 polling stations,
respectively, government officials did and did not try to influence
polling staff. Similarly, in 96.2% of 53 observed polling stations
in Islamabad Capital Territory, government officials were not
observed trying to influence polling staff.73
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Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 2.7% government officials tried to influence
polling staff, while in 61.7% they were not observed doing so.74
In as many as 3.6% of 2,357 observed male polling stations,
government officials tried to influence polling staff, while in
86.1% they were not seen doing so. In 4.3% of 3,584 combined
polling stations, government officials tried to influence polling
staff, whereas in 86.4% they did not.

Frequency Table

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Recommendation
Government officials tried to influence polling staff in about one of every 40 polling stations. ECP training
for Presiding Officers should emphasize their status as Magistrate First Class on Election Day and
their responsibility to enforce the election law and procedures, including against government officials
influencing voters (C.2.a.) or polling personnel (C.2.b.) in polling stations. Mechanisms should be put
in place to reinforce Presiding Officers’ powers on Election Day, including [1] enforced penalties for
Presiding Officers’ failing to uphold their Magisterial law and order duties, and [2] ECP training for police
on their duty to help Presiding Officers uphold these duties.
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3. Impartiality/Neutrality of Polling Officials
a. Polling Officials Acting Impartially

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Law, Procedure and Policy
“Professional Ethics for Polling Personnel: Neutrality: Never let your political opinions affect your electoral
duties; Never wear any clothing or symbols related to any political parties or candidates; Never express
your political opinions while the election is ongoing. … Fairness: Always treat everyone equally regardless
of their gender, ethnic origin, religion or political affiliation. This includes voters, polling agents, candidates
and observers.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 16

“The [Election] Commission or the [Election] Commissioner may… suspend any officer performing any
duty in connection with an election … who … attempts to obstruct or prevent the conduct of fair and
impartial poll ….”
The Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 7(6)

“Undue influence.-A person is guilty of undue influence, if he- … (a) impedes or prevents the free
exercise of the franchise by an elector; or (b) compels, induces or prevails upon any elector to vote or
refrain from voting; or (e) uses any official influence or governmental patronage….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 81(4)

“There should be no factor influencing the [voters’] choice of vote on polling day.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 6

“Do not bias the voter’s choice through unnecessary discussion or talk during the voting process.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 49

“The Presiding Officer and the Polling Staff cannot in any way influence any voters …. To do [so] is a
crime and [the polling officials] can be punished to the full extent of the law!”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 55
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Frequency Table
Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide,
in 73.4% polling officials acted impartially, whereas in 10.6%
they did not.75

75. Information missing for 15.9% of observed polling stations.
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Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 76.6% polling
officials acted impartially, but in 9.5% they did not. In 75.1%
of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP polling officials
acted impartially, while in 9.9% they did not. In Sindh, in 64.3%
of 1,615 observed polling stations polling officials acted
impartially, while in 13.8% they did not. In Baluchistan, in
71.7% and 11.9% of 286 polling stations, respectively, polling
officials did and did not act impartially. Similarly, in 88.7% of 53
observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory polling
officials acted impartially, while in 1.9% they did not.

Frequency

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Gender-wise
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40%
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30%

Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 44.6% polling officials acted impartially, while in
5.4% they did not.76 In as many as 79.7% of 2,357 observed
male polling stations, polling officials acted impartially, but
in 11.2% they did not. In 78.5% of 3,584 combined polling
stations polling officials acted impartially, whereas in 11.9%
they did not.

20%
10%
0%
Missing

Yes

No

Recommendation
Polling officials in as many as one in ten polling stations carried out their duties in a partisan or biased
manner. See below for recommendations.
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76. Information missing for 50% of observed female polling stations.

b. Polling Officials Pointing to a Candidate/Party on Ballot Paper

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Law, Procedure and Policy
“The [Election] Commission or the [Election] Commissioner may… suspend any officer performing any
duty in connection with an election … who … attempts to obstruct or prevent the conduct of fair and
impartial poll ….”
The Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 7(6)

“Undue influence.-A person is guilty of undue influence, if he- … (a) impedes or prevents the free
exercise of the franchise by an elector; or (b) compels, induces or prevails upon any elector to vote or
refrain from voting; or (e) uses any official influence or governmental patronage….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 81(4)

“There should be no factor influencing the [voters’] choice of vote on polling day.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 6

“Professional Ethics for Polling Personnel: Neutrality: Never let your political opinions affect your electoral
duties; … Never express your political opinions while the election is ongoing. … Fairness: Always treat
everyone equally regardless of their gender, ethnic origin, religion or political affiliation. This includes
voters, polling agents, candidates and observers.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 16

“Instruct the voter on how to mark the ballot paper. Tip: You may direct the voter towards the ‘Method to
Mark the Ballot Paper’ poster.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 45

“Do not bias the voter’s choice through unnecessary discussion or talk during the voting process.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 49

“The Presiding Officer and the Polling Staff cannot in any way influence any voters …. To do [so] is a
crime and [the polling officials] can be punished to the full extent of the law!”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 55

Out of a total of 13,773 observed polling booths nationwide, in
11.3% polling officials tried to influence voters by pointing to
one candidate or party symbol on ballot papers, whereas in
76.2% they did not.77

77. Information missing for 12.6% of observed polling booths.
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Of 8,139 polling booths observed in Punjab, in 10.5% polling
officials tried to influence voters, while in 78.9% they did not. In
12% of 2,008 polling booths observed in NWFP, polling officials
inappropriately tried to influence voters, while in 70.2% they did
not. In Sindh, in 12.7% of 3,074 polling booths, polling officials
pointed to candidates or parties on ballots, while in 72.6% they
did not. In Baluchistan, in 13.7% and 74.8% of 468 observed
polling booths, respectively, polling officials did and did not
try to influence voters by pointing to a certain candidate or
party symbol. Similarly, in 3.6% of 84 observed polling booths
in Islamabad Capital Territory they did so, but in 92.9% they
did not.

Frequency Table
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Gender-wise
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Out of a total of 6,300 observed female polling booths
nationwide, in 12.5% the polling officials tried to influence the
voters, but in 81.8% they did not. In as many as 10.2% of 7,473
observed male polling booths, polling officials did so, but in
81.8% they did not.

30%
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Recommendation
In more than one in ten polling booths, observers witnessed polling officials trying to influence voters by
pointing to a candidate or symbol on the ballot.
[1] The ECP training manual language should be changed from “Instruct the voter on how to mark the
ballot paper” to “Instruct the voter on how to use the marking aid.”
[2] Training for polling officials should communicate that they must not instruct voters which candidate to
vote for, either in words, or by pointing, or when showing voters how to use the marking aid on the ballot.
[3] Penalties (whether suspension or otherwise) should be enforced against any polling official violating
the election law in the course of his or her election duties.
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c. Polling Officials Treating All Voters Equally with Respect

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Law, Procedure and Policy
“Always treat everyone equally regardless of their gender, ethnic origin, religion or political affiliation. This
includes voters, polling agents, candidates and observers.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 16

“It is imperative that Polling Personnel maintain courteous behavior with voters at all times. … Don’t
become rude of discourteous with voters no matter what the provocation…. Treat all voters equally,
irrespective of caste, class, gender, ethnicity and religion. Don’t discriminate in favor of some voters at the
expense of others”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 49

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide, in
83.3% polling officials treated all voters equally with respect,
whereas in 3.9% they did not.78

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 85.1% polling
officials treated all voters equally with respect, but in 3.5%
they did not. In 82.6% of 1,029 polling stations observed in
NWFP, polling officials treated all voters with respect, while in
4.3% they did not. In Sindh, in 78.1% of 1,615 polling stations,
polling officials treated all voters with respect, while in 5%
they did not. In Baluchistan, in 86.4% and 2.8% of 286 polling
stations, respectively, polling officials did and did not treat all
voters with respect. Similarly, in 96.2% of 53 observed polling
stations in Islamabad Capital Territory polling officials treated
all voters with respect, while in 1.9% they did not.
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Gender-wise
Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 57.7% polling officials treated all voters with
respect, while in 3% they did not.79 In as many as 88.6% of
2,357 observed male polling stations, polling officials did so,
but in 4.1% they did not. In 88% of 3,584 combined polling
stations, polling officials treated all voters equally with respect,
whereas in 4% they did not.
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Recommendation
In about one in every 25 polling stations, polling officials did not treat all voters equally with respect,
according to observers. The problem was somewhat more serious in Sindh, where officials in about one
in every 20 polling stations treated some voters disrespectfully.

78. Information missing for 12.8% of observed polling stations.
79. Information missing for 39.3% of observed female polling stations.
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4. Security at Polling Stations
Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

a. Maintaining Security at Polling Stations
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Maintenance of order at the polling station.-- (1)The Presiding Officer shall keep order at the polling
station and may remove or cause to be removed any person who misconducts himself at a polling station
or fails to obey any lawful orders of the Presiding Officer.(2) Any person removed under sub-section (1)
from a polling station shall not, without the permission of the Presiding Officer, again enter the polling
station during the poll and shall, if he is accused of an offence in polling station, be liable to be arrested
without warrant by a Police Officer. (3) The powers under this section shall be so exercised not to deprive
an elector of an opportunity to cast his vote at the polling station at which he is entitled to vote.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 32

“[The PrO has responsibility for] Making security arrangements at the polling station and limiting access
only to those who have a legal right to be there.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 12 (emphasis in original)

“[Police will] Maintain law and order outside the polling station at all times. … [and] Assist the Presiding
Officer in maintaining law and order inside the polling station when asked to do so.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 13

“[PrOs will] Ensure [they] have made appropriate security arrangements ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 33

“[The PrO will] Periodically check on the police outside the polling station to ensure that there are no
disturbances or illegal activities …. Tip: In case of any illegal activity, remember on this day you [PrO]
have the powers of a first class magistrate!”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 48

“Maintaining Law and Order: By the order of the Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, the Presiding
Officer is authorized to act as a Magistrate 1st Class on Election Day!”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 55-57)(following pages detailing offenses under Presiding Officers’ authority
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Frequency Table
Frequency
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide, in
78.2% security was maintained, whereas in 3.9% it was not.80
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80. Information missing for 17.9% of observed polling stations.
81. Information missing for 24.5% of observed polling stations.

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 80.3% security
was maintained, but in 4.2% it was not. In 80.6% of 1,029
polling stations observed in NWFP security was maintained,
while in 3.2% it was not. In Sindh, in 72.6% of 1,615 polling
stations security was maintained, while in 3.9% it was not.
In Baluchistan, in 71.7% and 3.1% of 286 polling stations,
respectively, security was and was not maintained. Similarly,
in 75.5% of 53 observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital
Territory security was maintained.81

Gender-wise

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 33.2% security was maintained, while in 1.3%
security was disrupted.82 In as many as 88.9% of 2,357
observed male polling stations security was maintained, but in
3.6% it was not. In 85.5% of 3,584 combined polling stations
security was maintained, whereas in 4.9% it was not.
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Recommendation
There were security problems in about one in every 25 polling stations. The problem was somewhat
more serious in combined (male/female) polling stations, where about one in every 20 polling stations
faced security problems. The election law does not specify the roles and responsibilities of police and
other security officials during elections. In addition, the election law and regulations do not sufficiently
empower Presiding Officers to implement their responsibilities as First Class Magistrates to enforce
law and order in polling stations. The election law and regulations should include specific provisions to
protect and empower Presiding Officers to fulfill their security responsibilities on Election Day. Presiding
Officers must be given confidence that they can enforce all election laws within and around polling
stations without risk of retaliation from any individual or group. [1] The role of police and other security
officials – and their obligation to implement the orders of Presiding Officers – must be specified in the law.
[2] The ECP should coordinate with other state institutions to provide election-related training for police
and other security officers before each election. [3] Presiding Officers’ lead role in ensuring security and
enforcement of the law at the polling stations should be the topic of special ECP training sessions. [4]
The election law should make District Assistant Election Commissioners (AECs) and Provincial Election
Commissioners (PECs) responsible for supporting Presiding Officers in this effort at greater security and
law & order at the polling stations.
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82. Information missing for 65.5% of observed female polling stations.
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b. Police/Security Officer Serving No Other Purpose than Providing Security
“[Police will] Maintain law and order outside the polling station at all times. … Assist the Presiding Officer
in maintaining law and order inside the polling station when asked to do so.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 13

“[PrOs will] Ensure [they] have made appropriate security arrangements and shared the list of permitted
persons with the police officers on duty.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 33

“[The PrO will] Periodically check on the police outside the polling station to ensure that there are no
disturbances or illegal activities …. Tip: In case of any illegal activity, remember on this day you [PrO]
have the powers of a first class magistrate!”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 48

“Police Officers should only be allowed inside the Polling Station if they are expressly invited by the
Presiding Officer in order to handle a disturbance. Their role is to guard the doors to make sure that no
unauthorized persons enter the building.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60
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83. Information missing for 7.5% of observed polling stations.
84. Information missing for 32% of observed female polling stations.

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, at 90% there was a police or security officer outside
the station serving no other purpose than to maintain law and
order, whereas at 2.5% of the polling stations there was no
security officer or the officer was involved in some other activity
than providing outside security.83

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 91.3% there
was an officer providing security, whereas at 2.4% there was
none or the officer was conducting other activities. In 92.2% of
1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP a security officer was
performing the appropriate duties, while at 2.4% there was
none. In Sindh, at 87.3% of 1,615 polling stations an officer
was performing security duties only, while in 2.5% this was not
the case. In Baluchistan, at 81.1% and 4.5% of 286 observed
polling stations, respectively, a security officer was and was
not performing the appropriate duties. Similarly at 75.5% of
53 observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory a
security officer was performing the required duties.
Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, at 66.4% there was a security officer, while at 1.6%
there was none or the officer was engaged in other activities.84
In as many as 97.3% of 2,357 observed male polling stations
a security officer was performing the appropriate duties,
while in 1.6% this was not the case. Out of 3,584 combined
polling stations, at 92.7% a security officer was engaged in
appropriate duties, while in 3.4% this was not so.

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Recommendation
There were problems in about one in every 60 polling stations with police / security officers absent or
involved in other activities than providing security. The problem was more serious in Baluchistan, where
security officials in more than one in every 25 polling stations were involved in activities other than
providing security.
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c. Security Officer Present Outside Polling Station at the End of Day
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Closing the Polling Station: To make sure only those in the queue will be permitted to vote … station a
Police Officer at the end of the queue and direct him/her not to allow anyone else to join the queue. …
Their role [Police Officers] is to guard the doors to make sure that no unauthorized persons enter the
building.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60

“[Police will] Maintain law and order outside the polling station at all times. … Assist the Presiding Officer
in maintaining law and order inside the polling station when asked to do so.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 13

“[The PrO will] Periodically check on the police outside the polling station to ensure that there are no
disturbances or illegal activities …. Tip: In case of any illegal activity, remember on this day you [PrO]
have the powers of a first class magistrate!”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 48

Frequency Table
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide,
in 79.4% at the end of the day the police/security officer was
present outside the polling station, whereas in 2.1% there was
no security officer.85
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Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 81.4% at the
end of the day the police/security officer was present outside
the polling station, but in 2% s/he was not present. In 81.6%
of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP at the end of
the day the police/security officer was present outside the
polling station, while in 2.6% s/he was not. In Sindh, in 73.7%
of 1,615 polling stations there was a police/security officer
present outside the polling station, while in 2.4% there was
not. In Baluchistan, in 74.8% and 0.7% of 286 observed polling
stations, respectively, a police/security official was and was
not present. Similarly, in 71.7% of 53 observed polling stations
in Islamabad Capital Territory a police/security official was
present at the end of the day.86
Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 33.7% there was a police/security official present
outside the polling station at the end of the day, while in 0.6%
there was not.87 In as many as 90.2% of 2,357 observed male
polling stations the there was a police/security official present
outside the polling station at the end of the day, but in 2% there
was not. In 86.8% of 3,584 combined polling stations there
was a police/security official present outside the polling station
at the end of the day, whereas in 2.6% there was not.

No

Recommendation
In about one in every 50 polling stations, the police/security official was not on duty at the end of the
voting process.
85. Information missing for 18.5% of observed polling stations.
86. Information missing for 28.3% of observed polling stations.
87. Information missing for 65.6% of observed female polling stations.

5. Unauthorized Individuals in Polling Stations
a. Unauthorized Persons Allowed in Polling Stations

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Law, Procedure and Policy
“Admission to the polling station.--The Presiding Officer shall, subject to such instructions as the
Commission may give in this behalf, regulate the number of electors to be admitted to the polling station
at a time and shall exclude from the polling station all other persons except- (a) any person on duty in
connection with the election; (b) the contesting candidates, their election agents and polling agents; and
(c) such other persons as may be specifically permitted by the Returning Officer.
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 31

“[The PrO has responsibility for] Making security arrangements at the polling station and limiting access
only to those who have a legal right to be there.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 12 (emphasis in original)

“Invite into the polling station those people who are permitted by law to be there, i.e. polling agents /
election agents / candidates / authorized observers or any other individual who has a letter of authority
from the DRO [District Returning Officer] or ECP [Election Commission of Pakistan]. Tip: Ensure you have
made appropriate security arrangements and shared the list of permitted persons with the police officers
on duty.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 33

“Their role [Police Officers] is to guard the doors to make sure that no unauthorized persons enter the
building.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide,
in 66.7% only authorized persons were allowed in the polling
station, whereas in 14.4% unauthorized people were allowed
in also.88

88. Information missing for 18.9% of observed polling stations.
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Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 67.9% only
authorized persons were allowed in the polling station, but in
15.2% others were allowed in also. In 70.8% of 1,029 polling
stations observed in NWFP only authorized persons were
allowed in, while in 15% unauthorized other people were
allowed also. In Sindh, in 60.6% of 1,615 voters this law was
followed, while in 13.7% it was not. In Baluchistan, in 68.5%
and 7.3% of 286 polling stations, respectively, this law was
and was not followed. Similarly, in 69.8% of 53 observed
polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory only authorized
persons were allowed in, whereas in 3.8% other people were
also allowed in.

Frequency Table
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Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 31.6% only authorized persons were allowed
into polling stations, while in 7% unauthorized people were
also permitted inside.89 In as many as 76.3% of 2,357 observed
male polling stations, only authorized people were allowed in,
while in 14.1% others were allowed in as well. In 71.6% of 3,584
combined polling stations, authorized people were the only
ones permitted inside, whereas in 17% unauthorized people
were inside the polling station.

No

Recommendation
There were unauthorized individuals in about one in every seven polling stations. This serious breach
of polling station security and integrity is a common problem in Pakistan elections. To increase security
inside polling stations and decrease the potential for disruption of the polling process, intimidation and/
or influence of voters and/or polling officials, ballot tampering, and other electoral malfeasance, only
authorized individuals should be permitted inside polling stations and booths. [1] The election law must
be clarified with regard to who is authorized to be inside polling stations, who can give authorization
through what procedure, and what each category of persons is authorized to do inside polling stations.
[2] Presiding Officers must be empowered to enforce limits on who enters polling stations. [3] Police and
security officials must be trained to support Presiding Officers in restricting access to polling stations.
[4] Any Presiding Officer or police/security officials failing to enforce the law with regard to unauthorized
persons in polling stations should be sanctioned.
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89. Information missing for 61.4% of observed female polling stations.

b. Armed People in Polling Stations

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Law, Procedure and Policy
“Disorderly conduct near polling station.--A person is guilty of an offence punishable with imprisonment
for a term which may extend to three months, or with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees, or
with both, if he, on the polling day … does any act which (a) disturbs or causes annoyance to any elector
visiting a polling station for the purpose of voting; or (b) interferes with the performance of the duty of
a Presiding Officer, Assistant Presiding Officer, Polling Officer or any person performing any duty at a
polling station…
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 86(3)

“[The PrO has responsibility for] Making security arrangements at the polling station and limiting access
only to those who have a legal right to be there.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 12 (emphasis in original)

“[Police will] Assist the Presiding Officer in maintaining law and order inside the polling station when
asked to do so.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 13

“[PrOs will] Ensure [they] have made appropriate security arrangements ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 33

“The Presiding Officers having powers of the Magistrate First Class can try summarily the following
offenses: … Capturing the polling station and/or polling booth …. Disorderly conduct [in or] near the
polling station ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 57

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide,
in 20.9% armed people were present, whereas in 58.1% this
problem was not reported.90

90. Information missing for 21% of observed polling stations.
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Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 20.6% armed
people were present, but in 61% they were not. In 21.4% of
1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP armed people were
present, while in 60.6% they were not. In Sindh, in 21.5% of
1,615 polling stations armed people were present, while in
50.9% they were not. In Baluchistan, in 19.6% and 49.7% of
286 polling stations, respectively, armed people were and
were not present. Similarly, in 24.5% of 53 observed polling
stations in Islamabad Capital Territory, armed people were
present, while in 49.1% they were not.

Frequency Table

Ballot Box Stuffing, Undue Influence, Bias, Security Breaches

Gender-wise
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Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations
nationwide, in 11.3% armed people were present there, while
in 21.6% there weren’t any.91 In as many as 20.2% of 2,357
observed male polling stations armed people were present,
but in 69.2% this problem was not reported. In 24.4% of 3,584
observed combined polling stations armed people were
present, whereas in 62.4% they were not.
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Recommendation
Individuals with weapons were present in at least one in five polling stations. Weapons in polling stations
are not specifically prohibited by law, but they compromise the security and integrity of the election
process. To maintain security and avoid creating an atmosphere of intimidation and coercion in polling
stations, the election law should specify that no weapons may be brought into any polling station
except by police and security officials. This rule should be enforced by Presiding Officers and security
personnel.

Election Day Process Analysis
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91. Information missing for 67% of observed female polling stations.

Section II

Ballot Counting and
Results Consolidation
A. Ballot Counting
B. Consolidation of Results

1. Ensuring Transparency of Counting Process

Ballot Counting

a. Allowing Authorized Individuals to Observe Vote Counting
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Proceedings at the close of poll.—(1)The Presiding Officer shall count the votes immediately after the
close of the poll in the presence of such of the contesting candidates, election agents and polling agents
as may be present. (2) The Presiding Officer shall give such of the contesting candidates, election agents
and polling agents as may be present reasonable facility of observing the count and give them such
information with respect thereto as can be given consistent with the orderly conduct of the count and the
discharge of his duties in connection therewith. …..”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38

“The Observers and Journalists may watch all aspects of the management and conduct of the election
including actual polling on Election Day without any interference in proceedings. They may also watch
vote counting and result consolidation.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007-08, Pg. 48

“After the last voter has voted, close the polling station and do not allow anyone inside except Polling
Officials, Polling Agents, Candidates and Accredited Observers.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60

“Conducting the Count: Create a counting space in the center of the room. Invite observers and polling
agents to view the process.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62
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1. Information missing from 6.6% polling stations

Capital
Territory

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country in 87.4%, PO allowed candidates, polling agents/
accredited observers to observe counting process, whereas
in 6% polling stations he did not.1

Of 4,105 polling stations observed in Punjab, in 90% Presiding
Officers allowed candidates/polling agents and accredited
observers to observe the counting process, whereas in 5.1%,
s/he did not. Of 1,029 observed polling stations in NWFP, in
87.4% the PrO allowed candidates/polling agents/accredited
observers to observe the counting process and in 6.6% s/he
did not. In Sindh, in 81.5% of 1,615 observed polling stations
the PrO allowed candidates/polling agents/accredited
observers to observe the counting process, but in 7.9% polling
stations, s/he did not. In Baluchistan in 83.6% of 286 observed
polling stations the PrO allowed candidates/polling agents/
accredited observers to observe the counting process, while
in 6.6% s/he did not. In Islamabad Capital Territory, in 90.6%
of 53 observed polling stations the PrO allowed candidates/
polling agents/accredited observers to observe the counting
process, whereas in 3.8% s/he did not.
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Recommendation
In about one in 17 polling stations, authorized individuals were not permitted to witness the counting of
votes, compromising the transparency and integrity of the electoral process. Accredited observers and
polling agents must have access to all aspects of the election process from the preparation for opening
of the polling stations to the consolidation of results, as defined by international best practice for election
administration and observation and the ECP “Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections
2007-08”.

Ballot Counting

Gender-wise
Out of 1,147 observed female polling stations, in 83.1% the
PrO allowed candidates/polling agents/accredited observers
to observe the counting process, but in 6.4% she did not. In
87.6% of the 2,357 observed male polling stations the PrO
allowed candidates/polling agents/accredited observers to
observe the counting process, but in 5.6% he did not. In 88.7%
of 3,584 observed combined polling stations the PrO allowed
candidates/polling agents/accredited observers to observe
the counting process, but in 6.1% s/he did not.
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b. Allowing Unauthorized Individuals to Observe Vote Counting
Law, Procedure and Policy
“No person other than the Presiding Officer, the Polling Officer, any other person on duty in connection
with the poll, the contesting candidates, their election agents and polling agents shall be present at the
count.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(3)

“After the last voter has voted, close the polling station and do not allow anyone inside except Polling
Officials, Polling Agents, Candidates and Accredited Observers.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60

“[Police Officers’] role is to guard the doors to make sure that no unauthorized persons enter the building
[during the ballot counting].”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60
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Gender-wise

Out of 7,088 polling stations observed nationwide, in 12% the
PrO allowed unauthorized persons to stay in polling stations
during the counting process, whereas in 81% s/he did not.2

In 10.8% of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, the PrO
allowed unauthorized persons to stay in polling stations during
the counting process, whereas in 83.4% s/he did not. In 1,029
observed polling stations in NWFP the PrO in 13.6% allowed
unauthorized persons to stay in polling stations during the
counting process, but in 79.6% s/he did not. In Sindh the PrO in
14.1% of 1,615 observed polling stations allowed unauthorized
persons to remain during the counting process, but in 76.5%
s/he did not. In Baluchistan in 286 observed polling stations,
in 12.2% the PrO allowed unauthorized persons to stay during
the counting process, but in 75.9% s/he did not. In Islamabad
Capital Territory, the PrO in 3.8% of the observed 53 polling
stations allowed unauthorized persons to stay during the
counting process, whereas in 92.5% s/he did not.
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2. Information missing from 7% polling stations

Combined

Out of 1,147 observed female polling stations, in 10.5% the
PrO allowed unauthorized persons to stay in polling stations
during the counting process, but in 79.6% she did not. In
10.9% of 2,357 observed male polling stations, the PrO allowed
unauthorized persons to stay for the counting process, but
in 81.6% he did not. In 3,582 combined polling stations, the
PrO in 13.2% allowed unauthorized persons to stay during the
counting process, but in 81.1% s/he did not.

Ballot Counting

Recommendation
There were unauthorized individuals in about one in every eight polling stations during the counting
process. This serious breach of election security and integrity is a common problem in Pakistan
elections. To increase security during the counting process and decrease the potential for disruption,
intimidation and/or undue influence of polling officials, ballot tampering, and other electoral malfeasance,
only authorized individuals should be permitted inside polling stations during the counting process. See
also C.5.a.
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c. Allowing FAFEN Observers to Closely Observe Vote Counting
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Proceedings at the close of poll.— The Presiding Officer shall give such of the contesting candidates,
election agents and polling agents as may be present reasonable facility of observing the count and give
them such information with respect thereto as can be given consistent with the orderly conduct of the
count and the discharge of his duties in connection therewith.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(2)

“The Observers and Journalists may watch all aspects of the management and conduct of the election
including actual polling on Election Day without any interference in proceedings. They may also watch
vote counting and result consolidation.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 48

“Conducting the Count: Create a counting space in the center of the room. Invite observers and polling
agents to view the process.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62
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3. Information missing from 5.9% polling stations

In 88.8% of the observed polling stations nationwide, the
PrO allowed accredited FAFEN observers (and others) to sit
or stand close enough to the counting table to see the mark
on each ballot paper, whereas in 5.3% polling stations, he did
not.3

In 90.7% of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, the PrO
allowed FAFEN observers to observe the counting process
closely, whereas in 4.8% s/he did not. In NWFP, the PrO in 90.7%
of 1,029 observed polling stations allowed close observation
of the counting, but in 3.6% s/he did not. In Sindh, the PrO in
83.2% of 1,615 polling stations allowed close observation, while
in 8% s/he did not. In Baluchistan, in 85.7% of 286 observed
polling stations the PrO permitted close counting observation,
but in 3.8% s/he did not. In Islamabad Capital Territory, the
PrO in 94.3% of 53 observed polling stations allowed close
observation, but in 3.8% s/he did not.

Out of 1,147 observed female polling stations, in 85.5% the
PrO allowed accredited FAFEN observers (and others) to sit or
stand close enough to see the mark on each ballot paper, but
in 5.1% she did not. In 89.1% of 2,357 observed male polling
stations the PrO allowed close observation of the counting
process, but in 4.7% he did not. In 3,582 combined polling
stations observed, in 89.7% the PrO allowed close observation,
but in 5.7% s/he did not.

Ballot Counting

Recommendation
FAFEN observers were not allowed to careful observe the ballot counting process in about one out of
every 20 polling stations. The ballot counting is as important as any other part of the election process.
The election law should be amended (in line with ECP policy during the 2007-08 elections) to specify that
accredited neutral observers must have access to closely observe the ballot counting process, along with
polling agents and candidates.
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d. Keeping Ballot Boxes in Clear View of Observers
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Proceedings at the close of poll.— The Presiding Officer shall give such of the contesting candidates,
election agents and polling agents as may be present reasonable facility of observing the count and give
them such information with respect thereto as can be given consistent with the orderly conduct of the
count and the discharge of his duties in connection therewith.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(2)

“The Observers and Journalists may watch all aspects of the management and conduct of the election
including actual polling on Election Day without any interference in proceedings. They may also watch
vote counting and result consolidation.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 48

“Conducting the Count: Create a counting space in the center of the room. Invite observers and polling
agents to view the process.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62
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4. Information missing from 6.5% polling stations

In 90.7% of 7,088 polling stations observed nationwide, all
National Assembly ballot boxes remained in clear view of
observers during entire counting process, whereas in 2.8%
they were not always in clear view.4

In 92.6% of the 1,147 observed polling stations in Punjab,
all NA ballot boxes remained in clear view during entire
counting process, whereas in 2.3% they did not. In 91.2% of
1,029 observed polling stations in NWFP, all NA ballot boxes
remained in clear view during entire counting process, but
in 2.7% they did not. In Sindh, all NA ballot boxes remained
in clear view during entire counting process in 86% of 1,615
polling stations, but in 4.1% they did not. In Baluchistan in
87.8% of 286 observed polling stations, all NA ballot boxes
remained in clear view, whereas in 2.4% they did not. All ballot
boxes were in clear view in 94.3% of 53 observed polling
stations in Islamabad Capital Territory.
Of 1,147 female polling stations observed in 87.6%, all NA
ballot boxes remained in clear view during the entire counting
process, but in 2.4% they were not always in view. All NA ballot
boxes remained in clear view during entire counting process
in 91% of the observed male polling stations, but in 2.1% they
did not. Out of 3,582 observed combined polling stations, in
91.5% all NA ballot boxes remained in clear view, while in 3.3%
they did not.

Ballot Counting

Recommendation
In about one in every 35 polling stations, ballot boxes were not in clear view throughout the counting
process, hampering the transparency and security of this essential stage of the process. Observers and
polling agents should be trained to “follow the ballot boxes,” focusing their attention on the security of
the most sensitive election materials, and insist that ballot boxes always remain in clear view in polling
booths and stations. ECP Presiding Officers should ensure that ballot boxes are always within view of
poll watchers.
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e. Allowing Only Polling Staff to Touch Ballot Papers
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The polling agent SHOULD NOT...handle any materials including ballot papers...”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 13 (emphasis in origninal)

“The observer SHOULD NOT...handle any materials, including ballot papers....”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 14 (emphasis in origninal)
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In 75.2% of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide only
ECP officials were allowed to touch ballot papers, whereas
in 16.1% of polling stations, Presiding Officers also allowed
others to touch ballot papers, including candidates and polling
agents.5

In 75.9% of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, only
ECP officials were allowed to touch ballot papers, whereas
in 17.2% others handled ballots as well. In 80.2% of 1,029
observed polling stations in NWFP, only ECP officials were
allowed to handle ballot papers, but in 11.1% others also did
so. In Sindh, out of 1,615 polling stations observed, in 70.2%
the PrO allowed only ECP officials to touch ballot papers, but in
17.5% others handled ballots as well. In Baluchistan in 73.1%
of 286 observed polling stations, the PrO allowed only ECP
officials to touch ballot papers, but in 11.9% the PrO allowed
others to do so. In Islamabad Capital Territory, in 88.7% of 53
observed polling stations the PrO allowed only ECP officials
to touch ballot papers, but in 5.7% s/he allowed others to do
so as well.
Of 1,147 observed female polling stations, in 69.6% the PrO
allowed only ECP officials to touch ballot papers, but in 17.9%
she allowed others to handle ballots as well. In 77.2% of 2,357
observed male polling stations, the PrO allowed only ECP
officials to touch ballot papers, but in 13.9% he allowed others
as well. Of 3,582 combined polling stations, in 75.7% the PrO
only allowed ECP officials to touch ballot papers, but in 16.9%
others also did so.
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Recommendation
In about one in every six polling stations Presiding Officers permitted non-ECP polling personnel,
including candidates and polling agents, to handle ballot papers during the ballot counting process,
potentially compromising the integrity of the process. The election law is silent on this issue. The election
law and ECP procedure should specify that only ECP personnel may handle ballot papers during the
counting process, except under very limited circumstances that should be defined carefully.

5. Information missing from 8.7% polling stations

2. Closing Doors Before Counting Begins

“[Police officers’] role is to guard the doors to make sure that no unauthorized persons enter the building
[during the ballot counting].”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 60

In 86.3% of 7088 polling stations observed nationwide, PO
locked the room during counting process and no one was
allowed to leave till the end of process whereas in 7.1% polling
stations, he did not.6

In 89.2% of 4105 observed polling stations in Punjab, PO
locked the room during counting of ballots and no one was
allowed to leave till completion of the process whereas in
5.7% polling stations, he did not. In NWFP, in 87.5% of 1029
observed polling stations PO locked the room during counting
of ballots and no one was allowed to leave till end of counting
and in 6.4% polling stations, he did not. In Sindh of 1615 polling
stations observed, in 78.9% PO followed this procedure and in
11.3% polling stations, he did not. In Baluchistan of 286 polling
stations observed in 81.1% PO did so and in 8.7%, he did not.
In Islamabad Capital Territory, in 98.1% of 53 observed polling
stations PO did so while in 1.9% he did not.
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Gender-wise
In 81.7% of 1147 female polling stations observed PO locked
the room during counting of ballots and no one was allowed to
leave till the end of counting and in 9.2%, she did not. In 87.7%
of 2357 observed male polling stations PO did so and in 5.6%,
he did not. Out of 3582 combine polling stations, in 86.9% he
did so and in 7.5% polling stations, he did not.
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Recommendation

6. Information missing from 6.5% polling stations
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In about one in seven polling stations, the door of the counting room was not secured to prevent people
from entering or leaving. It is common practice in Pakistan elections to prevent anyone from exiting the
room during the process. However, this procedure is not reflected in the election law or ECP written
materials. ECP policy about locking the counting room should be put in writing and revisited to ensure
safety and security by including some carefully defined exceptions and caveats.

Ballot Counting

3. Showing Ballot Box Seals
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Reopening the Ballot Box: … Before breaking the seals show the seal numbers to the polling agents and
other persons present in the polling station and ask them to match the seal numbers they recorded earlier
(before and after the polling).”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 3 (but not referenced on pages 60-61 on “Closing the Polling Station” and “Counting the Votes”)
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across
the country, in 84% the PrO announced the ballot box seal
numbers before opening the seals, whereas in 8.6% of polling
stations, s/he did not.7

In 85.8% of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, the PrO
called out the ballot box seal numbers before opening the
seals, whereas in 8.6% s/he did not. In 85.1% of 1,029 polling
stations observed in NWFP, the PrO announced ballot box
seal numbers at the time of opening them, but in 7.9% s/he
did not. In Sindh, in 78.9% of 1,615 observed polling stations,
the PrO announced ballot box seal numbers, but in 9.6% s/
he did not. In Baluchistan, in 81.5% and 7% of 286 observed
polling stations, respectively, the PrO did and did not do so.
In Islamabad Capital Territory, in 90.6% of 53 observed polling
stations, the PrO announced ballot box seal numbers, but in
3.8% s/he did not.
Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 77.9% the PrO called out the numbers of ballot
box seals before breaking the seals, but in 11.2% she did
not. In 84.4% of 2,357 observed male polling stations, the
PrO followed this procedure, but in 7.9% he did not. Out of
3,584 observed combined polling stations, in 85.6% the PrO
announced ballot box seal numbers at the time of opening
them, while in 8.3% s/he did not.
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Recommendation
At about one in every 12 polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not read out loud the numbers on the
ballot box seals before breaking the seals. To enable polling agents and observers to monitor whether
ballot boxes have been opened and resealed during Election Day, Presiding Officers should show or call
out the numbers on the seals at the beginning of the voting process and again at the beginning of the
counting process.

7.

Information missing from 7.4% polling stations

4. Emptying Contents of NA Ballot Boxes on Table

“Create a counting space in the center of the room …. Empty the contents of all NA ballot boxes on
the table. [Note (above): The following process will be repeated while counting the Provincial Assembly
votes.]”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62 (emphasis in original)

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 68.9% the PrO unsealed and opened only the
green National Assembly ballot boxes and put all NA ballots
together for counting in the presence of observers/polling
agents, whereas in 4% of polling stations, this procedure was
not followed.8

Of 4,105 observed polling stations, in Punjab in 72.1% the
PrO opened only NA ballot boxes and counted those ballots
first, but in XXX% he did not follow this procedure. In 74.9% of
1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP, the PrO opened Na
boxes first, but in 2.9% s/he did not. In Sindh, in 58.9% of 1,615
observed polling stations, the PrO followed this procedure, but
in XX% s/he did not. In Baluchistan, in 56.6% and 6.3% of 286
polling stations, respectively, the PrO did and did not open NA
ballot boxes first. In Islamabad Capital Territory, in 79.2% of 53
observed polling stations, the PrO did so.
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Gender-wise
Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 61.8% the PrO emptied NA ballot boxes first,
but in 4.6% she did not.9 In 72.1% of 2,357 observed male
polling stations, the PrO did so, but in 4.2% he did not. Out
of 3,584 combined polling stations, in 69.1% the PrO followed
the procedure, but in 3.7% s/he did not.
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Recommendation

8.
9.

Information missing from 27.1% polling stations
Information missing from 33.6% polling stations
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In about one in every 25 polling stations the Presiding Officer opened NA and PA ballot boxes
simultaneously. For an orderly and transparent ballot counting process, and to avoid tampering with
Provincial Assembly ballots, Presiding Officers should open only National Assembly ballot boxes for
counting and then afterwards open Provincial Assembly ballot boxes for separate counting.

Ballot Counting

5. Removing White PA Ballot Papers for Counting Later
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Remove any white PA ballot papers [from the NA ballot boxes] for counting later.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 85.6% the PrO put aside white PA ballots accidentally
deposited in green NA ballot boxes before counting the NA
votes, whereas in 4.2% s/he did not.10
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Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 89.5% the PrO
put aside white PA ballots for counting later, whereas in 2.9%
s/he did not. In 78.6% of 1,029 polling stations observed in
NWFP, the PrO followed this procedure, but in 7.8% s/he did
not. In Sindh, in 82.8% of 1,615 observed polling stations, the
PrO did so, whereas in 4.7% s/he did not. In Baluchistan, in
80.1% of 286 polling stations the PrO did so, but in 5.9% s/he
did not. In Islamabad Capital Territory, in 34% of the observed
polling stations the PrO did so, but in 15.1% he did not.
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Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 83% the PrO put aside white PA ballots
accidentally deposited in NA ballot boxes, but in 4.2% s/he
did not. In as many as 84.5% of 2,357 observed male polling
stations, the PrO did so, but in 4.2% he did not. Out of 3,584
combined polling stations, in 87.2% the PrO followed this
procedure, but in 4.2% s/he did not.11
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Recommendation

Election Day Process Analysis

In about one in every 25 polling stations the Presiding Officer removed white PA ballot papers
accidentally deposited in NA ballot boxes before counting the NA ballots.

10. Information missing from 10.2% polling stations
11. Information missing from 50.9% polling stations

6. Accounting for All Ballot Papers Before Counting

“The Presiding Officer shall (a) open the used ballot box or ballot boxes and count the entire lot of ballot
papers taken out therefrom; (b) open the packet bearing the label ‘Challenged Ballot Papers’ and count
them.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(4)

“Counting the Votes: [Step 1] Preparation for the Count. [Step 2] General counting of all National
Assembly ballot papers. Counting of all challenged votes.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 61

“Count and recount ALL NA ballot papers. Enter total number of ballot papers on Line 2, Form XV.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62 (emphasis in original)

Frequency Table
Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 80.2% the PrO accounted for all ballot papers
from all polling booths before starting the counting process,
whereas in 10.9% s/he did not.12

In 81.8% of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, the PrO
accounted for all ballot papers from all polling booths before
starting the counting process, whereas in 10.8% s/he did not.
In NWFP, in 82.6% of 1,029 polling stations, the PrO did so,
but in 8.6% s/he did not. In Sindh of 1615 polling stations
observed, in 75.6% the PrO did so, but in 11.8% s/he did not. In
Baluchistan in 78.7% of 286 observed polling stations the PrO
did so, but in 9.8% s/he did not. In 52.8% of 53 polling stations
observed in Islamabad Capital Territory the PrO accounted for
all ballot papers before starting the counting process, whereas
in 43.4% polling stations, he did not.
Out of 1,147 female polling stations observed, in 75.1% the
PrO accounted for all ballot papers from all polling booths
before starting the counting process, but in 12.4% she did not.
In 81.2% of 1,029 observed male polling stations the PrO did
so, but in 9.8%, he did not. Of 3,582 combined polling stations
observed, in 81.1% the PO followed this procedure, but in
11.2% s/he did not.
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Recommendation
In about one in every nine polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not open all ballot boxes from all
polling booths and account for all NA ballot papers before beginning the vote counting. Election law,
regulations, and training materials should describe much more carefully the procedures to be followed
for counting of ballots. Uniform procedures should be followed, including opening all National Assembly
ballot boxes from all polling booths and accounting for all ballot papers before beginning the vote
counting process.

12. Information missing from 8.9% polling stations
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Male

Ballot Counting

7. Counting All NA Ballot Papers Twice
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Count and recount ALL NA ballot papers.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62 (emphasis in original)

Frequency Table
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In 88.5% of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide, the
Presiding Officer counted all NA ballots twice, whereas in 2.1%
s/he did not.13

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 90.6%, all NA
ballots were counted twice, whereas in 1.5% they were not. In
88.5% 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP, all NA ballots
were counted twice, but in 2.6% they were not. In Sindh, in
83.5% of 1,615 observed polling stations, all NA ballots were
counted twice, but in 3.2% they were not. In Baluchistan, in
83.9% of 286 observed polling stations all NA ballots were
counted twice, whereas in 3.1% they were not. All NA ballots
were counted twice in 96.2% of 53 observed polling stations in
Islamabad Capital Territory.

Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 85.4% all NA ballots were counted twice, while
in 2.4% they were not. In as many as 88%of 2,357 observed
male polling stations all NA ballots were counted twice, but in
2% they were not. Out of 3,584 observed combined polling
stations, in 89.8% all NA ballots were counted twice, but in
2.1% they were not.
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Election Day Process Analysis

Recommendation
In about one out of every 50 polling stations, Presiding Officers did not count the total number of
National Assembly ballot papers twice, as required. Presiding Officers must be held responsible for
carefully accounting for all ballot papers issued to each polling station on specific forms for this purpose,
including serial numbers of ballot books issued to the polling station and to each polling booth, total
used ballots, spoilt ballots, invalid ballots, challenged ballots, ballots for each candidate, and serial
numbers of unused ballots. Training for Presiding Officers should emphasize these procedures through
demonstration of each step and each form.

13. Information missing from 9.4% polling stations

8. Entering Number of NA Ballot Papers
to the Ballot Paper Account Form
“Count and recount ALL National Assembly ballot papers. Enter total number of Ballot Papers on Line 2,
Form XV.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations nationwide,
in 88.1% the PrO wrote the total number of green National
Assembly ballot papers on the Ballot Paper Account Form
(form XV), whereas in 1.2% s/he did not.14

Frequency Table
Frequency

Percent

Missing

763
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6241
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84

1.2

7088

100

Total

Province-wise
Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab in 90.1% the
PrO entered the number of NA ballot papers on the Ballot
Paper Account Form, whereas in 0.8% s/he did not. In 1,029
polling stations observed in NWFP, in 87.8% the PrO followed
this procedure, but in 1.7% s/he did not. In Sindh, in 83.7% of
1,615 observed polling stations the PrO did so, but in 1.7% s/
he did not. In Baluchistan in 83.2% of 286 observed polling
stations the PrO did so, but in 2.1% s/he did not. In Islamabad
Capital Territory, in 94.3% of the 53 observed polling stations
the PrO did so.

Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 83.9% the PrO noted the number of NA ballot
papers on the Ballot Paper Account Form, while in 1.5% s/he
did not. In as many as 87.1% of 2,357 observed male polling
stations, the PrO followed this procedure, but in 1.1% he did
not. Out of 3,584 combined polling stations, in 90% the PrO
did so, but in 1.1% he did not.
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Recommendation

14. Information missing from 10.8% polling stations
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In about one out of 80 polling stations, Presiding Officers did not write the total number of National
Assembly ballot papers on the Ballot Paper Account Form. Presiding Officers must be held responsible
for carefully accounting for all ballot papers issued to each polling station on specific forms for this
purpose, including serial numbers of ballot books issued to the polling station and to each polling booth,
total used ballots, spoilt ballots, invalid ballots, challenged ballots, ballots for each candidate, and serial
numbers of unused ballots. Training for Presiding Officers should emphasize these procedures through
demonstration of each step and each form.

9. Determining Valid and Invalid Ballot Papers

Ballot Counting

a. Examining Each Ballot Paper
Law, Procedure and Policy
““Examine ballot papers for validity.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62

Frequency Table
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Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab in 76.6% the PrO
examined each ballot paper for validity, and in 2.2% s/he did
not. In 76.3% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP, the
PrO examined each ballot for validity, and in 2.3% s/he did not.
In Sindh, in 63.3% of 1,615 observed polling stations the PrO
did so, while in 2.8% s/he did not. In Baluchistan, in 61.9% of
286 observed polling stations the PrO followed this procedure,
and in 1% s/he did not. In 71.7% of 53 observed polling stations
in Islamabad Capital Territory the PrO did so.
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Out of a total of 7,088 polling stations observed nationwide in
72.9% the PrO examined each ballot paper to check its validity,
whereas in 2.3 % s/he did not.15
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Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 67.4% the PrO examined each ballot paper for
validity, and in 2.6% she did not.16 In as many as 76% of 2,357
observed male polling stations, the PrO examined each ballot
paper to check its validity, and in 2.2% he did not. Out of 3,584
combined polling stations, in 72.6% the PrO examined each
ballot paper for validity, but in 2.2% s/he did not.
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Election Day Process Analysis

Recommendation
In about one in every 50 polling stations the PrO did not examine each ballot paper carefully to check its
validity according to the election law. Election law, regulations, and training materials should describe
much more carefully the procedures to be followed for counting of ballots such that Presiding Officers
examine each ballot one by one and are better informed and more effective with regard to determining
whether each ballot is valid or invalid.

15. Information missing from 24.8% polling stations
16. Information missing from 30% polling stations

b. Determining Invalid Ballot Papers in Accordance with the Rules

“The Presiding Officer shall count, in such manner as may be prescribed, the votes cast in favour of
each contesting candidate excluding from the count the ballot papers which bear (i) no official mark and
signature of the Presiding Officer; (ii) any writing or any mark other than the official mark, the signature of
the Presiding Officer and the prescribed mark or to which a piece of paper or any other object of any kind
has been attached; (iii) no prescribed mark to indicate the contesting candidate for whom the elector has
voted; or (iv) any mark from which it is not clear for whom the elector has voted: Provided that a ballot
paper shall be deemed to have been marked in favour of a candidate if the whole or more than half of
the area of the prescribed mark appears clearly within the space containing the name and symbol of that
candidate and, where the prescribed mark is divided equally between two such spaces, the ballot paper
shall be deemed invalid.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(4)

“Invalid ballot papers are those on which it is not possible to determine the voter’s choice of candidates;
[or] which are not marked according to the law. While counting ballot papers: Exclude the following: 1.
Those with no official codemark and signature of the Assistant Presiding Officer; 2. Those that are not
official ballot papers; 3. Those marked with a rubber stamp other than the one supplied for marking the
ballot paper; 4. Those where any piece of paper or other object has been attached; 5. Those where there
is no rubber stamp mark indicating a choice or where more than one candidate has been marked; 6.
Those whose rubber stamp mark is equally divided between two candidate spaces or is not within any
candidate space. Include the following: 1. Those where – due to over-inking and wrong folding – the ink
from the rubber stamp has made a second impression on another candidate’s space. Include this vote
only if it is clear in whose space the original distinct mark was put; 2. Those where the rubber stamp mark
goes over the line between two candidates’ spaces, but the majority of the stamp is [in] one candidate’s
space. Count the vote for that candidate; 3. Those where there is more than one mark for the same
candidate.”

Ballot Counting

Law, Procedure and Policy

ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 63

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 61.8% the PrO rejected invalid and otherwise
excludable ballot papers in accordance with the rules defined
by the law, but in 17.7% s/he did not.17

17. Information missing from 20.5% polling stations
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Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab in 66% the PrO
rejected ballot papers in accordance with the rules, and in 17%
s/he did not. In 59.9% of 1,029 polling stations observed in
NWFP, the PrO determined invalid ballot papers in accordance
with the rules, while in 19.1% s/he did not. In Sindh, in 54.6% of
1,615 observed polling stations, the PrO followed the correct
procedure, whereas in 18.1% s/he did not. In Baluchistan, in
50.3% of 286 observed polling stations the PrO did so, and in
21% s/he did not. In Islamabad Capital Territory, in 60.4% of
53 observed polling stations the PrO did so, and in 13.2% s/
he did not.

Frequency Table

Ballot Counting

Gender-wise
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Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 56.8% the PrO rejected ballot papers as invalid
in accordance with the rules, but in 18% she did not.18 In as
many as 61.6% of 2,357 observed male polling stations, the
PrO rejected ballot papers in accordance with the rules, and
in 17.3% he did not. Out of 3,584 combined polling stations,
in 63.5% the PrO followed invalid ballot paper procedures
correctly, but in 17.9% s/he did not.
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Combined

Recommendation
In more than one out of every six polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not reject invalid ballots
according to the rules defined in the election law. Election law, regulations, and training materials should
describe much more carefully the procedures to be followed for counting of ballots in order to ensure
that Presiding Officers are better informed and more effective with regard to determining whether each
ballot is valid or invalid. Election law and ECP forms and handbooks also should be more consistent in
the language used to describe invalid ballots, which are variously referred to as “excluded,” “rejected,”
“doubtful,” and “invalid.”

Election Day Process Analysis
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18. Information missing from 25.2% polling stations

c. Determining as Invalid Ballot Papers without an Official Stamp and Signature

“The Presiding Officer shall count, in such manner as may be prescribed, the votes cast in favour of
each contesting candidate excluding from the count the ballot papers which bear (i) no official mark and
signature of the Presiding Officer….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(4)

“Invalid ballot papers are those on which it is not possible to determine the voter’s choice of candidates;
[or] which are not marked according to the law. While counting ballot papers: exclude the following: 1.
Those with no official codemark and signature of the Assistant Presiding Officer….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 63

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 86.7% the PrO checked for the official stamp and
signature on the back of each ballot paper and rejected those
without either of the two, while in 4.4% s/he did not.19

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 89% the
PrO checked each ballot paper for stamp and signature on
its back, while in 4% s/he did not. In 87.6% of 1,029 polling
stations observed in NWFP, the PrO followed this procedure,
but in 4.9% s/he did not. In Sindh, in 80.5% of 1,615 observed
polling stations, the PrO did so, and in 5.6% s/he did not. In
Baluchistan, in 84.3% of 286 observed polling stations the PrO
did so, and in 2.4% s/he did not. In 94.3% of 53 observed
polling stations in Islamabad Capital Territory the PrO checked
each ballot paper for official stamp and signature, while in
1.9% s/he did not.
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Gender-wise
Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 81.4% the PrO examined the back of each ballot
paper for stamp and signature, but in 5.6% she did not. In
as many as 2,357 observed male polling stations, in 87.4%
the PrO followed the correct procedure, but in 3.8% he did
not. Out of 3,584 combined polling stations, in 87.9% the PrO
checked each ballot paper for official stamp and signature,
and in 4.4% he did not.

Ballot Counting
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Recommendation
In about one out of every 22 polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not reject as invalid ballots without
an official stamp and signature on the back, as prescribed by law. Election law, regulations, and training
materials should describe much more carefully the procedures to be followed for counting of ballots in
order to ensure that Presiding Officers examine each ballot one by one and are better informed and more
effective with regard to determining whether each ballot is valid or invalid.
19. Information missing from 8.9% polling stations
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0%

Ballot Counting

d. Determining as Invalid Ballot Papers without Clear Voter’s Choice
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The Presiding Officer shall count, in such manner as may be prescribed, the votes cast in favour of each
contesting candidate excluding from the count the ballot papers which bear …. (iv) any mark from which
it is not clear for whom the elector has voted: Provided that a ballot paper shall be deemed to have been
marked in favour of a candidate if the whole or more than half of the area of the prescribed mark appears
clearly within the space containing the name and symbol of that candidate and, where the prescribed
mark is divided equally between two such spaces, the ballot paper shall be deemed invalid.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(4)

“Invalid ballot papers are those on which it is not possible to determine the voter’s choice of candidates;
[or] which are not marked according to the law. While counting ballot papers: Exclude the following: … 5.
Those where there is no rubber stamp mark indicating a choice or where more than one candidate has
been marked; 6. Those whose rubber stamp mark is equally divided between two candidate spaces or
is not within any candidate space. Include the following: 1. Those where – due to over-inking and wrong
folding – the ink from the rubber stamp has made a second impression on another candidate’s space.
Include this vote only if it is clear in whose space the original distinct mark was put; 2. Those where the
rubber stamp mark goes over the line between two candidates’ spaces, but the majority of the stamp
is [in] one candidate’s space. Count the vote for that candidate; 3. Those where there is more than one
mark for the same candidate.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 63
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20. Information missing from 10.8% polling stations
21. Information missing from 18.5% polling stations

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 81.7% the PrO rejected as invalid ballot papers with
an unclear voter’s choice, but in 7.5% s/he did not.20

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 85.9% the PrO
rejected such ballot papers, and in 5.8% s/he did not. Of 1,029
polling stations observed in NWFP, in 80.6% the PrO rejected
such ballot papers, while in 9.1% s/he did not. In Sindh, in
72.9% of 1,615 observed polling stations, the PrO rejected
such ballot papers, and in 10.8% s/he did not. In Baluchistan,
in 73.4% of 286 observed polling stations the PrO rejected
such ballot papers, while in 8% s/he did not. In Islamabad
Capital Territory, out of 53 observed polling stations, in 88.7%
the PO rejected ballot papers on which the voter’s choice was
not clear, but in 5.7% s/he did not.

Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 76.1% the PrO followed procedures correctly
for rejecting ballot papers without a clear voter choice, but in
9.2% she did not. In as many as 82.9% of 2,357 observed male
polling stations, the PrO did so, and in 6.6% he did not.21 Out
of 3,584 combined polling stations, in 82.7% the PrO rejected
such ballot papers, while in 7.5% s/he did not.

In about one out of every 14 polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not reject as invalid ballots on
which the voter’s electoral choice was unclear, as prescribed by law. Election law, regulations, and
training materials should describe much more carefully the procedures to be followed for counting of
ballots in order to ensure that Presiding Officers

Ballot Counting

Recommendation
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Ballot Counting

e. Separately Piling Invalid Ballot Papers
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The ballot papers excluded from the count shall be put in a separate packet indicating thereon the total
number both in letters and figures of the ballot papers, contained therein.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(7)

“Place all invalid ballot paper sin ECP II NA packet.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62

“Completing the ‘Statement of the Count’: … Line ii: Enter the total number of doubtful votes excluded
from the count.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 64-65

“After the count is complete make sure you have the following items in front of you before you begin the
packing process: … 2. Doubtful ballot papers that have been excluded from the count….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 69 and 70

Frequency Table
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22. Information missing from 11.1% polling stations

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 83.6 % the PrO piled invalid votes separately, but in
5.3% s/he did not.22

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 86.6% the
PrO piled invalid votes separately, and in 4.9% s/he did not.
In of 84.8% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP, the
PrO piled invalid votes separately, but in 4.9% s/he did not.
In Sindh, in 75.7% of 1,615 observed polling stations, the
PrO piled invalid votes separately, and in 6.8% s/he did not.
In Baluchistan in 80.1% of 286 observed polling stations the
PrO piled invalid votes separately, and in 5.2% s/he did not.
In Islamabad Capital Territory in 84.9% of 53 observed polling
stations the PrO piled invalid votes separately, but in 1.9% he
did not.

Out of 1,147 female polling stations observed, in 79.9% the
PrO piled invalid votes separately, but in 6% she did not. In as
many as 2,357 observed male polling stations, in 83.6% the
PrO piled invalid votes separately, and in 5% he did not. Out of
3,584 combined polling stations in 84.7% the PrO piled invalid
votes separately, but in 5.2% he did not.

Ballot Counting

Recommendation
In about one out of every 20 polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not put invalid ballots in a separate
pile, as prescribed by law. Invalid ballots should be placed in a separate pile to protect the transparency
and integrity of the ballot counting process and accounting for all ballots. Election law, regulations, and
training materials should describe much more carefully the procedures to be followed for counting of
ballots in order to ensure that Presiding Officers place (or instruct to be placed) each ballot in a separate
pile for either a candidate or invalid (rejected) ballots.
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10. Disputes about Valid and Invalid Ballots

Ballot Counting

a. Polling Agents Demanding That Invalid Ballots be Considered Valid
Law, Procedure and Policy
“There is no provision in the election law or ECP Handbooks for polling agents to dispute whether a ballot
is valid or invalid.
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country in 45.5% polling agents demanded that some of the
rejected (invalid) ballots should be counted as valid votes, but
in 41.5% no polling agents made such demands.23

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 45.2% polling
agents demanded that some of the rejected ballots should be
declared valid, while in 44.4% they did not. Of 1,029 polling
stations observed in NWFP, in 44.3% polling agents made such
demands, and in 42.1% they did not. In Sindh out of 1,615
observed polling stations, in 49.3% polling agents made these
demands, while in 32.4% they did not. In Baluchistan in 37.8%
of 286 observed polling stations, polling agents made such
demands, while in 44.1% they did not. In Islamabad Capital
Territory, in 17% of 53 observed polling stations polling agents
made such demands, and in 69.8% they did not.

Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 38.3% polling agents demanded that some
rejected ballots should be counted as valid votes, but in
45.1% they did not. In as many as 2,357 observed male polling
stations, in 45.1% polling agents made such demands, and in
41% they did not. Out of 3,584 combined polling stations, in
48% polling agents made these demands, and in 40.7% they
did not.
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Recommendation
Polling agents in almost half of polling stations argued that some ballots rejected as invalid should be
accepted as valid. It is positive that polling agents participated actively in the ballot counting process.
However, the election law and procedure are silent on whether this participation is permitted and how
Presiding Officers should handle it. The election law and/or ECP procedure should define whether and
how polling agents may challenge the rejection of ballots as invalid and how Presiding Officers should
maintain order in the counting process while addressing those challenges, which should be handled
uniformly in all polling stations to ensure fairness and equity in the election process. Polling agents also
should have comprehensive training to ensure that they understand under what circumstances a ballot
must be rejected as invalid.

23. Information missing from 13% polling stations

b. Polling Agents Demanding That Some Ballot Papers be Considered Invalid

There is no provision in the election law or ECP Handbooks for polling agents to dispute whether a ballot
is valid or invalid.

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 53.8% polling agents demanded that some of the
ballots should be rejected and declared as invalid, whereas in
33.4% no polling agents made such demands.

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 54% polling
agents made such demands, and in 35.8% they did not. Of
1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP, in 57.1% polling
agents demanded this, and in 28.8% they did not. In Sindh, in
52.7% of 1,615 observed polling stations, polling agents made
such demands, and in 29.8% they did not. In Baluchistan in
51% of 286 observed polling stations, polling agents made
such demands, and in 31.5% they did not. In Islamabad
Capital Territory in 28.3% of observed polling stations polling
agents demanded this, and in 62.3%, they did not.

Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed, in
47.7% polling agents demanded that some ballots should be
rejected as invalid, but in 36% they did not. In as many as
52.9% of 2,357 observed male polling stations, polling agents
made such demands, and in 33.2% they did not. Out of 3,584
combined polling stations, in 56.3% polling agents demanded
this, and in 32.8% they did not.
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Recommendation

24. Information missing from 12.7% polling stations
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Polling agents in more than half of polling stations argued that some ballots counted as valid should be
rejected as invalid. It is positive that polling agents participated actively in the ballot counting process.
However, the election law and procedure are silent on whether this participation is permitted and how
Presiding Officers should handle it. The election law and/or ECP procedure should define whether
and how polling agents may challenge the counting of valid ballots and how Presiding Officers should
maintain order in the counting process while addressing those challenges, which should be handled
uniformly in all polling stations to ensure fairness and equity in the election process. Polling agents also
should have comprehensive training to ensure that they understand under what circumstances a ballot
must be counted as valid.

11. Separately Accounting for Each Candidate’s Votes

Ballot Counting

a. Separating Ballots for Each Candidate
Law, Procedure and Policy

“The Presiding Officer shall count, in such manner as may be prescribed, the votes cast in favour of each
contesting candidate ….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(4)

“The valid ballot papers cast in favour of each contesting candidate shall be put in separate packets and
each such packet shall be sealed and shall contain a certificate as to the number, both in letters and
figures, of the ballot papers put in it and shall also indicate the nature of the contents thereof, specifying
the name and symbol of the contesting candidate to whom the packet relates.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(6)

“Counting the Votes: …. [Step 2] … Candidate-specific counting of valid National Assembly ballot
papers…. Candidate-specific counting of challenged National Assembly ballot papers….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 61

“Conducting the count: …. Distribute valid ballot papers according to candidates…. Place candidatespecific ballot papers in ECP I NA packet.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62

“After the count is complete make sure you have the following items in front of you before you begin the
packing process: … 1. Counted valid ballot papers for each candidate ….”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 69 and 70

Frequency Table
Frequency
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25. Information missing from 9.3% polling stations

Capital
Territory

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 88% the Presiding Officer separately piled ballots
for each candidate, but in 2.7%, s/he did not.

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 90.9% the
Presiding Officer separately piled ballots for each candidate,
but in 1.8% s/he did not. In 86.6% of 1,029 polling stations
observed in NWFP, the Presiding Officer separately piled
ballots for each candidate, but in 5%, s/he did not. In Sindh,
in 81.8% of 1,615 observed polling stations, ballots for each
candidate were piled separately, but in 3.6% they were not.
In Baluchistan, in 84.6% of 286 observed polling stations the
Presiding Officer separately piled ballots for each candidate,
but in 3.5% s/he did not. In Islamabad Capital Territory in
94.3% of 53 observed polling stations, the Presiding Officer
separately piled ballots for each candidate.
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Recommendation
In about one out of every 40 polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not put ballots for each candidate
in a separate pile, as required. Ballots for each candidate should be placed in separate piles to protect
the transparency and integrity of the ballot counting process and accounting for all ballots. Election law,
regulations, and training materials should describe much more carefully the procedures to be followed for
counting of ballots in order to ensure that Presiding Officers place (or instruct to be placed) each ballot in
a separate pile for either a candidate or invalid (rejected) ballots.

Ballot Counting

Out of a total of 1,147 observed female polling stations, in
85.4% the Presiding Officer separately piled ballots for each
candidate and in 2.4% she did not. In as many as 88%of 2,357
observed male polling stations the Presiding Officer separately
piled ballots for each candidate and in 2.4% he did not. Out
of 3,584 combined polling stations, in 88.8% the Presiding
Officer separately piled ballots for each candidate and in 3%
s/he did not.
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Ballot Counting

b. Counting Each Candidate’s Votes Twice
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Count and recount valid candidate-specific NA ballot papers.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62

Frequency Table
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 84.1% each candidate’s votes were counted twice,
but in 5%, they were not.26

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab in 86.6% each
candidate’s votes were counted twice while in 4.4% they were
not. In 83.2% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP, each
candidate’s votes were counted twice and in 6.1% they were
not. In Sindh, in 79.4% of 1,615 observed polling stations,
each candidate’s votes were counted twice, but in 5.6% they
were not. In Baluchistan, in 76.6% of 286 observed polling
stations each candidate’s votes were counted twice and in
7.7% they were not. In Islamabad Capital Territory in 96.2%
of 53 polling stations observed each candidate’s votes were
counted twice.

Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 80.9% each candidate’s votes were counted
twice and in 4.8% they were not. In as many as 84.1% of
2,357 observed male polling stations, each candidate’s votes
were counted twice and in 4.8% they were not. Out of 3,584
combined polling stations, in 85.1% each candidate’s votes
were counted twice and in 5.2% they were not.
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Recommendation
In about one out of every 20 polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not count the ballots for each
candidate twice, as required. Ballots for each candidate should be counted twice to protect the
transparency and integrity of the ballot counting process and accounting for all ballots. Election law,
regulations, and training materials should describe much more carefully the procedures to be followed
for counting of ballots in order to ensure that Presiding Officers count each candidate’s ballots twice.

26. Information missing from 10.9% polling stations

12. Challenged Votes

ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62

“Completing the ‘Statement of the Count’” …. Column 4: Enter the total number of valid challenged votes
polled by each candidate.” .”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 64-65 (emphasis in original)

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 60.8% challenged votes were counted separately,
but in 18% they were not.27

Frequency Table
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Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 62%
challenged votes were counted separately, while in 19.2% they
were not. In 63.9% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP,
challenged votes were counted separately and in 16.1% they
were not. In Sindh, in 56.3% of 1,615 observed polling stations,
challenged votes were counted separately, but in 17.2% they
were not. In Baluchistan, in 55.2% of 286 observed polling
stations challenged votes were counted separately and in
16.4% they were not. In Islamabad Capital Territory in 73.6% of
53 observed polling stations challenged votes were counted
separately, and in 3.8% they were not.
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Gender-wise
Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 55.7% challenged votes were counted
separately, but in 18.1% they were not. In as many as 60.3% of
2,357 observed male polling stations, challenged votes were
counted separately and in 17.6% they were not. Out of 3,584
combined polling stations in 62.8% challenged votes were
counted separately and in 18.3% they were not.

Ballot Counting

Law, Procedure and Policy
“Conducting the Count: …. Count valid challenged votes per candidate. Enter number of challenged
votes in Column 4 of Statement of the Count.”
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Recommendation
In more than one out of every six polling stations, challenged ballot papers were not counted separately,
as required. Challenged ballots should be counted separately to protect the transparency and integrity of
the ballot counting process and accounting for all ballots. Election law, regulations, and training materials
should describe much more carefully the procedures to be followed for counting of ballots in order to
ensure that Presiding Officers count challenged ballots separately.

27. Information missing from 21.1% polling stations
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Male

13. Statement of the Count Form

Ballot Counting

a. Filling Out Statement of the Count Form XIV For NA
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The Presiding Officer shall, immediately after the count, prepare a statement of the count in such form as
may be prescribed showing therein the number of valid votes polled by each contesting candidate and
the ballot papers excluded from the count.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(9)

“Complete TWO Statement of the Count Forms, one for National Assembly and one for the Provincial
Assembly.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 64-65 (emphasis in original)

“The Statement of the Count is the ‘result’ of each polling station. The Form is to be CAREFULLY filled at
the end of the count for boh National and Provincial Assembly”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 66 (emphasis in original)

Frequency Table
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 82.8% the PrO filled out Statement of the Count
Form XIV for the National Assembly soon after counting NA
ballot papers, while in 3.2% s/he did not.

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab in 85.6% the PrO
filled out Statement of the Count Form XIV for the NA soon
after counting NA ballots, but in 2.6% s/he did not. In 83.6% of
1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP the PrO followed this
procedure, but in 3.5% s/he did not. In Sindh in 75.9% of 1,615
observed polling stations, the PrO did so, but in 4.4% s/he did
not. In Baluchistan in 78% of 286 observed polling stations,
the PrO did so and in 3.1% s/he did not. In Islamabad Capital
Territory in 83% of 53 observed polling stations, the PrO filled
out Statement of the Count Form XIV for the NA soon after
counting NA ballots.

Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 79% the PrO filled out Statement of the Count
Form XIV for the NA soon after counting NA ballots, but in
2.5% she did not. In as many as 81.8% of 2,357 observed
male polling stations, the PrO did so, but in 3.2% he did not.
Out of 3,584 combined polling stations in 84.6% the PrO did
so, but in 3.4% s/he did not.
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Recommendation
In about one out of every 30 polling stations, the Presiding Officer filled out the National Assembly
Statement of the Count soon after counting the NA ballot papers.
28. Information missing from 14.1% polling stations

b. Polling Agents/Candidates Signing Statement of the Count Form XIV

““The Presiding Officer shall obtain on each statement and packet prepared under this section the
signature of such of the contesting candidates or their election agents or polling agents as may be
present and, if any such person refuses to sign, the Presiding Officer shall record that fact.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(13)

“All polling/election agents and/or candidates present are required to sign on the original copy of the
completed [Statement of the Count] form.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.66

Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country in 83.9% all polling agents/candidates signed the
Statement of the Count form, while in 4.6% they did not.

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab in 86.1% all
polling agents/candidates signed Statement of the Count form,
but in 4.4% they did not. In 82.8% of 1,029 polling stations
observed in NWFP, all polling agents/candidates signed the
Statement of the Count form, and in 5.4% they did not. In
Sindh, in 79.4% of 1,615 observed polling station all polling
agents/candidates signed Statement of the Count form and
in 4.5% polling stations, they did not. In Baluchistan, in 79.7%
of 286 observed polling stations polling agents/candidates
signed Statement of the Count form and in 4.5%, they did not.
In 90.6% of 53 observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital
Territory all polling agents/candidates signed Statement of the
Count form, and in 1.9% they did not.
Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 79.6% polling agents/candidates signed
Statement of the Count form and in 4.5% they did not. In as
many as 83.4% of 2,357 observed male polling stations all
polling agents/candidates signed statement of count form, and
in 4.8% they did not. Out of 3,584 combined polling stations, in
85.5% polling agents/candidates signed the Statement of the
Count form, but in 4.4%, they did not.
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Recommendation
In more than one out of every 25 polling stations, some polling agents/candidates did not sign the
Statement of the Count form.
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0%

29. Information missing from 11.6% polling stations

Ballot Counting

Law, Procedure and Policy

14. Ballot Paper Account Form

Ballot Counting

a. Filling Out Ballot Paper Account Form
Law, Procedure and Policy
““The Presiding Officer shall also prepare in the prescribed form a ballot paper account showing
separately (a) the number of ballot papers entrusted to him; (b) the number of un-issued ballot papers;
(c) the number of ballot papers taken out of the ballot box or boxes and counted; (d) the number of
tendered ballot papers; (e) the number of challenged ballot papers; and (f) the number of spoilt ballot
papers.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(10)

“Complete TWO Ballot Paper Account Forms, one for National Assembly and one for Provincial
Assembly.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.67-68
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 86.7% the PrO filled out a National Assembly Ballot
Paper Account form, whereas in 2.3% s/he did not.30

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab in 88.9% the PrO
filled out a Ballot Paper Account form, whereas in 1.9% s/he
did not. In 86.2% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP,
the PrO filled out a Ballot Paper Account form and in 3.5% s/he
did not. In Sindh in 81.9% of 1,615 observed polling stations
the PrO followed this procedure, but in 2.5% s/he did not. In
81.8% of 288 observed polling stations in Baluchistan the PrO
filled out a Ballot Paper Account form and in 3.1% s/he did not.
In Islamabad Capital Territory in 92.5% of 53 observed polling
stations the PrO filled out the required form.
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Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 82.7% the PrO filled out a National Assembly
Ballot Paper Account form and in 2.3% she did not. In as many
as 86% of 2,357 observed male polling stations the PrO filled
out a Ballot Paper Account form, but in 2% he did not. Out of
3,584 combined polling stations, in 88.4% the PrO filled out a
Ballot Paper Account form and in 2.6% s/he did not.
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Recommendation
In about one in 40 polling stations the Presiding Officers did not fill out a Ballot Paper Accounting form.
Presiding Officers must be held responsible for carefully and accurately accounting for all ballot papers
issued to each polling station on specific forms for this purpose, including serial numbers of ballot books
issued to the polling station and to each polling booth, the total number of used ballots, spoilt ballots,
invalid ballots, challenged ballots, ballots for each candidate, and serial numbers of unused ballots.
Training for Presiding Officers should emphasize these procedures through demonstration of each step
and each form.
30. Information missing from 11% polling stations

b. Polling Agents/Candidates Signing NA Ballot Paper Account Form

“The Presiding Officer shall obtain on each statement and packet prepared under this section [including
the ballot paper account] the signature of such of the contesting candidates or their election agents or
polling agents as may be present and, if any such person refuses to sign, the Presiding Officer shall
record that fact.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(13)

“All polling agents/candidates who have witnessed the count should be asked to sign this form [Ballot
Paper Account Form XV].”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.68

Frequency Table
Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 82.4% all polling agents/candidates signed the NA
Ballot Paper Account Form, but in 5.1% they did not.31

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 85.2% all
polling agents/candidates signed the NA Ballot Paper Account
Form, but in 4.7% they did not. In 1,029 polling stations
observed in NWFP, all polling agents/candidates signed the
ballot account form in 81.3% polling stations, but in 6.4% they
did not. In Sindh in 76.5% of 1,615 observed polling stations
all polling agents/candidates did s, but in 5.9% they did not. In
Baluchistan in 79.4% of 286 observed polling stations polling
agents/candidates signed the NA Ballot Paper Account Form
and in 4.2% they did not. In Islamabad Capital Territory in 88.7%
of the observed polling stations all polling agents/candidates
did so, but in 1.9% they did not.
Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 77.1% all polling agents/candidates signed the
NA Ballot Paper Account Form and in 6.2% they did not. In
as many as 81.9% of 2,357 observed male polling stations all
polling agents/candidates signed the NA Ballot Paper Account
Form, but in 4.9% they did not. Out of 3,584 combined polling
stations, in 84.5% all polling agents/candidates did so, but in
5% they did not.
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Recommendation
In about one out of every 20 polling stations, some polling agents/candidates did not sign the Ballot
Paper Account Form.
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31. Information missing from 12.4% polling stations

Ballot Counting

Law, Procedure and Policy

15. Packing Ballot Papers and Accounting Forms

Ballot Counting

a. Packing Ballot Papers
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The Presiding Officer shall seal in separate packets—(a) the un-issued ballot papers; (b) the spoilt ballot
papers; (c) the tendered ballot papers; (d) the challenged ballot papers; (e) the marked copies of the
electoral rolls; (f) the counterfoils of used ballot papers; (g) the tendered votes list; (h) the challenged
votes list; and (i) such other papers as the Returning Officer may direct.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(12)

“All forms and materials should be packed according to the following instructions and transported to the
Returning Officer. Polling agents, candidates, and observers are permitted to view this process. Note:
Each form and packet must be sealed and signed by the Presiding Officer and all the candidates and
agents present.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.70 (emphasis in original)
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country in 88.4% polling staff placed all counted ballot papers
in appropriate packets, whereas in 1.5% they did not.32

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 90.7% counted
ballot papers were placed in appropriate packets and in 1%
they were not. In 87.3% of 1,029 polling stations observed
in NWFP, counted ballot papers were placed in appropriate
packets and in 3.6% they were not. In Sindh in 83.9% of
1,615 observed polling stations, all counted ballot papers
were placed in appropriate packets, but in 1.6% they were
not. In Baluchistan in 85% of 286 observed polling stations all
counted ballot papers were put in appropriate packets, but in
1.7% they were not. In Islamabad Capital Territory in 94.3% of
53 observed polling stations, polling officials put all counted
ballot papers in appropriate packets.
Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed, in 85%
all counted ballot papers were placed in appropriate packets,
but in 1.3% they were not. In as many as 88% of 2,357 observed
male polling stations polling officials placed all counted ballot
papers in appropriate packets and in 1.4% they did not. Out
of 3,584 combined polling stations, in 89.9% all counted ballot
papers were placed in appropriate packets and in 1.7% they
were not.
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Recommendation
In about one out of every 70 polling stations, polling personnel did not pack all counted ballots and other
election materials as required.

32. Information missing from 10% polling stations

b. Packing Original NA Statement of the Count with Election Material

“After the close fo the [ballot counting] proceedings under tre foregoing subsection, the The Presiding
Officer shall, in compliance ith such instructions as many be given by the Commission in this behalf
cause the packets, the statement of the count and the ballot paper account prepared by by him to be
sent to the Returning Officer together with such other records as teh commission may direct.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(5)

“A copy of the statement of count shall e sealed in an envelope which shall be put in the polling bag
required to be sent to the Returning Officer.”
ECP Breif for National/Inernational Observers, General Election 2007, Pg. 38

“Place the original (top) copy of the [Statement of the Count] from in the bag of election materials to be
sent to the Returning Officer.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg. 62 (emphasis in original)

Frequency Table
Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across
the country, in 83.9% the PrO packed the original National
Assembly Statement of the Count form with the other election
materials to send to the Returning Officer, while in 3% s/he
did not.33

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab in 86.7% the
PrO packed the original NA Statement of the Count with other
election material for the RO, but in 2.3% s/he did not. In 83.2%
of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP, the PrO followed
this procedure, but in 4.8% s/he did not. In Sindh in 77.8% of
1,615 observed polling stations the PrO did so, but in 3.8% s/
he did not. In Baluchistan in 80.4% of 286 observed polling
stations the PrO did so, and in 2.4% s/he did not. In Islamabad
Capital Territory in 88.7% of 53 observed polling stations, the
PrO followed this procedure.
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Recommendation
In about one out of every 30 polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not pack the original Statement of
the Count with the other election materials to send to the Returning Officer.
33. Information missing from 13.1% polling stations
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Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 78.8% the PrO packed the original NA Statement
of the Count with other election materials to send to the RO, but
in 4.2% she did not. In as many as 83.5% of 2,357 observed
male polling stations the PrO did so, while in 2.6% he did not.
Out of 3,584 combined polling stations, in 85.8% the PrO did
so and in 2.8% s/he did not.

Frequency
Missing

Ballot Counting

Law, Procedure and Policy

16. Distributing Copies of NA Statement of the Count

Ballot Counting

a. To Polling Agent/Candidate
Law, Procedure and Policy
““The Presiding Officer shall give a certified copy of the statement of the count and the ballot paper
account to such of the candidates, their election agents or polling agents as may be present and obtain a
receipt for such copy.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(11)

“The Presiding Officer, after observing due formalities, shall prepare the Statement of the Count in the
prescribed form and shall provide a carbon copy of the statement to the polling agents present at the
polling station. He shall obtain signatures of polling agents, as may be present, on the statement of count
before issuing it.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 38 and see also page 31

“Distribute the remaining copy (sic) to the Polling/Election Agents and/or Candidates present during the
count. If more copies are needed, fill out another set of forms. Each agent is entitled to a copy of the
form.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.66 (emphasis in original)
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 80.4% all polling agents/candidates present
received a copy of the National Assembly Statement of the
Count, while in 6.8% not all received a copy.34

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 84% all
polling agents/candidates present received a copy of the NA
Statement of the Count, but in 5.5% they did not. In 76.1% of
1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP, all polling agents/
candidates present received a copy of the NA Statement of
the Count, and in 10.8% they did not. In Sindh in 73.9% of
1,615 observed polling stations, all polling agents/candidates
present received a copy of the NA Statement of the Count, but
in 8.3% they did not. In Baluchistan, in 79.7% of 286 polling
stations, all polling agents/candidates present received a copy
of the NA Statement of the Count, while in 4.9% they did not.
In 84.9% of 53 observed polling stations in Islamabad Capital
Territory all polling agents/candidates present received a copy
of the NA Statement of the Count, and in 3.8% they did not.
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34. Information missing from 12.8% polling stations

Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed, in
74.1% all polling agents/candidates present received a copy
of the NA Statement of the Count, but in 9.1% they did not. In
as many as 80.7% of 2,357 observed male polling stations
all polling agents/candidates present received a copy of the
NA Statement of the Count, and in 6.2% they did not. Out of
3,584 combined polling stations in 82.2% all polling agents/
candidates present received a copy of the NA Statement of
the Count, and in 6.5% they did not.

Ballot Counting

Recommendation
In about one out of every 15 polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not provide each polling agent or
candidate with a copy of the Statement of the Count, as required by law. The problem was somewhat
more common in women’s polling stations, in which agents/candidates were not provided the Statement
of the Count in one out of every 11 polling stations. Presiding Officers should be held responsible for
ensuring that each polling agent and/or candidate present in the polling station is provided with a copy
of the Statement of the Count at the end of the ballot counting process. The election law and procedure
should be amended to require that each accredited observer present in the polling station also receive a
copy of the Statement of the Count.
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Ballot Counting

b. To Accredited Observers
Law, Procedure and Policy
“There is no provision in the election law or policy for accredited observers to receive a copy of the
Statement of the Count.
Frequency Table
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Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 62.2% each accredited observer received a copy of
the National Assembly Statement of the Count, but in 21.5%
observers were not provided a copy of the polling station
election “result.”

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab in 65.6% each
accredited observer received a copy of the NA Statement of the
Count, but in 20.4% observers did not receive a copy. In 58.5%
of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP each accredited
observer received a copy of the NA Statement of the Count,
and in 23.7% s/he was not provided with a copy. In Sindh in
54.7% of 1,615 observed polling stations each accredited
observer received a copy of the NA Statement of the Count,
but in 24.6% s/he did not. In Baluchistan in 66.4% of 286
observed polling stations each accredited observer received
a copy of the NA Statement of the Count, and in 14.7% s/he
did not. In 77.4% of 53 observed polling stations in Islamabad
Capital Territory, each accredited observer received a copy of
the NA Statement of the Count, and in 9.4% s/he did not.
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Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed, in
58.3% each accredited observer received a copy of the NA
Statement of the Count, but in 21.6% she did not receive a
copy. In as many as 62.4% of 2,357 observed male polling
stations, each accredited observer received a copy of the NA
Statement of the Count, whereas in 20.6% polling stations he
did not. Out of 3,584 combined polling stations, in 63.3% each
accredited observer received a copy of the NA Statement of
the Count, while in 22.1% s/he did not.

Election Day Process Analysis

Recommendation
In about one out of every five polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not provide accredited election
observers with a copy of the Statement of the Count. Giving neutral observers a copy of the polling
station “result” is not required by law or mentioned in ECP procedural handbooks, but doing so would
significantly add to the transparency of the electoral process and particularly the consolidation of
electoral results. The election law and ECP procedure should be amended to require Presiding Officers
to give a copy of the Statement of the Count to each accredited observer present in the polling station at
the end of the ballot counting process.

35. Information missing from 16.2% polling stations

c. To Returning Officer (RO)

“After the close of the proceedings under the foregoing subsections, the Presiding Officer shall, in
compliance with such instructions as may be given by the Commission in this behalf, cause the packets,
the statement of the count and the ballot paper account prepared by him to be sent to the Returning
Officer together with such other records as the Commission may direct.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(15)

“The Presiding Officer shall arrange to deliver the copy of the statement of count to the concerned
Returning Officer by the quickest possible means.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 38

“1. Place the original (top) copy of the [Statement of the Count] form in the bag of election materials to
be sent to the Returning Officer. 2. Send one copy [of the Statement of the Count] immediately to the
Returning Officer.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.66 (emphasis in original)

Frequency Table
Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 72.1% the Presiding Officer sent a copy of the NA
Statement of the Count to the Returning Officer soon after the
counting of ballot papers, but in 9.7% of polling stations the
PrO did not immediately send a copy of the Statement of the
Count to the RO.36

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab in 76.1% the PrO
sent a copy of the NA Statement of the Count to the RO soon
after counting of ballot papers, but in 9.1% s/he did not. In
68.5% of 1,029 polling stations observed in NWFP the PrO sent
a copy of the NA Statement of the Count to the RO soon after
counting of ballot papers, and in 11.1% s/he did not. In Sindh
in 65.3% of 1,615 observed polling stations the PrO followed
this procedure, but in 10.3% s/he did not. In Baluchistan in
66.4% of 286 observed polling stations, the PrO sent a copy
immediately to the RO, whereas in 10.5% s/he did not. In
Islamabad Capital Territory the PrO in 67.9% of 53 observed
polling stations did so, but in 9.4% s/he did not.
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Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 67.8% the PrO sent a copy of the NA Statement
of the Count to the RO immediately after counting of ballot
papers, but in 9.2% she did not. In as many as 71.7% of 2,357
observed male polling stations, the PrO sent a copy of the NA
Statement of the Count to RO soon after counting of ballot
papers, and in 8.9% he did not. Out of 3,584 combined polling
stations, in 73.7% the PrO followed this procedure, whereas in
10.4% s/he did not.

Frequency
Missing

Ballot Counting

Law, Procedure and Policy

Ballot Counting
Election Day Process Analysis
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Recommendation
In almost one out of every ten polling stations, the Presiding Officer did not send a copy of the Statement
of the Count immediately to the Returning Officer, as required by law. Failure to implement this procedure
delays the vote consolidation and the announcement of the election result. These delays lead to a
common suspicion that election results are altered during the ballot counting and/or consolidation
processes, undermining public confidence in the electoral system and election results. The ECP should
take all measures to ensure that Presiding Officers make arrangements in advance of Election Day to
have a copy of the Statement of the Count delivered to the Returning Officer without any delay at the end
of the ballot counting process.

d. Displaying Statements of the Count Outside Polling Stations

““A duly signed copy of the statement of count shall be affixed at a prominent place outside the polling
station immediately after its preparation for information of general public.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 38 and see also page 31

“Place one copy outside the polling station announcing the result.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.66 (emphasis in original)

Frequency Table
Out of a total of 7,088 observed polling stations across the
country, in 63.5% a copy of the National Assembly Statement
of the Count was displayed outside the polling station, whereas
in 17.1% it was not.37

Of 4,105 observed polling stations in Punjab, in 68.7% a copy
of the NA Statement of the Count was displayed outside the
polling station, while in 15.6% it was not. In 58.3% of 1,029
polling stations observed in NWFP, a copy of the NA Statement
of the Count was displayed outside the polling station, but
in 18.9% it was not. In Sindh in 55.7% of 1,615 observed
polling stations, a copy of the NA Statement of the Count was
displayed outside the polling station, and in 18.5% it was not.
In Baluchistan in 50.7% of 286 observed polling stations this
procedure was followed, but in 24.5% it was not. In Islamabad
Capital Territory in 62.3% of 53 observed polling stations a copy
of the NA Statement of the Count was displayed, whereas in
11.3% it was not.
Out of a total of 1,147 female polling stations observed
nationwide, in 60.1% a copy of the NA Statement of the
Count was displayed outside the polling station, but in 16.6%
it was not. In as many as 62.1% of 2,357 observed male
polling stations, a copy of the NA Statement of the Count
was displayed outside the polling station, but in 16.8% it was
not. Out of 3,584 combined polling stations, in 65.4% this
procedure was followed, but in 17.4% it was not.
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In more than one out of every six polling stations, the Statement of the Count was not posted outside the
polling station for the public’s information. The problem was somewhat more common in Baluchistan.
This fundamental procedure should be standardized everywhere to ensure transparency to the voting
public about the election results. The ECP should take all measures to ensure that Presiding Officers are
held responsible for displaying a copy of the Statement of the Count outside the polling station at the
end of the ballot counting process.

37. Information missing from 19.5% polling stations
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Recommendation

1. Returning Officer Receiving Results from Polling Stations

Consolidation of Results

a. Presiding Officer Bringing Result for Consolidation
Law, Procedure and Policy
“After the close of the proceedings under the foregoing subsections, the Presiding Officer shall, in
compliance with such instructions as may be given by the Commission in this behalf, cause the packets,
the statement of the count and the ballot paper account prepared by him to be sent to the Returning
Officer together with such other records as the Commission may direct.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(15)

The Presiding Officer shall arrange to deliver the copy of the statement of count to the concerned
Returning Officer by the quickest possible means.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 38

“Send one copy [of the Statement of the Count] immediately to the Returning Officer.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.66 (emphasis in original)
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Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 48.9% the
PrO brought the polling station Statement of the Count (polling
station election result) to the RO for consolidation, whereas in
9.1% the PrO did not do so.38

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 74.7% the PrO
brought the result for consolidation, whereas in 16.5% s/he
did not. In NWFP in 79.2% of 24 observed constituencies, the
PrO brought the result for consolidation, whereas in 20.8% s/
he did not. In Sindh in 83.7% of 43 observed constituencies
the PrO brought the result for consolidation, whereas in 7% s/
he did not. In Baluchistan in 75% of 8 observed constituencies
the PrO brought the result for consolidation, whereas in 12.5%
s/he did not.39

Election Day Process Analysis

Recommendation
The ECP has not specified any mechanism for transporting polling station results from the Presiding
Officers to the Returning Officers for consolidation of election results. Therefore, it is not clear who is
permitted to transport election results and who is not permitted to do so. Statements of the Count are
sensitive election materials that should be handled with care. The ECP should know who is responsible
for these polling station results at all times. In about one-fourth of constituencies, police were entrusted
with bringing election results from polling stations to the Returning Officer for consolidation. The
ECP should clarify who is authorized to transport Statements of the Count from polling stations to
the Returning Officers. Police can serve this purpose, with appropriate special arrangements for
transportation. Presiding Officers, under the leadership of Assistant Election Commissioners (AECs) and
Provincial Election Commissioners (PECs) should be responsible for making arrangements in advance
of Election Day for the timely transportation of election results to Returning Officers by a standardized
mechanism prescribed by the ECP.

38. Information from 43.2% constituencies is missing.
39. No data available for Islamabad.

b. Police Bringing Result from Polling Stations

“After the close of the proceedings under the foregoing subsections, the Presiding Officer shall, in
compliance with such instructions as may be given by the Commission in this behalf, cause the packets,
the statement of the count and the ballot paper account prepared by him to be sent to the Returning
Officer together with such other records as the Commission may direct.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 38(15)

The Presiding Officer shall arrange to deliver the copy of the statement of count to the concerned
Returning Officer by the quickest possible means.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 38

“Send one copy [of the Statement of the Count] immediately to the Returning Officer.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.66 (emphasis in original)

Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 25% police
brought results from polling stations, whereas in 31.1% they
did not.40

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 34.1% police
brought results, whereas in 53.8% they did not. In NWFP in
45.8% of 24 observed constituencies, police brought results,
whereas in 50% they did not. In Sindh in 44.2% of 43 observed
constituencies, police brought results, whereas in 44.2% they
did not. In Baluchistan in 62.5% of 8 observed constituencies,
police brought results, whereas in 25% they did not.41
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Recommendation

40. Information missing from 40.9% constituencies
41. No data available for Islamabad.
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The ECP has not specified any mechanism for transporting polling station results from the Presiding
Officers to the Returning Officers for consolidation of election results. Therefore, it is not clear who is
permitted to transport election results and who is not permitted to do so. Statements of the Count are
sensitive election materials that should be handled with care. The ECP should know who is responsible
for these polling station results at all times. In about one-fourth of constituencies, police were entrusted
with bringing election results from polling stations to the Returning Officer for consolidation. The
ECP should clarify who is authorized to transport Statements of the Count from polling stations to
the Returning Officers. Police can serve this purpose, with appropriate special arrangements for
transportation. Presiding Officers, under the leadership of Assistant Election Commissioners (AECs) and
Provincial Election Commissioners (PECs) should be responsible for making arrangements in advance
of Election Day for the timely transportation of election results to Returning Officers by a standardized
mechanism prescribed by the ECP.

Consolidation of Results

c. Results Arriving Late
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The Presiding Officer shall arrange to deliver the copy of the statement of count to the concerned
Returning Officer by the quickest possible means.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 38

“Send one copy [of the Statement of the Count] immediately to the Returning Officer.”
ECP Handbook for PrOs, Pg.66 (emphasis in original)

“Consolidation proceedings should be held as soon as possible after polling day.”
ECP Handbook for Returning Officers (ROs), Pg.77
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Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 31.4%
results arrived very late on Election Day night or the following
days from one or more polling stations, whereas in 23.9%
result arrived promptly on Election Day night.

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 49.5% some
polling station results arrived late, but in 40.7% no results were
delayed. In 58.3% of 24 observed constituencies in NWFP
some results arrived very late, while in 29.2% no results were
delayed. In Sindh in 48.8% of 43 observed constituencies,
results from one or more polling stations arrived very late,
whereas in 32.6% results were not delayed. In Baluchistan in
37.5% of 8 observed constituencies, results came very late
from one or more polling stations, whereas in 62.5% they did
not.42

Recommendation

Election Day Process Analysis

In addition, delay in result consolidation decreases public confidence in the election process and results.
In approximately one-third of constituencies, some results arrived very late to the RO, delaying the
consolidation and announcement of results. Presiding Officers, under the leadership of Assistant Election
Commissioners (AECs) and Provincial Election Commissioners (PECs) should be responsible for making
arrangements in advance of Election Day for the timely transportation of election results to Returning
Officers by a standardized mechanism prescribed by the ECP.

42. No data available for Islamabad.

2. Transparency Of The Consolidation Process
a. Informing Candidates about the Venue, Day and Time for Consolidation of Result

“The Returning Officer shall give the contesting candidates and their election agents a notice in writing of
the day, time and place fixed for the consolidation of the results….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 39(1)

“Returning Officer should give a written notice to all contesting candidates and their election agents of the
day, time and place fixed for consolidation of results.”
ECP Handbook for Returning Officers (ROs), Pg.77

Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 37.1% the
RO issued a written notice to all candidates informing them
about the date, place and time for consolidation of results,
whereas in 19.7% the RO did not do so.43

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 58.2% the RO
issued a written notice, whereas in 30.80% s/he did not. In
NWFP in 75% of 24 observed constituencies, the RO issued
such a notice, whereas in 16.7% s/he did not. In Sindh in 51.20%
of 43 observed constituencies, the RO notified candidates in
writing, whereas in 39.5% s/he did not. In Baluchistan in 50%
of 8 observed constituencies, the RO issued a written notice,
but in 50% s/he did not. In Islamabad Capital Territory, in the
only observed constituency, the RO issued a written notice to
all candidates informing them about the date, place and time
for consolidation of results.
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Recommendation

43. Information from 43.2% constituencies is missing
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In about one-third of constituencies for which data is available, Returning Officers did not follow the basic
procedure of issuing a written notice to all candidates about the consolidation of election results. ECP
officials, rather than judicial officers, should be responsible for vote consolidation at the constituency
level in order to ensure that all procedures are carried out accurately, completely, transparently, and in
a timely manner. Judges should be responsible only for hearing challenges to the ballot consolidation
process, along with other election petitions regarding election results. Returning Officers should be held
responsible for issuing a written notice to all candidates/polling agents and observers about the date,
place and time for consolidation.

Consolidation of Results

Law, Procedure and Policy

Consolidation of Results

b. Allowing FAFEN Observers to Witness Result Consolidation
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The Returning Officer of the constituency on receipt of the statements of the count from all polling
stations shall sum up the total votes cast in favour of each candidate in the presence of candidates and/
or their election agents as may be present in his office.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 38

“The Observers and Journalists may watch all aspects of the management and conduct of the election
including actual polling on Election Day without any interference in proceedings. They may also watch
vote counting and result consolidation.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007-08, Pg. 48

The Handbook for Returning Officers does not mention accredited election observers.
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Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 24.2% the
RO refused permission to FAFEN observers to witness result
consolidation, whereas in 36% s/he permitted accredited
observers to observe the process.44

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 33% the RO
refused permission to observers, whereas in 60.4% s/he did
not. In NWFP in 41.7% of 24 observed constituencies, the RO
refused permission, whereas in 58.3% s/he did not. In Sindh in
44.20% of 43 observed constituencies the RO did not permit
observers to witness the result consolidation, whereas in 51.2%
s/he did allow observers. In Baluchistan in 50% of 8 observed
constituencies, the RO refused permission, whereas in 50% s/
he did not. In Islamabad Capital Territory, in the only observed
constituency, the RO refused permission to observers to
witness the consolidation of result

Recommendation

Election Day Process Analysis

In about one-third of constituencies, Returning Officers did not permit accredited election observers
to witness the result consolidation process, and candidates or their agents did not witness the
consolidation. The ECP should amend election procedures to enable accredited election observers
to witness the result consolidation process. All materials produced by the ECP for observers and for
Returning Officers should reflect this policy clearly.

44. Information from 43.2% constituencies is missing.

c. Candidates Witnessing Consolidation of Result

“The Returning Officer shall …, in the presence of such of the contesting candidates and election agents
as may be present, consolidate in the prescribed manner the results of the count furnished by the
Presiding Officers….”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 39(1)

“The Returning Officer of the constituency on receipt of the statements of the count from all polling
stations shall sum up the total votes cast in favour of each candidate in the presence of candidates and/
or their election agents as may be present in his office.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 38

“It is essential that opportunity is provided to contesting candidates and their election agents to witness
this process to add to the transparency of process.”
ECP Handbook for ROs, Pg.77

Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 21.2%
candidates witnessed the consolidation of results, whereas in
26.9% they did not.45

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 29.7%
candidates witnessed the consolidation of the election result,
whereas in 46.2% they did not. In NWFP in 58.3% of 24 observed
constituencies, candidates witnessed the consolidation of
the result, whereas in 29.2% they did not. In Sindh in 30.2%
of 43 observed constituencies candidates witnessed the
consolidation, whereas in 41.9% they did not. In Baluchistan
in 25% of 8 observed constituencies candidates witnessed the
result consolidation, whereas in 50% they did not.46
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Recommendation

45. Information from 43.2% constituencies is missing.
46. No data available for Islamabad.
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In about one-fourth of constituencies, candidates or their agents did not witness the consolidation of
election results, undermining the transparency of this essential stage of the election process. Political
parties and candidates should ensure that their representatives are present at the consolidation of
election results by the Returning Officers

3. Examining Excluded (Invalid) and Challenged Ballot Papers

Consolidation of Results

a. Examining Ballot Papers Excluded from Counting (Invalid Ballots)
Law, Procedure and Policy
“Before consolidating the results of the count, the Returning Officer shall examine the ballot papers
excluded from the count by the Presiding Officer and, if he finds that any such ballot paper should not
have been so excluded, count it as a ballot paper cast in favour of the contesting candidate for whom the
vote has been cast thereby.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 39(3)

“Returning Officer will open the polling bags received from Presiding Officers and one by one examine all
the ballot papers excluded from count by the Presiding Officers.”
ECP Handbook for ROs, Pg.77 (emphasis in original)
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Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 32.2% the
RO examined ballot papers excluded from the count, whereas
in 19.3% s/he did not.47
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47. Information missing from 48.5% constituencies
48. No data available for Islamabad.

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 59.3% the RO
examined ballot papers excluded from the count, whereas
in 26.4% s/he did not. In NWFP in 29.2% of 24 observed
constituencies, the RO examined ballot papers excluded from
the count, whereas in 54.2% s/he did not. In Sindh in 44.2% of
43 observed constituencies, the RO examined ballot papers
excluded from the count, whereas in 30.2% s/he did not. In
Baluchistan in 62.5% of 8 observed constituencies, the RO
examined ballot papers excluded from the count, whereas in
12.5% s/he did not.48

b. Examining Challenged Ballot Papers

“The same procedure [as above] will be repeated (separately) for all challenged votes.”
ECP Handbook for ROs, Pg.77

Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 34.5% the
RO examined challenged ballot papers, whereas in 15.9% s/
he did not.49

Frequency Table
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Province-wise
Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, the RO in 59.3%
examined challenged ballot papers, whereas in 26.4% s/he did
not. In NWFP in 54.2% of 24 observed constituencies, the RO
examined challenged ballot papers, whereas in 29.2% s/he did
not. In Sindh in 44.2% of 43 observed constituencies, the RO
examined challenged ballot papers, whereas in 23.3% s/he
did not. In Baluchistan in 62.5% of 8 observed constituencies,
the RO examined challenged ballot papers, whereas in 12.5%
he did not.50
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Recommendation
In about one in five constituencies, the Returning Officer did not examine (invalid) ballot papers that had
been excluded from the ballot count in the polling stations. In about one in six constituencies, the RO
did not examine challenged ballot papers, as required. ECP officials, rather than judicial officers, should
be responsible for ballot consolidation in order to ensure that all procedures are carried out accurately,
completely, transparently, and in a timely manner. Returning Officers should be held responsible for
examining all excluded and challenged ballots, as required.
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49. Information missing from 49.6% constituencies
50. No data available for Islamabad.

4. Changing Status of Excluded (Invalid) and Challenged Ballot Papers

Consolidation of Results

a. Allowing Candidates/Polling Agents to Examine Excluded/Challenged Ballot Papers

Law, Procedure and Policy
“If any contesting candidate or election agent wants to see such [excluded or challenged] ballot papers it
may be shown to him/her.”
ECP Handbook for ROs, Pg.77
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51. No data available for Islamabad.
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IOut of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, the RO in
27.7% allowed candidates or election agents to see excluded/
challenged ballot papers, whereas in 22% s/he did not.

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 47.3% the
RO allowed candidates or election agents to see excluded/
challenged ballot papers, whereas in 34.1% s/he did not. In
NWFP in 41.7% of 24 observed constituencies, the RO allowed
candidates or election agents to see excluded/challenged
ballot papers, whereas in 41.7% s/he did not. In Sindh in 37.2%
of 43 observed constituencies, the RO allowed candidates or
agents to see excluded/challenged ballot papers, whereas
in 34.9% s/he did not. In Baluchistan in 50% of 8 observed
constituencies, the RO allowed candidates or election agents
to see excluded/challenged ballot papers, whereas in 25% s/
he did not.51

b. Adding Excluded Ballot Papers to the Count of Candidates

“If Returning Officer finds that a ballot paper should not have been excluded, s/he will count it in favor of
the contesting candidate for whom it has been cast.”
ECP Handbook for ROs, Pg.77 (emphasis in original)

Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, RO in 12.9%
added excluded ballot papers to the count of candidates
whereas in 36% he did not.52

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 23.10% RO
added excluded ballot papers to the count of candidates
whereas in 59.3% he did not. In NWFP in 29.2% of 24 observed
constituencies, RO added excluded ballot papers to the count
of candidates whereas in 54.2% he did not. In Sindh in 11.6% of
43 observed constituencies RO added excluded ballot papers
to the count of candidates whereas in 53.5% he did not. In
Baluchistan in 12.5% of 8 observed constituencies, RO added
excluded ballot papers to the count of candidates whereas in
62.5% he did not.53
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Recommendation
In about one in five constituencies, the Returning Officer did not allow candidates/agents to examine
excluded and challenged ballot papers. However, in more than one in eight constituencies, the RO
did add ballots into the count that had been excluded or challenged in the polling stations. ROs and
candidates/agents re-examining excluded and challenged ballot papers is an essential part of the
results consolidation process. ECP officials, rather than judicial officers, should be responsible for ballot
consolidation in order to ensure that all procedures are carried out accurately, completely, transparently,
and in a timely manner. Returning Officers should be held responsible for allowing candidates and agents
to examine excluded and challenged ballots to avoid disenfranchising voters and failing to count their
votes in favor of candidates.
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52. Information missing from 51.1 constituencies
53. No data available for Islamabad

5. Counting Postal Ballots

Consolidation of Results

a. Excluding Postal Ballots Received After Due Date
Law, Procedure and Policy
“An elector on receiving his ballot paper for voting by postal ballot shall record his vote in the prescribed
manner and, after so recording, post the ballot paper to the Returning Officer in the envelope sent to him
under sub-section (3),so as to reach the Returning Officer before the consolidation of results by him.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 29(4)

“The Returning Officer shall also count the ballot papers received by him by post in such manner as
may be prescribed and include the votes cast in favour of each contesting candidate in the consolidated
statement except those which he may reject on any of the grounds mentioned in sub-section (4) of
section 38.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 39(4)

“Postal ballots will not be counted if: Received after due date; Declaration is not found in Cover Form X;
Declaration is substantially defective; Serial No of ballot differs from one on the cover.”
ECP Handbook for ROs, Pg.77
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Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 25% postal
ballots received after the due date were excluded from the
count, whereas in 20.1% they were included in the count.54

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 47.3% postal
ballots received after the due date were excluded, whereas in
31.9% they were included. In NWFP in 37.5% of 24 observed
constituencies, postal ballots received after the due date were
excluded, whereas in 29.2% they were included. In Sindh in
23.3% of 43 observed constituencies postal ballots received
after the due date were excluded, whereas in 34.9% they were
included. In Baluchistan in 50% of 8 observed constituencies,
postal ballots received after the due date were excluded,
whereas in 25% they were included.55

Recommendation

Election Day Process Analysis

In about one in five constituencies, postal ballots received late were nevertheless included in the vote
count, and in one in four constituencies postal ballots were not excluded despite technical grounds
for doing so. Returning Officers should be held responsible for processing postal ballots using clear,
standardized procedures.

54. Information missing from 54.9% constituencies
55. No data available for Islamabad.

b. Excluding Postal Ballots on Technical Grounds

“An elector on receiving his ballot paper for voting by postal ballot shall record his vote in the prescribed
manner and, after so recording, post the ballot paper to the Returning Officer in the envelope sent to him
under sub-section (3),so as to reach the Returning Officer before the consolidation of results by him.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 29(4)

“The Returning Officer shall also count the ballot papers received by him by post in such manner as
may be prescribed and include the votes cast in favour of each contesting candidate in the consolidated
statement except those which he may reject on any of the grounds mentioned in sub-section (4) of
section 38.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 39(4)

“Postal ballots will not be counted if: Received after due date; Declaration is not found in Cover Form X;
Declaration is substantially defective; Serial No of ballot differs from one on the cover.”
ECP Handbook for ROs, Pg.77

Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 17.8%
postal ballots were excluded on technical grounds, whereas
in 28.8% they were not.56

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 33% postal
ballots were excluded on technical grounds, whereas in 44%
were not. In NWFP in 29.2% of 24 observed constituencies,
postal ballots were excluded on technical grounds, whereas
in 45.8% they were not. In Sindh in 18.6% of 43 observed
constituencies postal ballots were excluded on technical
grounds, whereas in 48.8% they were not. In Baluchistan in
25% of 8 observed constituencies postal ballots were excluded
on technical grounds whereas, in 50% they were not.58
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Recommendation

57. Information missing from 53.4% constituencies
58. No data available for Islamabad.
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In about one in five constituencies, postal ballots received late were nevertheless included in the vote
count, and in one in four constituencies postal ballots were not excluded despite technical grounds
for doing so. Returning Officers should be held responsible for processing postal ballots using clear,
standardized procedures.

Consolidation of Results

c. Candidates/Election Agents Raising Objections to Postal Ballot Count
Frequency Table
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59. Information missing from 52.3% constituencies
60. No data available for Islamabad.

Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 13.3%
candidates/election agents raised objections to postal ballot
count whereas in 34.5% they did not.59

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 27.5%
candidates/election agents raised objections to postal ballot
count whereas in 52.7% they did not. In NWFP in 16.7% of
24 observed constituencies candidates/election agents
raised objections to postal ballot count whereas in 58.3%
they did not. In Sindh in 11.6% of 43 observed constituencies
candidates/election agents raised objections to postal ballot
count whereas in 55.8% they did not. In Baluchistan in 12.5%
of 8 observed constituencies candidates/election agents
raised objections to postal ballot count whereas in 62.5% they
did not.60

d. Postal Ballot Count Changing the Election Result

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 24.2% the postal
ballots count changed the election result, whereas in 54.9% it
did not. In NWFP in 12.5% of 24 observed constituencies the
postal ballot count changed the result, whereas in 58.3% it
did not. In Sindh in 11.6% of 43 observed constituencies the
postal ballot count changed the result, whereas in 51.2% it
did not. In Baluchistan in 12.5% of 8 observed constituencies
the postal ballot count changed the result, whereas in 62.5%
it did not.62
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Recommendation
In more than one in seven constituencies, candidates or their agents raised objections to the postal ballot
counting process. In about one in nine constituencies, the postal ballot count changed the election result.
Postal ballot regulations should be re-examined and clarified. Automatic recounting of votes should be
instituted in constituencies where the winning margin is less than 200 votes or the total invalid and/or
postal ballots exceed the winning margin.

Consolidation of Results

Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 11.7% the
postal ballot count changed the final election result, whereas
in 34.5% it did not.61
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61. Information missing from 53.8% constituencies
62. No data available for Islamabad.

6. Ballot Recount

Consolidation of Results

a. Candidates/Election Agents Requesting Recount
Law, Procedure and Policy
“The Returning Officer may recount the ballot papers- (a) upon the request of, or challenge in writing
made by, a contesting candidate or his election agent, if the Returning Officer is satisfied that the request
or the challenge is reasonable; or (b) if so directed by the Commission, in which case the recount shall be
held in such manner and at such place as may be directed by the Commission.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 39(6)

“Returning Officer will … NOT ordinarily recount all valid votes. Recounting of all ballot papers may only
be done under TWO circumstances: If requested in writing by any contesting candidate or his/her election
agent under the condition that the Returning Officer is satisfied that the request is reasonable; [or] If
directed by the Election Commission.”
ECP Handbook for ROs, Pg.81 (emphasis in original)
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Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 11%
candidates/election agents requested a recount of votes,
whereas in 36% they did not.63

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 18.7%
candidates/election agents requested a recount, whereas
in 36% they did not. In NWFP in 16.7% of 24 observed
constituencies candidates/election agents requested a
recount, whereas in 62.5% they did not. In Sindh in 18.6%
of 43 observed constituencies candidates/election agents
requested a recount, whereas in 37.2% they did not. In
Baluchistan candidates/agents made no request for recount
in 75% of 8 observed constituencies.64

Recommendation

Election Day Process Analysis

In about one in nine constituencies, candidates or their agents requested a recount of all ballots. In
about one in eleven such constituencies, the Returning Officer refused to conduct the recount. Automatic
recounting of votes should be instituted in constituencies where the winning margin is less than 200 votes
or the total invalid and/or postal ballots exceed the winning margin.

63. Information missing from 53% constituencies
64. No data available for Islamabad.

b. RO Refusing to Recount

“The Returning Officer may recount the ballot papers- (a) upon the request of, or challenge in writing
made by, a contesting candidate or his election agent, if the Returning Officer is satisfied that the request
or the challenge is reasonable; or (b) if so directed by the Commission, in which case the recount shall be
held in such manner and at such place as may be directed by the Commission.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 39(6)

“Returning Officer will … NOT ordinarily recount all valid votes. Recounting of all ballot papers may only
be done under TWO circumstances: If requested in writing by any contesting candidate or his/her election
agent under the condition that the Returning Officer is satisfied that the request is reasonable; [or] If
directed by the Election Commission.”
ECP Handbook for ROs, Pg.81 (emphasis in original)

Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 9.1% of
constituencies where a recount was requested the RO refused
to recount, whereas in 31.8% s/he agreed.65

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 14.3% of
constituencies where a recount was requested the RO refused
to recount, whereas in 54.9% s/he agreed. In NWFP in 16.7%
of 24 observed constituencies where a recount was requested
the RO refused to recount, whereas in 54.2% s/he agreed. In
Sindh in 14% of 43 observed constituencies where a recount
was requested the RO refused to recount, whereas in 37.2% he
agreed. In Baluchistan in 12.5% of 8 observed constituencies
where a recount was requested the RO refused to recount,
whereas in 62.5% he agreed.66
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Recommendation
In about one in nine constituencies, candidates or their agents requested a recount of all ballots. In
about one in eleven such constituencies, the Returning Officer refused to conduct the recount. Automatic
recounting of votes should be instituted in constituencies where the winning margin is less than 200 votes
or the total invalid and/or postal ballots exceed the winning margin.
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65. Information missing from 59.1% constituencies
66. No data available for Islamabad.

7. Result of the Count Form XVII

Consolidation of Results

a. Completing Form XVII

170

Law, Procedure and Policy
“The Returning Officer shall- immediately after preparing the consolidated statement and the return of
election, reseal in the prescribed manner the packets and statements opened by him for the purpose of
consolidation, permitting such of the candidates and their election agents as may be present to sign the
packets and affix their seals to such packets…..”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 40(a)

“The ballot papers rejected by the Returning Officer under sub-section (4) shall be shown separately in
the consolidated statement.”
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 39(5))

“The Returning Officer of the constituency … shall prepare a statement containing preliminary result in
the prescribed format and get signatures thereupon of candidates and/or their election agents as may be
present.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 38

Returning Officer will prepare Consolidation Statement by Polling Station in Form XVI. Result of the Count
will be prepared in Form XVII. Both forms should be sealed and sent to ECP as per instructions conveyed
to the RO. Tip: Both these forms should be carefully prepared and re-checked.”
ECP Handbook for ROs, Pg.77 (forms on pages 79-80)
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Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 39.4% the
Returning Officer completed Result of the Count Form XVII
with witnesses, whereas in 6.4% s/he did not. 67
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Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 71.4% the
RO completed Result of the Count Form XVII with witnesses,
whereas in 8.8% s/he did not. In NWFP in 66.7% of 24
observed constituencies the RO completed Form XVII with
witnesses, whereas in 12.5% s/he did not. In Sindh in 41.9% of
43 observed constituencies the RO completed Form XVII with
witnesses, whereas in 11.6% s/he did not. In Baluchistan in
62.5% of 8 observed constituencies the RO completed Form
XVII with witnesses, whereas in 12.5% s/he did not.68

Recommendation
In about one in 15 constituencies for which data is available, the Returning Officer completed the Result
of the Count Form XVII with no witnesses so that the completion of the form cannot be verified. ECP
officials, rather than judicial officers, should be responsible for ballot consolidation in order to ensure that
all procedures are carried out accurately, completely, transparently, and in a timely manner. Returning
Officers should complete the Result of the Count Form XVII with candidates and/or their agents present,
along with accredited observers, to ensure transparency of this essential stage of the election process.
67. Information missing from 54.2% constituencies
68. No data available for Islamabad.

b. Providing a Copy of Form XVII to All Candidates/ Election Agents

The Returning Officer shall-…. supply duly attested copies of the consolidated statement and the return
of election to such of the candidates and their election agents as may be present.
Representation of the Peoples Act 1976, Section 40(b)

“The Returning Officer of the constituency shall then announce the preliminary result of election of his
constituency locally and a copy thereof shall be affixed outside his office for information of the general
public.”
ECP Brief for National/International Observers, General Elections 2007, Pg. 38

The Handbook for Returning Officers does not mention giving a copy of the Result of the Count to
candidates or polling agents
Frequency Table
Out of 264 constituencies observed nationwide, in 37.1% the
RO provided a copy of Form XVII to all candidates/election
agents, whereas in 9.8% s/he did not.69

Out of 91 constituencies observed in Punjab, in 69.2% the RO
provided a copy of the Result of the Count to all candidates/
election agents, whereas in 13.2% s/he did not. In NWFP in
58.3% of 43 observed constituencies the RO provided a copy of
Form XVII to all candidates/election agents, whereas in 20.8%
s/he did not. In Sindh in 39.5% of 43 observed constituencies
the RO provided a copy of Form XVII to all candidates/election
agents, whereas in 16.3% s/he did not. In Baluchistan in 50%
of 8 observed constituencies the RO provided a copy of Form
XVII to all candidates/election agents, whereas in 25% s/he
did not.70
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Recommendation
In about one in ten constituencies for which data is available, the Returning Officer did not provide
a copy of Result of the Count Form XVII to all candidates/polling agents. ECP handbooks and other
materials do not mention this important requirement of the election law. Returning Officers should ensure
that all candidates or their agents receive a copy of the Result of the Count Form XVII.
FREE AND FAIR ELECTION NETWORK

69. Information missing from 53% constituencies
70. No data available for Islamabad.
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About FAFEN
FAFEN is a nationwide coalition of 30 Pakistani civil society organizations,
working together to promote electoral and democratic accountability in the
country. Formed in 2006 in preparation for national elections held in February
2008, FAFEN:
l

observed the public display of Pakistan’s draft electoral roll and conducted
the country’s first statistically-valid voters list audit in 2007;

l

fielded long-term observers nationwide and published 19 pre-election
reports;

l

deployed more than 18,000 observers nationwide on Election Day; and

l

conducted Pakistan’s first Parallel Vote Tabulation (PVT) for more than 250
separate constituencies.

All of FAFEN’s election observation materials, methodology, statements,
and reports are available at www.fafen.org. FAFEN member organizations
have registered as a collective Trust under Pakistani law and are continuing
to implement robust programs in between elections related to monitoring
parliamentary affairs, connecting constituents to their elected representatives,
promoting active citizenship through ongoing civic education, and advocating
for electoral and democratic reforms.

